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C hairman’ s M essage
The Eighteenth

IETF Meeting

The Eigtheenth IETF was held at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver
on July 31-August 3rd. Let me add my thanks to our hosts John Demcoand Marilyn
Martin (UBC).
This meeting had numerous firsts. It was the first international IETF meeting. It
was also the largest to date, with approximately 300 attendees. Approximately 38 of
the current 45 WorkingGroups met in 49 separate sessions.
Wewere also very pleased to have the Privacy and Security Research Group (PSRG)
meet with the IETF in Vancouver. In addition to conducting its own business, the
PSRGmet in joint session with several security related WorkingGroups (e.g., Site
Security Policy Handbook and SNMPAuthentication).
This interaction was very
productive. In the future, such interactions with the IRTF would prove to be quite
beneficial to IETFefforts.
Wewere especially pleased to have a delegation from the European networking association RAREat the IETF. Erik Huizer (Surfnet, Netherlands), Rudiger Volk (RIPE,
DortmundUniv), Fernando Liello (Italy), and Olivier Martin (CERN,Switzerland).
Erik and Rudiger gave a presentation on networking activities in Europe. The Federal Engineering Planning Group (FEPG) of the FNCmet in joint session with the
RAREdelegation regarding joint US-Europeanactivities.
The ANSIX3S3.3 group also took the opportunity to meet in Vancouver. There is a
growing amount of joint interest between IETF and relevant ANSIgroups (particularly, X3S3.3, which focuses on the transport and network layer of the OSI model).
Wehave tentatively agreed with X3S3.3 that we will attempt to schedule meetings
during the same location and date whenever it is convenient for both groups to do
so. The next such occasion will be in Boulder, Colorado in December.

The IETF meeting was very full and productive. The final meeting agenda is given
in the main body of these Proceedings. However,even a brief list of the highlights
would have to include:
¯ An excellent report on CA*net, the Canadian national network, by Dennis
Ferguson (U. Toronto).
¯ Review of a draft proposal for IP over SMDS.
¯ A decision to draft a Link Layer Requirements document separate from the
Router Requirements document. There was also a proposal to consolidate all
IP specific issues into a separate document for the Router Requirements (and
perhaps future editions of Host Requirements) to reference. These new efforts
would continue to be an initiative of the Router Requirements WorkingGroup.
¯ Near closure by the Router Discovery Working Group.
¯ Reorganization of the PDNRouting Working Group to include other public
networks besides X.25 (e.g., SMDS).
¯ Discussions within the Network Joint Monitoring Working Group for common
monitoring and report formats. Wealso discussed how the IETF Operations
area could most effectively be organized and utilized (see Operations Area report).
¯ Announcement of the IAB recommendation, and the FNCagreement, to eliminate the notion of "connected status" for NIC assigned network numbers. With
the FNCaccepting this recommendation, MERITwill anounce how this will
affect their policy for registering networksin their policy routing database.
Reminder-

Next

IETF Meeting

The Nineteenth IETF meeting will be December 3-7, 1990 in Boulder, Colorado. The
meeting will be jointly sponsored by Westnet and NCAR.Carol Ward(University of
Colorado) and Don Morris (NCAR)are the local hosts.
A very interesting technical agenda on high performance transport protocols is beginning to take shape.
Trial

Modifications

to the IETF Meeting Format

The attendance at IETF meetings has increased from under 100 to nearly 300 in the
last 2 years. During this period the number of Working Groups has increased from
12 to over 45. Although I generally take this growth as a positive sign of success,
it should also alert us to look for ways to makesure this new activity is integrated
smoothly into the existing IETF structure.
In this section, I report sometrial modifications for the Boulder IETFmeeting format,
based on suggestions by attendees. In the next section, I note ways for WorkingGroup
Chairs and attendees to keep meetings highly productive.

In the FSU IETF plenary in February 1990, we decided to reduce the number of
IETF meetings from four to three per year. At the next two IETF plenaries (Pittsburgh/May 1990, Vancouver/August 1990), we decided to expand the current 3.5 day
meeting format to 4.5 days on a trial basis.
Together with the new 4.5 day format, we have decided to include several other
suggestions in the trial. Wehave divided each full day into 3 periods, resulting in 13
periods total. Eight of these will be WorkingGroup sessions, three periods will be
devoted to technical presentations, one for an open plenary/IESG session, and one for
a reporting session on Friday morning. Total time for Working Groups is increased
by a third, while time for other regular IETFfeatures (e.g., technical presentations,
reports, IESG) remain about the same.
The trial format for the Boulder meeting will look like:
Mon

Tues

Weds

Thu

Fri

9:00-12:00

WG

WG

WG

WG

Reports

1:30-3:30

WG

WG

WG

Tech

4:00-6:00

WG

Tech

Tech

IESG

Early Registration will be on Sunday evening.
Again in response to suggestions, we will offer more technical presentations by incorporating some within Working Group sessions. For example, we will move the
network status reports into the NJMor TEWG
Working Group sessions.
Wewill be looking forward to commentson these new features.
Actions

to Encourage Working Group Productivity

As a reminder to WorkingGroupChairs and attendees, there are some specific actions
that can be done to help make Working Group meetings more productive.
Working Group Chair Actions:
1. Working Group Chairs are asked to provide "charters" and meeting reports,
both of which are openly available online and in IETF Proceedings. The purpose of charters and reports is to help prospective attendees understand the

objectives and status of the groups, so that they can come to meetings prepared.
2. Chairs can further assist prospective attendees in preparing for each Working
Group meeting by providing an agenda and document reading list. Not only
will this help attendees prepare for meetings, but having an explicit agenda
helps the WorkingGroup focus the meeting and keep it on track.
Working Group Attendee Actions:
IETF Working Group meetings are technical *working* sessions. Active, informed,
constructive participation is welcomedand encouraged. Observers are also welcome.
Working Group meetings are generally fully open (although some sessions may be
open only to document reviewers).
To get the most out of Working Group attendance (for yourself and for the group),
attendees should come to meetings with a good understanding of the WorkingGroup
background and progress-to-date.
Attendees can become familiar
Groups in several ways.

with the current

status

and progress of Working

1. Objectives and notes from previous meetings are available online. For retrieval
instructions (send to ietf-~aa.aager©nr±, reston, va. us).
2. Objectives and notes from previous meetings are also reproduced in the hardcopy Proceedings (to order Proceedings, send to proceed±ngs©nri, festoon, va. us).
3. Agendas and reading lists for WorkingGroup meetings will also be posted to
the respective WorkingGroup mailing lists.
IESG Standards

Management

The IAB and IETF were founded, and continue to function, as technical development groups for Internet networking technology. Out of necessity over the past several years, the IAB and IETF have evolved a standards-making component to more
rigourously define the protocols and procedures used in the Internet. Although this
standards process is now reasonably well defined (see RFC1140),there are certain
aspects of the process (and the procedures to implement the process) that are still
"ad hoc". This is particularly true in the way that the IESGtreats new work and
the way that IESGmakes recommendations to the IAB regarding standards actions.
In order to devdop clearer IETF/IESG standards procedures, I have asked Dave
Crocker (DEC) to establish a new IETF Standards Management position on the
IESG.The specific charter of this newposition will be to:
1. Write down new and existing IESG standards practices

in a "IETF Standards

Practices Handbook".
2. Propose new or amendedpractices, where needed, to fill out a fully-developed
IETF/IESG standards practice (up through the the recommendation to the
IAB).
3. Act as coordinator to help move specific protocols through the IETF/IESG
standards process.
4. Act as the liaison between the IESG and IAB on standards activity.
This
might include developing new general procedures for IAB/IESGinteraction,
helping to conduct "Technical Reviews" when needed, or generally tracking
IESG recommendations through the IAB.

I envision that muchresponsibility will still belong to each Area Director for specific
standards actions (e.g., primary responsiblity for advancing work to the IESGfrom
IETF Working Groups, providing "Technical Summaries", etc.). Greg Vaudreuil
(CNRI), as IESGSecretary, will continue to act as the agent for most of the specific
actions (e.g., formulating the actual IESGrecommendations and forwarding to the
IAB,etc.).
However, in addition to recommendingand codifying the standard practices, the new
IESGStandards Managerwill act as a backstop to makesure the process is followed
in an expeditious manner, and nothing gets lost in the cracks.
In order to provide adequate focus on this new activity, Dave Crocker will give over
his role as Network ManagementArea Director to the newly organized IESG Network
ManagementDirectorate. This is the subject of the next topic.
New IESG Network Management Directorate
One of Dave Crocker’s goals as NMADhas been to form a NM"Review Board". The
goal of this board would be to provide broad community perspective and input to
IETF network management development decisions. For example, such a board would
perform the key role of guiding and reviewing Internet MIBdevelopment activity.
With Dave’s moving from the NMarea to a new Standards management role, it
becameclear that the time for forming this group had arrived.
Weare now forming an "IETF Network Management Directorate".
The NMDirectorate will be a composedof approximately 9 persons. Its Chair will also serve as the
IESG NMArea Director.
I am very pleased to announce that Chuck Davin (MIT) will be able to serve as the
new NMADand chair of the NMDirectorate.
He and I, after consultation with
the IESG and other participants in the NMarea, hope to be able to announce the
complete membership of the new NMdirectorate at the next IETF meeting.

IETF Standards

Procedures

The IESG is called upon to make recommendations to the IAB on Internet standards
activity.
The most commonexample is when an IETF Working Group wishes to
submit a protocol document to the IAB for standardization.
In such a case, the
Working Group Chair forwards the protocol document to the IESG via the relevant
Area Director. The IESG then forwards a recommendation to the IAB (usually after
open discussion at an IETF meeting). All IESG recommendations to the IAB are
cc’ed to the IETF mailing list.
In the future, the IESGwill furnish a "Technical Summary"as part of all standards
recommendation packages. A "Technical Summary"will include a brief overview of
the document, and explain the motivation for the particular technical approach taken.
"Technical Summaries" are different from "Technical Reviews". The more concise
"Technical Summary"is meant to give a brief overview of the main technical points,
and will become a routine part of all future IESG recommendations to the IAB.
"Technical Summaries" will be provided by the document author or Area Director.
"Technical Reviews" would generally be a more thorough, but less frequent, review
conducted by a separate group drawn together by the IESG and/or by the relevant
Area Director. So far, there have only been "Reviews" for CMOT,BGP, (and less
formally) PPP and MTUDiscovery.
To summarize(and, hopefully, to help clarify our evolving process):
¯ The IESGmakes recommendations to the IAB on Inter.net standards actions.
These IESG recommendations are usually formulated after discussion at an
open plenary session of the IETF. The final recommendationis always cc’ed to
the IETF mailing list.
¯ In the future, the IESG will include a "Technical Summary"as part of the
recommendation package. The "Summary" will be provided by the document
author or the appropriate AD.
¯ A wider, more comprehensive "Technical Review" may also be requested by
either the IESGor IAB, but this is expected to be a less frequent occurance.
Phill Gross
IETF Chair
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1

IETF Overview

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has grown into a large open community
of network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with evolution
of the Internet protocol architecture and the smooth operation of the Internet. The
IETF began in January 1986 as a forum for technical coordination by contractors
working on the ARPANET,
DDN,and the Internet core gateway system.
The IETF mission includes:
¯ Specifying the short and mid-term Internet protocols and architecture for the
Internet,
¯ Making recommendations regarding Internet protocol standards for IAB approval,
¯ Identifying and proposing solutions to pressing operational and technical problems in the Internet,
¯ Facilitating technology transfer from the Internet Research Task Force, and
¯ Providing a forum for the exchange of information within the Internet community between vendors, users, researchers, agency contractors, and network
managers.
Technical activity on any specific topic in the IETF is addressed within Working
Groups. All WorkingGroups are organized roughly by function into eight technical
areas. Each is led by an area director whohas primary responsibility for that one
area of IETF activity. These eight technical directors with the chair of the IETF
compose the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).
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which composethe IESG, are:

Operations:
Security:
Standards Management

Phill Gross/CNRI
Russ Hobby/UC-Davis
Craig Partridge/BBN
Noel Chiappa/Consultant
Robert Hinden/BBN
James Davin/MIT
Rob Hagens/U-Wisc and
Ross Callon/DEC
Phill Gross/CNRI (interim)
Steve Crocker/TIS
Dave Crocker/DEC

IESGSecretary:

Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI

The Working Groups conduct business during plenary meetings of the IETF, during
meetings outside of the IETF, and via electronic mail on mailing lists established
for each group. The IETF holds quarterly plenary sessions composed of Working
Group sessions, technical presentations and network status briefings. The meetings
are currently three and one half days long and include an open IESGmeeting.
Meeting reports, charters (which include the WorkingGroup mailing lists), and general information on current IETF activities are available on-fine for anonymousFTP
from several Internet hosts including nnsc.nsf.net.
Mailing Lists
Muchof the daily work of the IETF is conducted on electronic mailing lists. There
are mailing lists for each of the workinggroups, as well as a general IETFlist. Mail on
the working group mailing lists is expected to be technically relevant to the working
groups supported by that list.
To join a mailing list, send a request to the associated request list. All internet mailing
lists have a companion"-request" list. Send requests to join a list to <listname>request ~ <listhost >.
Information and logistics about upcoming meetings
the general IETF mailing list. For general inquiries
to ietf-request©isi,
edu. Anarchive of mail sent to
for anonymousftp from the directory -ftp/irg/ietf

of the IETF are distributed on
about the IETF, send a request
the IETF list mail is available
on venera, isi. edu

1.1.
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IETF Information

The Internet Engineering Task Force maintains up-to-date on-line information on all
its activities. There is a directory containing Internet Draft documentsand a directory
containing IETF Working Group information. All this information is available for
public access at several locations. (See section 1.2.3)
The "IETF" directory contains a general description of the IETF, summariesof ongoing Working Group activities and provides information on past and upcoming meetings. The directory generally reflects information contained in the most recent IETF
Proceedings and Working Group Reports.
The "Internet-Drafts" directory has been installed to makeavailable, for review and
comment, draft documents that will be submitted ultimately to the IAB and the RFC
Editor to be considered for publishing as an RFC. Commentsare welcomeand should
be addressed to the responsible person whosenameand email addresses are listed on
the first page of the respective draft.
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The IETF Directory

Belowis a list of the files available in the IETFdirectory and a short synopsis of what
each file contains.
Files prefixed with a 0 contain information about upcomingmeetings. Files prefixed
with a 1 contain general information about the IETF, the Working Groups, and the
Internet Drafts.
FILE

NAME

0mtg-agenda

the current agenda for the upcoming quarterly IETF plenary,
which contains what Working Groups will be meeting and at
what times, and the technical presentations and network status
reports to be given.

0mtg-logistics

the announcement for the upcoming quarterly IETF plenary,
which contains specific information on the date/location of the
meeting, hotel/airline
arrangements, meeting site accommodations and travel directions.

0mtg-rsvp

standardized RSVPform to be used to notify the support staff
of your plans to attend the upcoming IETF meeting.

0mtg-schedule

current and future meeting dates and sites for IETF plenaries.

lid-abstracts

the Internet Drafts currently on-line in the Internet-Drafts directory.

lid-guidelines

instructions for authors of Internet Drafts.

lietf-overview

a short description of the IETF, the IESGand how to participate.

1 wg-summary

a listing of all current Working Groups, the Working Group
Chairs and their email addresses, WorkingGroupmailing list addresses, and, where applicable, documentation produced. This
file also contains the standard acronymfor the WorkingGroups
by which the IETF and Internet-Drafts directories are keyed.

Finally, WorkingGroupshave individual files dedicated to their particular activities
which contain their respective Charters and Meeting Reports. Each Working Group
file is namedin this fashion:

1.1.
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<standard wg abbreviation>-charter.txt
<standard wg abbreviation>-minutes-date.txt
The "dir" or "ls" commandwill permit you to review what WorkingGroup files are
available and the specific namingschemeto use for a successful anonymousftp action.

1.1.2

The Internet-Drafts

Directory

The Internet-Drafts directory contains the current working documents of the IETF.
These documentsare indexed in the file lid-abstracts.txt
in the Internet-Drafts directory.
The documents are named according to the following conventions. If the document
was generated in an IETF Working Group, the filename is:
draft-ietf-<std

wg abrev>-<docname>-<rev>.txt , or .ps

where <std wg abrev> is the Working Group acronym, <docname> is a very short
name, and <rev> is the revision number.
If the document was submitted for commentby a non-ietf group or author, the filenameis:
draft-<org>-<author>-<docname>-

<rev>.txt,

or .ps

where <org> is the organization sponsoring the work and <author> is the author’s
name.
For more information on writing and installing an Internet Draft, see the file lidguidelines, "Guidelines to Authors of Internet Drafts".
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Locations

The directories are maintained primarily at the NSFnet Service Center (NNSC).
There are several "shadow" machines which contain the IETF and INTERNETDRAFTS
directories.
These machines may be more convenient than nnsc.nsf.nsf.
To access these directories, use FTP. After establishing a connection, Login with
username ANONYMOUS
and password GUEST. When logged in, change to the
directory of your choice with the following commands:
cd internet-drafts
cd ietf
Individual files

can then be retrieved using the GETcommand:

get <remote filename> <local filename>
e.g., get 00README readme.my.copy
NSF Network Service

Center Address: nnsc.nsf.net

The Defense Data Network NIC Address:

nic.ddn.mil

Internet-drafts are also available by mail server from this machine. For
more information mail a request:
To: service@nic.ddn.mil
Subject: Help
NIC staff are happy to assist users with any problems that they may
encounter in the process of obtaining files by FTP or "SERVICE".For
assistance, phone the NIC hotline at 1-800-235-3155 between 6 am and 5
pm Pacific time.
Pacific

Rim Address" munnari.oz.au

The Internet-drafts
(.Z).

on this machine are stored in Unix compressed form

Europe Address: nic.nordu.net

(192.36.148.17)

1.2.
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Drafts

The Internet-Drafts Directory is available to provide authors with the ability to distribute and solicit comments on documents they plan to submit as RFC’s. Submissions to the Directory should be sent to "internet-drafts@nri.reston.va.us".
Unrevised documents placed in the Internet-Drafts Directory have a maximumlife
of six months. After that time, they will either be submitted to the RFCeditor
or will be deleted. After a document becomes an RFC, it will be replaced in the
Internet-Drafts Directory with an announcementto that effect for an additional six
months.
Internet Drafts are generally in the format of an RFC.This format is described in
RFC 1111.
Following the practice of the RFCs, submissions are acceptable in postscript format,
but we strongly encourage a submission of a matching ascii version (even if figures
must be deleted) for readers without postscript printers and for online searches.
There are differences between the RFCand Internet Draft format. The Internet Drafts
are not RFC’s and are not a numbered document series. The words "INTERNETDRAFT"should appear in place of "RFC XXXX"
in the upper left hand corner. The
document should not refer to itself as an RFCor a Draft RFC.
The Internet Draft should not state nor imply that it is a proposed standard. To do
so conflicts with the role of the IAB, the RFCeditor and the IESG. The title of the
document should not infer a status. Avoid the use of the terms Standard, Proposed,
Draft, Experimental, Historical, Required, Recommended,Elective, or Restricted in
the title of the draft. These are commonwords in the "Status of the Memo"section
and maycause confusion if placed in the title.
The document should have an abstract section, containing a two-to-three paragraph
description suitable for referencing, archiving, and announcing the document. The
abstract should follow the "Status of this Memo"section. If the draft becomes an
RFC,the Status of the Memosection will be filled in by the RFCeditor with a status
assigned by the IAB. As an Internet Draft, that section should contain a statement
approximating one of the following statements:
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1. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as a standards document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to
2. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as an informational
document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to

If the draft is lengthy, please include on the second page a table of contents to make
the documenteasier to reference.
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Area)

Applications
Russ Hobby
rdhobby©ucdav±s. edu

Domain Name System (dns)
Chair(s): Philip Almquist
almquist©jessica.stanford.edu
WG mail:namedroppers©nic,
ddn.mil
To Join:namedropped-request©nic,
ddn.mil
Status: continuing

Network Fax (netfax)
Chair(s): Mark Needleman
mhn©stubbs.ucop.edu
WGmail: netfax©stubbs.ucop,
edu
To Join: netfax-request©stubbs.ucop.edu
Status:
new

Network Printing Protocol (npp)
Chair(s): Glenn Trewitt
trewitt©nsl.dec.com
WG mail:print-wg©pluto,
dss.com
To Join: print-wg-request©pluto.dss.com
Status: continuing

TELNET (telnet)
Chair(s):
Dave Borman
dab©opus.cray.com
WGmail: telnet-ietf©cray.com
To Join: telnet-ietf-request©cray.com
Status:
continuing
Internet Draft: "Telnet Encryption Option", 04/01/1990, Dave Borman
<draft-ietf-telnet-encryption- 00.txt >
Internet Draft: "Telnet Data Compression Option", 04/30/1990, Dave
Borman< draft-ietf-telnet-compression-00.txt
>
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Internet Draft: "Telnet Authentication Option", 08/08/1990, Dave Borman<draft-ietf-telnet-authentication-01.txt
>
Internet Draft: "Telnet Environment Option", 08/08/1990, Dave Borman
< dr aft- iet f- t elnet- environment01. t xt >
Internet Draft: "Telnet Linemode Option", 08/08/1990,
draft-ietf-telnet-linemodeoption-02.txt>

Dave Borman

1.3.
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AREA)

Host and User Services
Craig Partridge
craig©nnsc,
ns~. net

Distributed
File Systems (dfs)
Chair(s):
Peter Honeyman
WGmail: dfs-wg©citi
.umich.
To Join:
dfs-wg-request©citi
Status:
continuing

Dynamic Host
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:

honey©c±t±.um±ch.edu
edu
.umich. edu

Configuration
(dhc)
Ralph Droms
droms©sol.bucknell.edu
host-conf©sol.bucknell,
edu
host-conf-request©sol.bucknell.edu
continuing

Internet
User Population
(iup)
Chair(s): Craig Partridge
craig©nnsc.nsf.net
WGmail: ietf©venera,
isi. edu
To Join:
ietf-request©venera,
isi. edu
Status:
continuing

Network Information
Services
Infrastructure
(nisi)
Chair(s): Dana Sitzler
dds©merit.edu
WG mail: nisi©merit.edu
To Join: nisi-request©meri~,edu
Status:
continuing

Special Host Requirements
(shr)
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart
rlstewart©eng.xyplex.com
WGmail: ietf-hosts©nnsc
.nsf.net
To Join:
ietf-hosts-request©nnsc.nsf.net
Status:
new
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User Connectivity (ucp)
long©bbn.com
Chair(s): Dan Long
WGmail: ucp©nic.near.net
To Join: ucp-request©nic.near.net
continuing
Status:

User Services (uswg)
Chair(s): Joyce K. Reynolds
jkrey©venera.±si.edu
WGmail: us-wg©nnsc.nsf.net
To Join: us-~g-request©nnsc.nsf.net
continuing
Status:
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Services

Noel Chiappa
j nc~ptt,
los.m±t.edu

Connection IP
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:

(cip)
Claudio Topolcic
cip©bbn.com
c±p-request©bbn.com
continuing

topolcic©bbn.com

Internet Draft: "Internet Stream Protocol", 09/04/1990, C Topolcic <draftietf-cip-st 2-00.txt >

IP MTUDiscovery (mtudisc)
Chair(s): Jeff Mogul
mogul©decrgrl.dec,
WGmail: mtudwg©decwrl, dec. com
To Join: mtudwg-request©decgrl.dec.com
Status:
continuing

IP over Appletalk (appleip)
Chair(s): John Veizades
veizades©apple,
WGmail: apple-ip©apple, corn
To Join: apple-ip-request©apple,
corn
Status:
continuing

IP over FDDI (fddi)
Chair(s): Dave Katz
WGmail: FDDI©merit.edu
To Join: FDDI-request~merit.
Status:
continuing

corn

corn

dkatz©merit.edu
edu

Internet Draft: "A Proposed Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over FDDINetworks", 05/05/1990, Dave Katz <draft-ietf-fddiipdatagrams-01 .txt >
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IP over Switched Megabit Data Service (smds)
meritec!clapp@bellcore.bellcore,
Chair(s): George Clapp
ts0026©ohstvma, ircc. ohio-state,
Michael Fidler
WGmail: smds©nri, reston.va.us
To Join: smds-request©nri.reston.va.us
Status:
continuing

com
edu

Internet Draft: "A Proposed Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over SMDS",07/18/1990, Joe Lawrence, Dave Piscitello <draftietf-smds-ipdat agrams-00.txt >

Point-to-Point
Protocol Extentions (pppext)
Chair(s): Stev Knowles
stev©ftp.com
WG mail: ietf-ppp©ucdavis.edu
To Join: ietf-ppp-request©ucdavis, edu

Status:

continuing

Router Discovery (rdisc)
deering©pescadero.stanford.edu
Chair(s): Steve Deering
WGmail: gw-discovery©gregorio, stanford, edu
To Join: gw-discovery-request©gregorio.stanford.edu
Status:
continuing

Router Requirements (rreq)
forster©cisco.com
Chair(s): James Forster
almquist©j
essica,
Philip Almquist
WG mail:ietf-rreq©Jessica. Stanford.edu

stanford,

edu

To Join: ietf-rreq-request©Jessica. Stanford. edu

Status:

continuing

Internet Draft: "Requirements for Internet IP Routers", 09/17/1990,
Philip Almquist<draft-ietf-rreq-iprouters-00.txt
>

1.3.
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Management
Dave Crocker

dcrockerCnsl, dec. com

Alert

Management (alertman)
Chair(s): Louis Steinberg
lou±ss©ibm.com
WGmail: alert-manCmerit.edu
To Join: alert-man-request©merit.edu
Status:
continuing
Internet Draft: "Managing Asynchronously Generated Alerts", 03/28/1990,
Louis Steinberg <draft-ietf-alertman-asyncalertman-02.txt>

Bridge MIB (bridge)
Chair(s): Fred Baker
baker@vitalink.
¢om
WGmail: br±dge-mib~nsl, dec. com
To Join: br±dge-m±b-requestCnsl.dec.com
Status:
new

Character MIB (charmib)
Chair(s): Bob Stewart
rlstewart@eng.xyplex, tom
WG mail:char-mib@decwrl,dec. corn
To Join: char-mib-request©decwrl, dec. com

Status:

new

DECnet Phase IV MIB (decnetiv)
Chair(s): Jonathan Saperia
saperiaY.tcpjon©decwrl.dec.com
WGmail: phiv-mib©j ove. pa. dec. com
To Join: phiv-mib-request©jove.pa.dec.com
Status:
continuing

FDDI MIB (fddimib)
Chair(s): Jeffrey Case
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:
new

case©utkuxl.utk.edu
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Internet Accounting (acct)
cmills©bbn.com
Chair(s): Cyndi Mills
WG mail: accounting-wg©bbn.com
To Join:accounting-wg-request©bbn,
com
Status: continuing

LAN Manager
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:

(lanman)
dave_perkins©Jcom.com
David Perkins
lanman~g©cnd.hp, corn
lanmanwg-request©cnd.hp.com
continuing

Internet Draft: "Management Information Base for LANManager Management", 06/30/1990, Jim Greuel, Amatzia BenArtzi <draft-ietf-lanmanmib-00.txt>
Internet Draft: "ManagementInformation Base for LANManager Alerts",
06/30/1990, Jim Greuel, AmatziaBenArtzi <draft-ietf- lanman-alert s-00.txt >
Management Services Interface
(msi)
newkerk©decwet.dec.com
Chair(s): Oscar Newkerk
verma©hpindbu,cup. hp. corn
Sudhanshu Verma
WGmail: msi~g©dec~rl.dec, com
To Join: msi~g-request©dec~rl.dec.com
continuing
Status:
Internet Draft: "ManagementServices Interface",
erk <draft-ietf-msi-api-02.txt and .ps>

07/13/1990, Oscar Newk-

OSI Internet
Chair(s):

Management (oim)
Lee LaBarre
cel©mbunix.mitre.org
hal©vines,
enet. dec. corn
Brian Handspicker
WG mail:oim©mbunix.mitre,
org
To Join: oim-request©mbunix .mitre. org

Status:

continuing

Internet Draft: "The CommonManagement Information Services and
Protocols for the Internet (CMOTand CMIP)", 05/30/1990, U. Warrier,
L. Besaw, B.D. Handspicker L. LaBarre <draft-ietf-oim-cmot-00.txt>

1.3.
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Internet Draft: "OSI Internet Management: Management Information
Base", 08/17/1990, Lee LaBarre <draft-ietf-oim-mib2-02.txt>

Remote LAN Monitoring
(rlanmib)
Chair(s): Mike Erlinger
mikeemti.com
WG mail:rlanmib©decwrl,
dec.corn
To Join:rlanm±b-request©decwrl,
dec. com
Status: new

Simple Network Management Protocol
(snmp)
Chair(s): Marshall Rose
mrose©psi.com
WGmail: snmp-wg©n±sc.nyser.net
To Join:
snmp-wg-request©n±sc.nyser.net
Status:
continuing
Internet Draft: "Definitions of ManagedObjects for the T1 Carrier Interface Type", 04/23/1990, C Kolb, Fred Baker <draft-ietf-snmp-tlmib01.txt>
Internet Draft: "SNMPOver IPX", 08/27/1990, RaymondWormley<draftietf- snmp-snmpoveripx-00,txt >
Internet Draft: "Towards Concise MIBDefinitions", 09/05/1990, Marshall Rose, Keith McCloghrie <draft-ietf-snmp-mibdefinitions-01.txt>
Internet Draft: "A Convention for Defining Traps for use with the SNMP",
09/05/1990, Marshall Rose <draft-ietf-snmp-traps-01.txt>
Internet Draft: "Extensions to the Generic-Interface MIB", 09/12/1990,
Keith McCloghrie <draft-ietf-snmp-interfacemibext-00.txt>
Internet Draft: "IEEE 802.4 Token Bus MIB", 09/26/1990, Keith McCloghrie, Richard Fox <draft-ietf-snmp-tokenbusmib-00.txt>
Internet Draft: "Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Ethernet-like
Interface Types", 09/26 / 1990, John Cook<draft-ietf- snmp-ethernetmib00.txt>
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Internet Draft: ~IEEE 802.5 Token Ring MIB", 09/26/1990, Keith McCloghrie, Richard Fox, Eric Decker <draft-ietf-snmp-tokenringmib-00.txt>

Transmission Mib (transmib)
Chair(s): John Cook
WGmail: n_nknown
To Join: unknown
continuing
Status:

cook©chipcom.com
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OSI Integration
Ross Callon
callon©bigfut,
enet.dec. com
Rob Hagens
hagens©cs,wisc. edu

Assignment
of OSI NSAP Addresses
(osinsap)
Chair(s):
Richard Colella
colella©os±3.ncsl.nist.gov
WG mail: iet~-osi-nsap©os±3,
ncsl. hiSt. gov
To Join: ietf-osi-nsap-request©osi3.ncsl
.nist .gov
Status:
continuing
Internet
Draft: "OSI NSAP Address Format For Use In The Internet",
07/10/1990, R Colella, R Callon <draft-ietf-osinsap-format-00.txt>

OSI General (osigen)
Chair(s):
Robert Hagens
hagens©cs.wisc.edu
Ross Callon
callon©bigfut, enet.
WG mail: ietf-osi©cs.wisc,edu
To Join: ietf-osi-request©cs,
wisc. edu
Status:
continuing

OSI X.400 (osix400)
Chair(s):
Rob Hagens
hagens©cs.wisc.edu
WGmail: ietf-osi-x400©cs.~isc,
edu
To Join:
ietf-osi-x400-request©cs.
~isc. edu
Status:
continuing

OSI X.500 (osix500)
Chair(s): Steve Kille
WGmail: ietf-osi-ds©cs,
ucl.
To Join:
ietf-osi-ds-request¢cs,
Status:
new

S.Kille©cs.ucl.ac.ak
ac. uk
ucl. ac. uk

dec. corn
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Operations
Phill Gross (Interim)
pgross©nri,
reston,
va.us

Benchmarking
Methodology (bmwg)
Chair(s): Scott Bradner
sob©harvard.harvard.edu
WG mail:bmw~©harvisr.harvard, edu
To Join: bmw~-request@harvisr, harvard, edu

Status:

continuing

Internet Draft: "Benchmarking Terminology", 07/13/1990, Scott Bradner
draft- iet f-bmwg-terms-00. txt >

DDNInterconnectivity
(ddniwg)
Chair(s): Kathleen Huber
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:
new

Network Joint
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:

khuber©bbn.com

Management (njm)
hastings¢psc.edu
Gene Hastings
ajm©merit.edu
njm-request©merit.edu
continuing

Topology Engineering (tewg)
Chair(s): Not Yet Filled
WGmail: tewg©devvax.tn, cornell,
tn.
To Join: tewg-request©devvax,
continuing
Status:

edu
cornell,

edu
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Routing
Bob Hinden
hinden©bbn, tom

ISIS for IP Internets (isis)
Chair(s): Ross Callon
WG mail: isis@merit.edu

callon©big-fut,

enet.dec.com

To Join: isis-request@merit, edu

Status:

continuing

Internet Draft: "Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments", 08/27/1990, Ross Callon <draft-ietf-isis-spec-01.ps>
Interconnectivity (iwg)
Chair(s): Guy Almes
WGmail: ±wgOrice.edu
To Join:
iwg-requestOrice.edu
Status:
continuing

almes©rice.edu

Internet Draft: "Experimental Definitions of ManagedObjects for the
Border Gateway Protocol (Version 2)", 07/17/1990, Steven Willis, John
Burruss <draft-ietf-iwg-bgp-mib-01.txt >
Multicast Extentions to OSPF (mospf)
Chair(s): Steve Deering
deering©pescadero.stanford.edu
WGmail: mospf©devvax.tn,
cornell,edu
To Join:mospf-request©devvax, tn. cornell,edu
Status: continuing

Open Systems
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:

Routing (orwg)
Martha Steenstrup
msteenst©bbn, corn
open-rout-interest©bbn.com
open-rout-requestObbn, corn
continuing

Internet Draft: "An Architecture for Inter-Domain Policy Routing", 02/20/1990,
Marianne Lepp, Martha Steenstrup <draft-ietf-orwg-architecture-01.ps>

34
Routing and Address Resolution
Chair(s)"
GeorgeClapp
WGmail:
To Join:
Status:
new
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over X.25 and SMDS(pdnarp)
meritec!clapp©bellcore.bellcore.com
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Security
Steve Crocker
crocker©t
is. com

IP Authentication (ipauth)
Chair(s): Jeffrey Schiller
j±s©b±tsy.mit.edu
WGmail: awg©bitsy.mit, edu
To Join: awg-request©bitsy.mit.edu
Status:
continuing

Internet Security Policy (spwg)
Chair(s): Richard Pethia
rdp©sei.cmu, edu
WG mail:spwg©nri,
reston, va. us
To Join:spwg-request©nri,
reston,va. us
Status: continuing

SNMPAuthentication
(snmpauth)
Chair(s): Jeffrey Schiller
j±sebitsy.mit,
WGmail: awg©bitsy.mit, edu
To Join:
awg-request©bitsy.mit.edu
Status:
continuing

edu

Internet Draft: "Administration of SNMPCommunities", 07/05/1990,
James Davin, James Galvin, Keith McCloghrie <draft-ietf-snmpauthcommunities-01 .t xt >
Internet Draft: "Experimental Definitions of ManagedObjects for Administration of SNMPCommunities",07/05/1990, Keith McCloghrie, James
Davin, James Galvin <draft-ietf-snmpauth-manageobject-02.txt>
Internet Draft: "Authentication and Privacy in the SNMP",07/05/1990,
James Galvin, Keith McCloghrie, James Davin <draft-ietf-snmpauthauthsnmp-02.txt>
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Site Security Policy Handbook (ssphwg)
ph@sei.cmu.edu
Chair(s): J. Paul Holbrook
JoyceK. Reynolds jkrey©venera, isi.edu
WG mail: ssphwg©cert, sei. cmu. edu
To Join: ssphwg-request©cert, sei. cmu. edu

Status:

continuing
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Drafts

This summarysheet provides a short synopsis of each Internet Draft available within
the "Internet-Drafts" Directory at the NIC and NNSC.
"Assignment/Reservation
Cluster", Carl-Herbert
00.txt>

of Internet
Network Numbers for the PDNRokitansky, 06/01/1989 <draft-ietf-pdn-pdnclusternetassigr~

"Application
of the Cluster Addressing Scheme to X.25 Public Data Networks", Carl-Herbert
Rokitansky, 08/01/1989 <draft-ietf-pdn-pdncluster00.txt>
"The Authentication
of Internet
Datagrams",
< draft-iet f- aut h-ipauthoption- 00.txt >

Jeff

Schiller,

08/01/1989

This draft RFCdescribes a protocol and IP option to allow two communicating Internet hosts to authenticate datagrams that travel from one to
the other. This authentication is limited to source, destination IP address
pair. It is up to host-based mechanismsto provide authentication between
separate processes running on the same IP host. The protocol will provide
for "authentication" of the datagram, not concealment from third party
observers. By authentication, I mean that an IP host receiving a datagram claiming to be from some other IP host will be able (if both hosts
are set up to authenticate datagrams between each other) to determine if
in fact the datagram is from the host claimed, and that it has not been
altered in transit.
"Internet

Cluster

Addressing

Scheme", Carl-Herbert

< draft-iet

f-p dn-clust erscheme-00.txt >

Rokitansky,

11/01/1989

"OSI Connectionless
Transport Services on top of the UDP: Version
C. Shue, W. Haggerty, K. Dobbins, 11/01/1989
<draft-osf-shue-osiudp_00.txt>
This draft proposes a method for offering the OSI connectionless transport service (CLTS) in TCP/IP-based Internets by defining a mapping
of the CLTSonto the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). If this draft becomes a standard, hosts on the Internet that choose to implement OSI
connectionless transport services on top of the UDPwould be expected
to adopt and implement the methods specified in this draft. UDPport
102 is reserved for hosts which implementthis draft. Distribution of this
memois unlimited.

1",
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Ralph Droms, 12/01/1989

Within the metanetwork of networks that exchange electronic mail, there
are manydirectory services that provide partial coverage of network users;
that is, directories with information about somesubset of a particular network’s user population. Searching the collection of available directories is
time-consumingand requires knowledgeof each directory’s user interface.
Although X.500 is currently under study as a basis for an Internet-wide
directory service, it is unlikely that a universal user registry will be in
place in the near future. The KnowbotInformation Service provides a
uniform interface to heterogeneous directory services that simplifies the
task of locating users in the combinednetwork.
"IP Routing Between U.S. Government Agency Backbones
works", Scott Brim, 01/01/1990
< draft-fric c- brim-Backb on eRo ut ing-01 .txt >

and Other Net-

This is an overview of howthe agency backbones route IP (Internet Protocol) packets at this time, with any generalizations that can be madeand
statements of their differences. Also included are recommendations from
the agency backbones about how other networks that connect to them
can best set up their inter-administration routing.
"Implementation

Agreements for Transport

Service

Bridges",

M.T. Rose,

< draft-ietf-rose-tsbridge-00.txt>
This draft reports implementation experience when building transport
service bridges for OSI applications.
"A String Encoding of Presentation
Address",
< draft-u cl-kille-present at ion ad dres s-00. ps >

S.E. Kille,

01/31/1990

There are a number of Environments where a simple string encoding of
Presentation address is desirable. This specification defines such a representation.
"An Interim Approach to use of Network Addresses",
<draft-ucl-kille-networkaddresses-00.ps>

S.E. Kille,

01/31/1990

The 0SI Directory specifies an encoding of Presentation Address, which
utilizes OSI NetworkAddresses as defined in the OSI NetworkLayer Standards. The OSI Directory, and any OSI application utilizing the OSI Directory must be able to deal with these Network Addresses. Currently,
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most environments cannot cope with them. It is not reasonable or desirable for groups wishing to investigate and use OSI Applications in conjunction with with the OSI Directory to have to wait for the lower layers
to sort out. This note is a proposal for mechanismsto utilize Network
Addresses.
This document specifies an addressing convention to be used in conjunction with other protocols.
"X.500 and Domains", S.E. Kille, 01/31/1990
< draft- ucl-kil le-x500domains-00.p s >
This document considers X.500 in relation to Internet/UK Domains. A
basic model of X.500 providing a higher level and more descriptive naming
structure is proposed, which gives a range of new managementand user
facilities over and above those currently available.
"An Architecture
for Inter-Domain Policy
Steenstrup, 02/20/1990
< draft-let f-orwg- archit ecture-01.ps >

Routing", Marianne Lepp, Martha

Wepresent an architecture for policy routing amongadministrative domains within the Internet. The objective of inter-domain policy routing
is to synthesize and maintain routes between source and destination
ministrative domains, providing user traffic with the
requested service within the constraints stipulated by the administrative
domains transited. The architecture is designed to accommodatean Internet with tens of thousands of administrative domains.
"Managing Asynchronously Generated Alerts",
<draft-ietfoalert
man-asyncalertman-02.txt >

Louis Steinberg,

03/28/1990

This draft defines mechanismsto prevent a remotely managedentity from
burdening a manager or network with an unexpected amount of network
managementinformation, and to ensure delivery of "important" information. The focus is on controlling the flow of asynchronously generated
information, and not how the information is generated. Mechanismsfor
generating and controlling the generation of asynchronous information
mayinvolve protocol specific issues.
There are two understood mechanisms for transferring network management information from a managed entity to a manager; request-response
driven polling, and the unsolicited sending of "alerts". Alerts are defined
as any managementinformation delivered to a manager that is not the
result of a specific query. Advantagesand disadvantages exist within each
method. This draft discusses these in detail.
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"Telnet Encryption
Option", Dave Borman, 04/01/1990
< draft-let f-telnet-encryption- 00.txt >
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for
Kolb, Fred Baker, 09/26/1990
< draft-let f-snmp-t lmib-01 .txt >

the T1 Carrier

Interface

Type",

C

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingTl-carrier
objects.
"Telnet Data Compression Option",
<draft-ietf-telnet-compression-00.txt>

Dave Borman, 04/30/1990

"A Proposed Standard for the Transmission
Networks",
Dave Katz, 05/05/1990
<draft-ietf-fddi-ipdatagrams-01.txt>

of IP Datagrams

over FDDI

The goal of this specification is to allow compatible and interoperable
implementations for transmitting IP datagrams and ARPrequests and
replies over FDDInetworks.
"Working Implementation
Agreements
On Network Management
tions, Services and Protocols",
Robert Aronoff, 05/24/1990
< draftonist-nmsig-implagreement
s-00.txt >

Func-

This is the Working Documentof the Network ManagementSpecial Interest Group (NMSIG)of the OSI Implementors Workshop (OIW). The
Internet Management (0IM) Working Group agreements on CMIS/CMIP
reference this document.
"The Common Management Information
Services
and Protocols
for the
Internet
(CMOT and CMIP)", U. Warrier,
L. Besaw, B.D. Handspicker
L. LaBarre, 05/30/1990
< draft-let
f-oim-cmot-00.txt>
This memois the output of the OSI Internet ManagementWorking Group.
As directed by the IAB in RFC1052, it addresses the need for a longterm network management system based on ISO CMIS/CMIP.This memo
contains a set of protocol agreements for implementing a network management system based on these ISO Management standards. Now that
CMIS/CMIP
has been voted an International Standard (IS), it has becomea stable basis for product development. This profile specifies how
to apply CMIPto management of both IP-based and OSI-based Internet
networks. Network management using ISO CMIP to manage IP-based
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networks will be refered to as "CMIP Over TCP/IP" (CMOT).Network
management using ISO CMIPto manage OSI-based networks will be refered to as "CMIP".This memospecifies the protocol agreements necessary
to implement CMIPand accompanying ISO protocols over OSI, TCP and
UDPtransport protocols.
"Management Information
Base for
Amatzia BenArtzi,
06/30/1990
<draft-ietf-lanman-alerts-00.txt
>

LAN Manager Alerts",

Jim Greuel,

This memois a product of the IETF Lan Manager MIBWorking Group.
It defines managementobjects to support the translation of LANManager alerts to SNMPtraps. It is a companion document to Management
Information Base for LANManager Management, which defines a base
set of management objects for LANManager.
"Management
Information
Base for
Greuel, Amatzia BenArtzi,
06/30/1990
< d raft-iet f- lanman-mib-00,txt >

LAN Manager

Management",

Jim

This memoprovides a ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for management of LANManager nodes with TCP/IP-based network management
protocols. Together with documents describing the structure of management information (RFC 1155) and the Simple Network Management
Protocol (RFC1157) this document provides a specification for managing
LANManager nodes in a TCP/IP environment.
"Authentication
and Privacy in the
Cloghrie,
James Davin, 07/05/1990
<draft-ietf-snmpauth-authsnmp-02.txt>

SNMP", James Galvin,

Keith

Mc-

The Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP)specification
allows
for the authentication of network managementoperations by a variety of
authentication algorithms. This memospecifies alternatives to the trivial authentication algorithm. It also describes an abstract Authentication
Service Interface (ASI) by which SNMP-basedmanagement applications
or agents may-in a convenient and uniform way-benefit from the algorithms described here and a wide range of others. The terms of the ASI
are used to describe three distinct algorithms, including one with support
for privacy.
"Experimental Definitions
of Managed Objects for Administration
MPCommunities", Keith McCloghrie,
James Davin, James Galvin,
< d raft -let f- snmpaut h- manageobj ect-02 .txt >

of SN07/05/1990

42
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This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management
Information Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols
TCP/IP-basedinternets. In particular, it describes a representation of the
authentication communities defined in the companion memo: Authentication and Privacy in the SNMPas objects in the Internet Standard MIB.
Thesedefinitions are consistent with the administrative strategies set forth
in the companion memo: Administration of SNMPCommunities.
"Administration
of SNMPCommunities", James Davin,
Keith McCloghrie, 07/05/1990
< draft-let f-snmpauth-communities-01.txt >

James Galvin,

Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP)specification
allows for
the authentication of managementoperations by a variety of authentication algorithms. This memodefines two strategies for administering
SNMPcommunities based upon either the SNMPauthentication
algorithm or the SNMPauthentication and privacy algorithm. Insofar as the
administration of SNMPcommunities based upon the trivial authentication algorithm maybe realized by straightforward application of familiar
network management techniques, administration of such communities is
not directly addressed in this memo.
"Gateway Congestion Control
nan, 07/06/1990
<draft-ietf-pcc-gwcc-01.txt>

Policies",

A.J.

Mankin, K.K. Ramakrish-

The growth of network intensive Internet applications has made gateway
congestion control a high priority. The IETF Performance and Congestion
Control WorkingGroup surveyed and reviewed gateway congestion control
and avoidance approaches in a series of meetings during 1988 and 1989.
The purpose of this paper is to present our review of the congestion control
approaches, as a way of encouraging new discussion and experimentation.
Included in the survey are Source Quench, RandomDrop, Congestion
Indication (DECBit), and Fair Queueing. The task remains for Internet
implementors to determine and agree on the most effective mechanisms
for controlling gateway congestion.
"OSI NSAP Address Format For Use In The Internet",
Ion, 07/10/1990
<draft-ietf-osinsap-format-O0.txt
>

R Colella,

R Cal-

This document provides alignment with U.S. GOSIPVersion 2. GOSIP
Version 2 h~s undergone the required public review and commentperiod
prior to becoming a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS).
will be published ~s a FIPS by the end of Calendar Year 1990.
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"Benchmarking Terminology", Scott Bradner, 07/13 / 1990 < draft-ietf-bmwgterms-00.txt>
This memodiscusses and defines a number of terms that are used in
describing performance benchmarkingtests and the results of such tests.
The terms defined in this memowill be used in additional memosto
define specific benchmarkingtests and the suggested format to be used in
reporting the results of each of the tests.
"Management Services
<draft-ietf-msi-api-02.txt

Interface",
and .ps>

Oscar Newkerk,

07/13/1990

The ManagementServices API defines Application Programming Interfaces which provide a set of services for the managementof the objects in
a heterogeneous, multivendor distributed computing environment.
The ManagementServices API is designed to allow for the development of
portable management applications.
The ManagementServices API insulate managementapplication developers from the details of the management protocol and from the transport services used to route the management directives to the managedobjects. It provides facilities to manage
both local and remote objects in a seamless fashion.
"Experimental
Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Border Gateway
Protocol (Version 2)", Steven Willis, John Burruss, 09/21/1990
< d raft-iet fo iwg-bgp-mib-01.txt >
This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingthe Border
Gateway Protocol.
"A Proposed Standard for the Transmission
Joe Lawrence, Dave Piscitello,
07/18/1990
< d raft- iet f- s mds-i p d at agrams-00. txt >

of IP Datagrams over SMDS",

This memodescribes an initial
use of IP and ARPin an SMDSenvironment configured as a logical IP subnet, LIS (described below). The
encapsulation methodused is described, as well as various service-specific
issues. This memodoes not preclude subsequent treatment of SMDSin
configurations other than LIS; specifically, public or inter-company, interenterprise configurations maybe treated differently and will be described
in future documents.
"INTERNET
OSI INTEGRATION,
ERABILITY ISSUES", Robert Hagens,
< draft-fopg-osit ransition-00.txt >

COEXISTENCE
AND INTEROPRebecca Nitzan,
07/24/1990
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The intent of this document is to provide technical descriptions of the
issues involved in the integration of the OpenSystems Interconnect (OSI)
protocols into the operational networks which interconnect and comprise
the "Internet". The issues raised and solutions discussed are a result
of the Federal Networking Council (FNC) OSI Planning Group (FOPG).
The membersof the FOPGrepresent several Federal Governmentagencies
such as the Department of Energy (DOE), the National Science Foundation (NSF) the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) under the
Department of Commerce,as well as University experts.
"The OSP~’ Specification~
<draft-ietf-ospf-ospf2-00.txt>

Version

2", John Moy~ 07/24/1990

This document is a specification of the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
internet routing protocol. OSPFis classified as an Internal GatewayProtocol (IGP). This means that it distributes routing information between
routers belonging to a single Autonomous System. The OSPFprotocol
is based on SPF or link-state technology. This is a departure from the
Bellman-Ford base used by traditional internet routing protocols.
"X.25 Call Setup and Charging
Rokitansky,
07/27/1990
<draft-ietf-pdnrout-x25call-00.txt>

Determination

Protocol

(XCDP)", Carl-H

Therefore, the X.25 Call Setup and Charging Determination Protocol
(XCDP)", described in this document, has been developed, to support
global Internet connectivity via the system of X.25 Public Data Networks
PDN(even via VAN-gatewayspreventing local charges), by providing
pseudo-reverse charging option, which is indicated in the Call User Data
(CUD)field of the call request. In addition, information about the source
and destination address of the Internet datagram to be transmitted, can
also be indicated in the user data field of the call request.
"X.121 Address Resolution for IP Datagram Transmission
works’~ Carl-Herbert
Rokitansky,
07/27/1990
<draft-ietfopdn-xarp-01.txt>
"Telnet Authentication
Option’~ Dave Borman, 08/08/1990
< draft-let fot eln et-aut henticat io n-01.txt >
"Telnet
Environment Option’~ Dave Borman, 08/08/1990
< draft-iet fot eln et-environ ment-01 .txt >
"Telnet Linemode Option",
Dave Borman, 08/08/1990
< draft-let f-t eln et-linemo deoption-02 .txt >

Over X.25 Net-
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LinemodeTelnet is a way of doing terminal character processing on the
client side of a Telnet connection. While in Linemodewith editing enabled
for the local side, network traffic is reduced to a couple of packets per
commandline, rather than a couple of packets per character typed. This
is very useful for long delay networks, because the user has local response
time while typing the commandline, and only incurs the network delays
after the command
is typed. It is also useful to reduce costs on networks
that charge on a per packet basis.
"Privacy Enhancement for Internet Electronic Mail: Part IV- Certifying
Authority and Organizational Notary Services", Burt Kaliski, 08/14/1990
< draft- rsadsi- kalis ki-p rivacymail- 01. txt >
This document describes two services that vendors mayprovide in support
of Internet privacy-enhanced mail: certifying authority services on behalf
of organizations, and organizational notary services for users. It also specifies the forms for interacting with vendors providing those services. This
document is intended as a reference for vendors and for implementors of
privacy-enhancedmail software; it is not at the appropriate level for users.
The document also lists vendors.
"OSI Internet
< draft-let

Management: Management Information

Base",

Lee LaBarre,

f- oim-mib2- 02.txt >

This draft defines the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with
the 0SI network management protocol in TCP/IP based internets.
It
formats the Management Information Base (MIB-II) in OSI templates
and adds variables necessary for use with the OSI managementprotocol.
"Asynchronous Discovery of an Effective
IP Datagram Delivery [MTU Discovery]",
< draft-csc-sawyer-mtudisc-00.txt
>

Maximum Transmission Unit for
James Sawyer, 08/17/1990

A case against IP layer fragmentation has been made, and various methods
for avoiding it proposed. This memorevisits the effect of fragmentation
on network performance, and recounts the present methods of avoidance.
A protocol is presented which adapts to the varying circumstances encountered, sending large datagrams wheneverpossible, and reducing fragmentation when necessary to avoid retransmission problems. A hybrid
approach to MTUdiscovery, it utilizes one new IP header option and four
new ICMPmessages. It is a simple mechanism that discovers path MTUs
without wasting resources and that works well before all hosts and routers
are modified.
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in TCP/IP and Dual Environments",

Ross

This Internet Draft specifies an integrated routing protocol, based on the
OSI Intra-Domain IS-IS Routing Protocol, which may be used as an interior gateway protocol (IGP) to support TCP/IP as well as OSI. This
allows a single routing protocol to be used to support pure IP environments, pure OSI environments and dual environments. This specification
was developed by the IS-IS Working Group of the Internet Engineering
Task Force. Commentsshould be sent to isis~merit.edu.
"$NMP Over IPX", Raymond Wormley,
< draft-let f-snmp-sn mp overipx-00.txt >

08/27/1990

The SNMPprotocol has been specified as the official network management
protocol of the Internet. Its widespread acceptance and implementation
by developers, both inside and outside the Internet community,is fostering
synergetic growth to a variety of protocols and platforms.
This memoaddresses the use of SNMPover Novell’s proprietary IPX protocol. Roughly equivalent to UDPin function, IPX provides connectionless, unacknowledgeddatagram service over a variety of physical media
and protocols.
"The Finger User Information
<draft-zimmerman-finger-03.txt>

Protocol",

David Zimmerman, 09/04/1990

The predecessor to this memowas RFC742,a description of the original
Finger protocol. Currently, the development and use of the protocol has
deviated from the imprecise RFC742specifications,
and the examples in
RFC742are woefully out of date.
"Internet
Stream Protocol",
< draft-let f-cip-st 2-00.txt >

C Topolcic,

09/04/1990

This memodefines the Internet Stream Protocol, Version 2 (ST-II),
IP-layer protocol which provides end-to-end guaranteed service across an
internet. This specification obsoletes IEN 119 "ST- A Proposed Internet
Stream Protocol" written by Jim Forgie in 1979, the previous specification
of ST. ST-II represents some relatively minor changes to Version 1 of the
protocol and is intended to fill in some of the areas left unaddressed, to
makeit easier to implement, and to support a wider range of applications.
However,ST-II is not compatible with the previous version of ST.
"Towards Concise MIB Definitions",
09/26/1990
< draft-ietf-snmp-mib definitions-01.txt

Marshall
>

Rose,

Keith

McCloghrie,
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This memodescribes a straight-forward approach toward producing concise, yet descriptive, MIBmodules. Use of this approach is in every way
fully consistent with the Internet-standard network managementframework.

"A Convention for Defining
<draft-iet

Traps for use with the SNMP", Marshall

Rose,

f-snmp-t raps-01 .txt >

This memodescribes a straight-forward approach toward defining traps
used with the SNMP.It is specifically intended for use by the authors of
experimental MIBs, and emphasizes a concise descriptive approach. Use
of this approach is fully consistent with the Internet-standard network
management framework.
"Experimental Definitions of Managed Objects for the Point-to-Point
tocol"~ Frank Kastenholz, 09/11/1990
< d r aft-iet f-ppp-pp pmib-01 .txt >

Pro-

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it describes managedobjects used for managing subnetworks using the Point-to-Point Protocol.
"Extensions to the Generic-Interface
<draft-ietf-snmp-interfacemibext-00.txt

MIB", Keith McCloghrie,
>

09/12/1990

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines managedobject types as experimental extensions to the generic interfaces structure of MIB-II.
This memodoes not specify a standard for the Internet community. However, after experimentation, if sufficient consensus is reached in the Internet community, then a subsequent revision of this document may be
incorporated into the Internet-standard MIB.
"Transmission
of IP Datagrams
works", Don Provan, 09/17/1990
<draft-provan-iparcnet-00.txt
>

and ARP Packets

over

ARCNET Net-

This draft document specifies a standard method of encapsulating Internet Protocol (IP)and Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) datagrams
using the ARCNET
Packet Header Definition Standard. This draft should
obsolete RFC-1051. RFC-1051 used a different ARCNET
packet header
which is incompatible with most modern ARCNET
software.
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"Requirements for Internet
IP Routers",
<draft-ietf-rreq-iprouters-00.txt>

Philip

IETF

Almquist,

OVERVIEW

09/17/1990

This draft attempts to define and discuss requirements for devices which
perform the network layer forwarding function of the Internet protocol
suite. The Internet communityusually refers to such devices as "routers".
This documentis intended to provide guidance for vendors, implementors,
and purchasers of IP routers.
"IEEE 802.4 Token Bus MIB", Keith McCloghrie,
<draft-ietf-snmp-tokenbusmib-00.txt>

Richard

Fox, 09/26/1990

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines managedobjects used for managing subnetworks which use the IEEE 802.4 Token Bus technology.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Ethernet-like
John Cook, 09/26/1990
< draft-let fosnmp-et hernet mib-00.txt >

Interface

Types"

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingethernet-like
objects.
"IEEE 802.5 Token Ring MIB", Keith McCloghrie,
Decker, 09/26/1990
< draft-ietf-snmpot
okenringmib- 00.txt >

Richard

Fox,

Eric

This memodefines an experimental portion of the ManagementInformation Base (MIB) for use with network managementprotocols in TCP/IPbased internets. In particular, it defines managedobjects used for managing subnetworks which use the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring technology.
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2nd Meeting

The Internet Engineering Steering Group met during the open plenary on Thursday
August 2nd. The topics of discussion included information on IETF growth and
productivity, the IP address space problem, and network management.

2.1.1

Growth in IETF Participation

Phill Gross presented statistics
over the last eighteen months.

and Activities

on IETF attendance and Working Group progress

Slide #1 (and the table below) shows attendance at the last seven IETF meetings.
This appears to represent a steady growth from just over 100 to about 300 attendees
in the last year and a half. This represents attendance by 500 different persons from
166 different organizations.
Attendance for the last six IETF meetings:
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th

IETF
IETF
IETF
IETF
IETF
IETF
IETF

Jan 1989
Apr 1989
Jul 1989
Oct 1989
Feb 1990
May 1990
Aug 1990

University of Texas
Kennedy Space Center
Stanford University
University of Hawaii
Florida State Univ.
PSC/SEI/CMU
UBC, Vancouver

121
112
215
138
191
243
300

Repeat attendance by individuals is high enough to show a dedicated core of key
IETF contributors (Slide # 2). There are 23 persons who have attended all of the
previous 6 meetings, 28 who have attended 5 meetings, and 46 who have attended at
least 4 of the last 6 IETF meetings. That is almost 100 persons whohave attended at
least 2/3 of the recent meetings. This is impressive whenconsidered that attendance
was only just over 100 for 3 of those meetings.
Whenthe attendees are grouped by categories (Slide # 3) it shows that about 1/3
were from vendors, about 1/3 from government (DoDand civilian agencies), and over
1/4 from universities and regional network operators.
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and Contributions

A more important measure of IETF activity is the number of active WorkingGroups
and the number of technical documents (e.g., RFCs) produced over the same period.
Slide # 4 (also shown in the table below) shows both the total number of Working
Groups, and the number which actually met at each of the last 6 IETF meetings.
Notice that the number of Working Groups has shown a sharp increase since the
creation of the IESG last fall. The IESGfirst met at the University of Hawaii in
October 1989. Notice that after that meeting, the number of active WorkingGroups
doubled.

Date
Jan 1989
Apr 1989
Jul 1989
Oct 1989
Feb 1990
May 1990
Aug 1990

Location
University of Texas
Kennedy Space Center
Stanford University
University of Hawaii
Florida State Univ.
PSC/SEI/CMU
UBC, Vancouver

Total
12
19
20
19
38
40
45

WGs

# met
12
17
18
18
32
33
38

During this approximate period, there were over 80 RFCspublished relating to Internet technical activities. Of those RFCs, around 30 pertained to Internet standards
(Slide # 5). The IETF accounted for almost 30 percent of the total RFCspublished
and for almost 55 percent of all RFCspertaining to standards. The IABitself, together with the IRTF, accounted for almost another 30 percent, meaning that the
IAB as an organization (i.e., including IETF and IRTF) accounted for almost
percent of all RFCspublished in this period.
A very powerful conclusion can be drawn from these figures - the IETF has developed
into a productive body for Internet technical development, and it is continuing to grow
in positive ways.

IP number allocation

and connected status

In the past, the NICwas delegated the responsibility for giving "connected status",
upon request, when it assigned network numbers. The purpose of "connected status" was to showsponsorship from a federal agency to pass traffic across the federal
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backbones, In RFC1174, in an effort to distribute responsibilities in the growing international Internet, and to recognize the growing role of non US-Federal networks in
providing network service, the IAB recommended, and the FNCapproved, that the
notion of "connected status" be dropped. This has impact on the way that NSFnet
registers and records its routing database.
Twopresentations of the growth of network numbers were made in the IESGsession.
Zaw-Sing Su (SRI) showedthe history of network numberassignments by the NIC. His
slides accompanythis report. His numbers show a distinction between "connected"
and "unconnected" networks. In the future, this distinction will not be made.
Sue Hares and Dale Johnson (MERIT) showed the growth of "configured"
numbers in the NSFnet routing database. This indicates which networks
mission to send traffic across the NSFnet. Sue and Dale were instrumental
to define and explain these various "network number concepts", and
used these concepts in establishing its routing database.

networks
have perin helping
how MERIT

Using this information, and information from BBN,Frank Solensky (Racal-Interlan),
presented a statistical
analysis on the rate of utilization of IP address space. He
showedthat the growth is exponential. See the accompanyingslides for his projections
when the IP address space becomedepleted (assuming continued exponential growth).
Van Jacobson pointed out that exponential growth cannot continue forever, and that
we should look at the well-known "S" curve of finite population growth for a better
model. In this model, the exponential growth slows, flattens out, and approaches
the population limit asymptotically. That was a comforting observation. However,
Frank’s analysis seem to show that we have not yet left the exponential growth portion
of the "S" curve.

2.1.2

Network

Management

Dave Crocker led a discussion on Network Management issues. He began with a
more general discussion on the problems of determining whether a specification is
appropriate for standardization, indicating that it needs both technical review and
sufficient constituency. According to Crocker, Standards have costs, and there must
be a reason for the cost to be paid, a constituency. He was looking for "Market
Research Focus Groups". Amongpossible sources for information, he identified the
IETF Plenary as the most promising forum.
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Topics for specific focus and feedback, during this OpenIESGwere:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Lan Manager MIB
MIB II
Proxy Agent
CMOT
Alert Management

Lan Manager Mib
This is an exampleof a proprietary protocol which has had a public MIBspecification
done. Is it appropriate to make the MIBa public standard, even though the protocol
managed by the MIBremains proprietary.
There was a feeling that this should be a private mib, not an internet standard. There
is a region of the mib tree reserved specifically for this thing. Discussion continued
on IETF standardization of vendor protocols.
MIB II
The minumum
time in grade timer has expired, making it possible to consider promotion of MIBII to Draft status. Feedback on the document was solicited.
Send
comments on the draft to the snmp-wg©nisc.nyser.aet mailing list.
Proxy

Agents

There are two approaches to referencing proxy managementagents:
¯ View MIBmechanism serves multiple purposes
- MIB Access Control
- MIBVariables "aliasing"
- Proxy
- Trap Destinations
¯ Colnmunity-string "source routing"
- Addressing structure added
Model differences between the two approaches:
¯ Domain Name Vs. Source Routed
¯ Simplicity
- Adequate?
- Deceptive?
There was no closure.
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CMOT
A new version of CMOT
will be submitted for standards status. It contains a number
of technical changes, and has received some implementation and testing experience.
There is a question as to the status that should be assigned to it.
¯ Constituency
¯ Technical adequacy- Stability (It is a stable specification)
¯ IETF Preference?
- Draft (Current state)
- Proposed(sufficiently different as to start over)
- Experimental (Not a dumping ground, place for further

development)

It wasfelt that it wouldbe a bad precedent to say that any significant revision of the
specification would movethe protocol back to the proposed standard level. Backward
compatability was felt to be a criterion for demotinga protocol to proposed standard.
CMOT
will run into the 2 year limitation
samelevel would reset the timer.

for time in grade. A new version at the

An informal poll was taken, asking those present what status they would prefer.
About half wanted retention at Draft, one-fourth wanted Proposed and one-fourth
wanted Experimental.
Alert

Management

Skipped due to lack of time.
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Zaw-SingSu
NIC
ASSIGNED
STATISTICS:

NUMBERS
1983 TO 1990

MONTH/YEAR

CLASS
A

B

C

Jul.

1990

Connected
Unconnected

29
34

1209
2533

2972
16214

Aug.

1989

Connected
Unconnected

33
33

767
1524

2666
12613

Aug.

1988

Connected
Unconnected

28
28

314
493

2137
8198

Nov.

1987

Connected
Unconnected

26
27

230
301

1821
7494

Mar.

1987

Connected
Unconnected

26
27

149
188

962
6319

Nov.

1986

Connected
Unconnected

26
27

130
154

922!
5800

Dec.

1985

Connected
Unconnected

17
18

81
91

1510
4721

Apr.

1985

Connected
Unconnected

17
17

74
77

1457
3551

Oct.

1984

Connected
Unconnected

13
13

68
69

1382
3209

Jun.

1984

Connected
Unconnected

13
13

52
53

837
2398

Oct.

1983

Connected
Unconnected

14
14

37
37

1066
1834

31

24

1042

Jan. 1983
(Note:
No distinction
between
connected
or
status)
Sep. 1981
(Note:
Class

A,

B,

was made
unconnected

and

Jan. 1981 - Nov. 1977
(Note:
The Class A, B,
Assigned
Network
Number

C are

established

but

and C system
has not
is listed
separately)

no

been

tallies

have

established

been

and

done)

each
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Area

Russ Hobby/UC Davis

Working Groups Meeting

at UBC

Network FAX- The primary work that went on was to determine the type of functions
the Working Group wanted to define. Twotypes of FAXtransport were thought to
be desirable.
¯ A protocol needs to be defined to allow FAXmachines directly connected to
the network to communicate. This would be similar to the way FAXsare used
today on phones, only the transport is over the TCP/IP network.
¯ There needs to be defined a method to send FAXsin a "store and forward" type
of environment. This could be as simple as using email with FAXbody parts.
Network Printing Protocol - There was a change in the Chair of this WorkingGroup.
The new Chair, Glenn Trewitt of DEC,will now be chairing the Working Group. The
WorkingGroup came up with three things that need definition.
¯ A "wire protocol" that will allow sending a data stream over the network and
out a particular wire to a device.
¯ A printer access protocol to connect to printers that are directly connected to
the network and have an address.
¯ A job submission/spooler protocol to control printers and queues.
TELNET-The Linemode and Environment Options documents were submitted to
become RFCs. The work at this meeting covered the issues of authentication and
encryption. There was also discussion of the "wire protocol" needed by the Network
Printing group. Half of the meeting was a joint meeting with the Authentication
Working Group discussing commonissues
Working Groups Not Meeting

at UBC

DomainNameSystem- This Working Group is still

on hold, pending issues.

Network SQL- There seems to be a lack of expertise on SQLamongthe current IETF
population. The Chair, Cliff Lynch/UCOPhas approached vendors and some SQL
groups to gather the appropriate people to work on the problem. The combination
of SQLexperts and network expertise already in the IETF will be necessary to solve
these problems.
Other Applications

in Need of Work
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There are still applications for the Internet that need somestandards definitions.
¯ FTPneeds some upgrading. Functions such as transferring file attributes need
to be added. It would also be nice to have archiving/backup and compression
functions built into FTP.
¯ Applications such as Telnet and email need to be updated to handle alternate
character sets nowthat the Internet is an international network.
¯ Directory services are becomingincreasingly important. Is X.500 going to meet
our needs soon enough?
¯ People are asking for calendar/scheduling over the network. A protocol is
needed to define calendar/schedule operations.

3.1.
3.1.1

APPLICATIONS AREA
Domain

Name
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System

(dns)

Charter
Chair(s):
Phihp Almquist, almquist©j essica,

s~;emford, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: namedroppers©nic.ddn.mil
To Subscribe: namedropped-request@nic, ddn.mil

Description

of Working Group:

Nodescription available
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Adding load balancing capability to the DNS.

TBD

Adding DNSvariables

TBD

Implementation catalog for D NS software.

TBD

Responsible Person Record.

TBD

Adding network naming capability

TBD

Evaluate short-term measures to improve, or at least describe the
security of the DNS.

to the MIB.

to the DNS.
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(netfax)

Charter
Chair(s):
Mark Needleman, mhn@stubbs .ucop. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: netf~x©stubbs.ucop, edu
To Subscribe: netfax-request©stubbs.ucop,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Network Fax Working Group is chartered to explore issues involved
with the transmission and receipt of facsimile across TCP/IP networks
and to develop recommendedstandards for facsimile transmission across
the Internet. The group is also intended to serve as a coordinating forum
for people doing experimentation in this area to attempt to maximizethe
possibility for interoperability amongnetwork fax projects.
Amongthe issues that need to be resolved are what actual protocol(s) will
be used to do the actual data transmission between hosts, architectural
modelsfor the integration of fax machinesinto the existing internet, what
types of data encoding should be supported, howIP host address to phone
number conversion should be done and associated issues of routing, and
development of a gateway system that will allow existing Group 3 and
Group 4 fax machines to operate in a network environment.
It is expected that the output of the WorkingGroup will be one or more
RFC’s documenting recommended solutions to the above questions and
possibly also describing some actual implementations. The life of the
Working Group is expected to be 18-24 months.
It is Msohoped that some fax vendors, as well as the networking community and fax gateway developers, will be brought into the effort.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

Review and approve charter making any changes deemed necessary.
Refine definition of scope of workto be accomplishedand initial set
of RFC’s to be developed. Begin working on frameworkfor solution.
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Mar 1991

Continue work on definition
conducted on mailing list.

of issues and protocols.

Workto be

Aug 1991

First draft of RFCto be completed. To be discussed at IETF meeting and revised as necessary.

Dec 1991

Continue revisions based on colnments received and i e to IESGfor
publication as RFC.

Mar 1992

Overlapping with activities listed above may be implementations
based on ideas and work done by the Working Group. If so revise
RFCto include knowledge gained from such implementations.
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REPORT

by Mark Needleman/U California

NETFAX Minutes
Meeting convened 9:30 AMon 8/1/90 chaired by Mark Needleman
Attendees briefly introduced themselves and explained their interests.
University of California and Ohio State University gave short presentations on
work in progress or planned.
Draft charter for group accepted by default in that no one raised any objections
to it.
There was a discussion of what transfer formats needed to be supported. The
consensus was that there did need to be a protocol developed to support transmission of fax across the internet. At the same time support for fax using
RFC822and X.400 mail was needed. There was a sense that this 2nd issue
might only need to be a reiteration of what is already stated in RFCl154(?)
Anattempt was madeto define a list of requirements for the new fax transmission protocol. These were:
- Protocol should have mechanisms for determining destination node and
route to destination node.
- Protocol should work with both G3 and G4
- There should be translation functions for standard document formats including, at minimum,ascii to fax and postscript to fax
- The protocol should support sending fax machine to machine via internet,
computer system to fax machine via internet, and fax machine to computer
system via internet
- Protocol should support receipt information to sendors.
- Protocol should support explosion to multiple destinations.
- Protocol should provide interfaces to other standard fax services.
¯ Action items from meeting:
- Marshall Rose (mrose@psi.com)will draft first cut at a proposed architecture based on requirements listed.
- Karl Auerbach (karl@asylum.sf.ca.us) will draft description of what his
proposedfax interface to mail looks like.
- University of California and Ohio State University will write and distribute
short descriptions of the projects they have underway or planned.
Attendees

Philip Budne

phil©shiva, corn

3.1.
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Jeffrey Case
Andrew Cherenson
John Cook
James Davin
Alf Farnham
Michael Fidler
Robert Gilligan
Russell Hobby
Ajay Kachrani
Jim Knowles
Sam Lam
Clifford Lynch
Stuart Lynne
Donald Morris
Mark Needleman
Cecilia Preston
Marshall Rose
Gregory Vaudreuil
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case~utkuxl,
utk. edu
arc©sg±,com
cook¢chipcom,com
j rd©ptt,lcs.mit.edu
carolf©mcescher,
unl. edu
t sOO26©ohstvma,
ircc.ohio-state,
edu
gilliganCsun,
corn
rdhobbyCucdavi
s. edu
kachraniT.regent,
dec©decwrl,
dec. corn
j knowlesCt
rident,arc.nasa.gov
lynch©postgres.berkeley.edu
sl©wimsey.bc.ca
morris@ucar.edu
mhn©stubbs.ucop.edu
ceal@asylum.sf.ca.us
mrose@psi.com
gvaudre©nri.reston.va.us
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Network Printing
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Protocol

(npp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Glenn Trewitt, ~crew±tt©nsl .dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: print-wg©plut o. dss. corn
To Subscribe: print-~g-request©pluto.dss,
corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Network Printing Working Group has the goal of pursuing those
issues which will facilitate the use of printers in an internetworking environment. In pursuit of this goal it is expected that we will present one
or more printing protocols to be considered as standards in the Internet
community.
This Working Group has a number of specific objectives. To provide a
draft RFCwhich will describe the LPRprotocol. To describe printing
specific issues on topics currently under discussion within other Working
Groups(e.g., security and dynamichost configuration), to present our concerns to those WorkingGroups, and to examine printing protocols which
exist or are currently under developmentand assess their applicability to
Internet-wide use, suggesting changes if necessary.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter, making any changes deemed necessary. Reviewthe problems of printing in the Internet.

Apr 1990

Write draft LPRspecification.

May 1990

Discuss and review the draft LPRspecification. Discuss long-range
printing issues in the Internet. Reviewstatus of Palladium print
system at Project Athena.

May 1990

Submit final LPRspecification including changes suggested at the
MayIETF. Discuss document on mailing list.

Jun 1990

Submit LPR specification

as an RFCand standard.
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Jul 1990

Write description of the Palladium printing protocol (2.0) in RFC
format.

Aug 1990

Discuss and review the draft Palladium RFC.
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REPORT

by Glenn Trewitt/DEC

NPP Minutes
Wereviewed the goals of the Working Group (problems to be solved) and looked
how the problem could be partitioned into smaller subproblems. Three subproblems
stood out:
1. Wire Protocol
There is an immediate need among some vendors (notably those who make
terminal servers) to have a standard that they can implement that provides the
capability to create a TCPconnection to one (of many) hardware "byte-stream"
interfaces (either serial or parallel). The path must be capable of being 8-bit
clean. It would be a good thing for the protocol to provide a mechanismfor
supporting "rotary groups" for groups of printers.
2. Printer Access
Communicationto a printer that has some sort of direct network connection.
Presumably, the printer has its own IP address. The source of the print job
is unspecified- it might just be someone’s PC, or a full-blown print manager
and spooler. There are manyrequirements here: authentication, accounting,
capability negotiation (what page description languages are supported, paper
sizes, special features, etc.), etc.
3. Job Submission Communication from someone who has a document to be
printed to a printing manager/spooler. The current popular example of this
is the lpr/lpd protocol, which most people seem to feel is inadaquate for more
complex printing environments.
Decisions

and Action Items

Wequickly decided that problem (1), the wire protocol, deserved a general solution
in a broader context, since there are a numberof other applications that require it,
such as data collection, modempools, and "milking-machine" concentrators. Russ
Hobbyagreed, and suggested that we take that protocol project to the Telnet Working
Group. Bill Westfield (cisco) agreed to do this.
In response to problem (2), Ajay Kachrani (DEC)proposed that we adopt the "Printer
Access Protocol". This is the protocol used to communicatewith Digital’s networked
PostScript printers. He handed out a description of it, which I will make available
via anonymous FTP.
Richard Hart (DEC) has proposed that we address problem (3) by adopting
Palladium printing archictecture, developed at MIT’s project Athena.
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I suggested that we contact Adobe Systems, to see what input they could provide
about printing architectures. I have since talked to Carl Orthlieb and Sherri Nichols
at Adobe. They will be providing four documents about Adobe’s model of printing
architecture, and will participate in our activities as well.
I will shortly be setting up a directory (accessible via anonymousFTP) containing
the Adobe documents, some relevant DECWestern Research Lab technical notes, as
well as the documents about the two proposals (PAP and Palladium).
Other Activities
Leo McLaughlin and Robert Knight finished
Line Printer DaemonProtocol.

RFC1179, documenting the Berkeley

Attendees

Philip Budne
Anthony Chung
Richard Hart
Russell Hobby
Ajay Kachrani
Stuart Lynne
Robert Morgan
Glenn Trewitt
Bill Westfield

phil©shiva.com
anthony©hls.com
hart@decvax.dec.com
rdhobby©ucdavis.edu
kachrani~re~en~.dec©decwrl.dec.com
sl©wimsey.bc.ca
mor~an©jessica.stemford.edu
trewitt©nsl.dec.com
billw©cisco.com
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TELNET (telnet)

3.1.4
Charter

Chair(s):
Dave Borman, dab©opus, cray. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: telne~c-±etf©cray.com
To Subscribe: telnet-ietf-request©cray.com

Description

of Working Group:

The TELNETWorking Group will examine RFC 854, "Telnet Protocol
Specification", in light of the last 6 years of technical advancements,and
will determine if it is still accurate with how the TELNET
protocol is
being used today. This group will also look at all the TELNET
options,
and decide which are still germane to current day implementations of the
TELNETprotocol.
¯ Re-issue RFC854 to reflect current knowledgeand usage of the TELNETprotocol.
¯ Create RFCsfor new TELNET
options to clarify or fill in any missing
voids in the current option set. Specifically:
- Environment variable passing
- Authentication
- Encryption
- Compression
¯ Act as a clearing-house for all proposed RFCsthat deal with the
TELNETprotocol.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an environment option

Dec 1990

Write an authentication

Dec 1990

Write an encryption option

Mar 1991

Rewrite RFC854

option
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REPORT

by David A. Borman/Cray

Research,

Inc.

TELNET Minutes
Wemet as a group for a short period of time, and then adjourned to take part in the
Authentication/Privacy and Security Research Group (PSRG) joint meeting.
In our meeting we discussed:
Problems/questions about the 4.3Reno version of telnet/telnetd.
One problem is
that the latest BSDrelease does not send telnet "Synch" commands. The code is
there, but it is commentedout. This is because some clients do not handle a "synch"
properly, and get stuck in a loop. It was decided that it would be better to release
the code with this feature turned on, with an option to turn it off if somesite has a
problem with it.
The "Don’t Telnet" option was discussed again. There has been some, though not
great deal of interest in it. Bill Westfield said that he wouldsend it out again with
drop dead date. If people can’t agree that it is a good idea by the DecemberIETF
we will not have any future discussion on it.
There was discussion of using telnet for running printers. It was suggested that you
should be able to connect to a box and say which terminal port you want to connect to,
and you should be able to send information across about how to set up the hardware
on the remote side. The discussion revolved around whether or not this sort of stuff
belonged in telnet, or in a higher level protocol. If it belonged in telnet, howmuch
could be done with existing options (like ENVIRON)?
It was decided that before
decision can be madewhether or not it belongs in telnet, someoneneeds to write up
a list of what functionality is needed to do printers over telnet, and then look at that
list and see howit maps into the current telnet spec, and if it does, will any new
telnet options be needed.
There was somediscussion about international character sets. At this point, we don’t
really know what to do about them. Should telnet know about them? Howis CR/NL
mappinghandled? Nothing was decided, this issue will have to be pursued at a later
date.
It was decided that we wouldlike to start looking at reviewing/editing/re-writing the
base Telnet RFC. Joyce Reynolds said that Jon Postel has a whole bunch of notes
collected over the years that she will makeavailable in some form. Part of the next
Telnet Working Group meeting will be used to get the editing of the Telnet RFC
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started.
It was requested that the tn3270 mailing list be put in the minutes of the meeting. The
list is at WG3270-L@UNDD
.UND.EDU.To subscribe send mail to BRUCE©UNDD.
UND.EDU.
The Working Group then adjourned, and went to meet with the Authentication/PSRG
joint meeting. Whenwe arrived, they were deep in discussion about SNMPauthentication. Whenthat was wrapped up, David Bormangave a brief overview to the
group about the proposed Telnet Authentication option, and what was hoped to
be accomplished with it. There was then discussion. The basic question that we
wanted answered was "Should we have a Telnet Authentication option, or should the
authentication be done outside the realm of Telnet, such as in a connection initiation protocol, which would happen before telnet started up?" This question was not
answered, there were arguments for both sides.
Without going into all the pros and cons of what was discussed, there were two main
things that came out of the discussion:
1. There needs to be a clear written description of the uses of the Telnet Authentication. The "motivation" section of the draft RFCis a bit terse, and should
be expanded.
2. The Telnet WorkingGroup will continue to develop the authentication option.
Experimental implementations are being started. Both having and experiencing
an implementation will be help in answering the question "Do we need it?".
The Telnet Working Group will meet next at the December IETF meeting in Colorado.
Attendees

Richard Basch
Dave Borman
Philip Budne
Anthony Chung
George Conant
Mark Crispin
Kevin Fall
Neil Haller
Russell Hobby
Steven Hubert
Ajay Kachrani
Michael Karels
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hubert©cac.~ashington.edu
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Host and User Services

Director:

Area

Craig Partridge/BBN

Host Services
Several productive Working Group meetings were held.
Special

Host Requirements

This was their first meeting. The WorkingGroup promptly found itself in a careful
debate about the proper definition of a special purpose host. It was generally felt
that once this definitional question was resolved, progress could be quickly made.
Some definitions have been proposed and the Working Group is currently hashing
out which one is best on its mailing list.
User Connectivity

Problems

The group discussed a trouble-ticket
scheme developed by Matt Mathis. The Working Group adopted the scheme, with some modifications, and is now working on
developing a list of information that a trouble-ticket ought to contain.
Dynamic Host Configuration
This group is nearing completion of a draft of a host configuration protocol.

User Services:
Reported by Joyce Reynolds
User-Doc Working Group - Submission as Internet

Draft

July 3, 1990

Chaired by Karen Roubicek and Tracy LaQuey
The User-Doc Bibliography was submitted to the Internet Draft process on July
3, 1990. Final changes or amendments to the Bibliography are in process, with
submission to the RFCEditor ASAPafter the IETF meeting in UBC.
After the Internet Draft process, to the RFCFYI publication,
Group will terminate, and go back into the USWG.
NISI- Discussion

on the "Cooperation

the User-Doc Working

of NICs"

Chaired by Dana Sitzler
At this NISI session it was decided that instead of one major document, NISI could
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better serve if it put out various documentation to help regional NICs. An 11-12
bullet outline on "Recommendationsto NICs" was develped at this meeting. It is an
"ethics" type of document to NICs. For example, some of the bullets pertain to how
NICs should interact and cooperate with each other. This document is specifically
aimed at regional NICs, not campusNICs at this point in time. NISI will have a draft
document to work on at the next IETF in Colorado, after which it will be submitted
as an Internet Draft.
SSPHWG-Security

Area/User

Services

Area Combined Efforts

Chaired by J. Paul Holbrook and Joyce K. Reynolds
The first meeting of the SSPHWG
(Site Security Policy Handbook Working Group)
was held at the May90 IETF in Pittsburgh and second meeting was held on June
12th, at USC/InformationSciences Institute. At this third meeting the time was fully
devoted to going through the first pass rough draft of the Handbook.
The draft of the Handbookwas well received, and the general concensus of attendees
was to keep with the direction of the document, making one more pass at the next
IETF in Colorado. Submission of the Handbook to the Internet Draft process is
projected to be in mid-December,for publication as an RFCFYI at the end of 1990.
This WorkingGroup is the first to combine the efforts of two separate IETF Areas.
The response to this has been successful.
USWG- Running

at

its

Peak

Chaired by Joyce K. Reynolds
Agenda items included: Presentation and discussion of the current USWG
"priority
list":
¯ Top Priority:
- User-Doc RFC/FYI Publication
- NISI
- Site Security Policy Handbook
- Internet Installation Checklist
- QUAIL
¯ LowPriority:
- DAWG
- Internet Stats
- Intro Packages
- User-Glossary
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Systems (dfs)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Honeyman, honey©c±t±, um±ch, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: dfs-wg©citi.u~ich, edu
To Subscribe: dfs-wg-request©citi.tmich,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

Trans- and inter-continental distributed file systems are upon us. The
consequencesto the Internet of distributed file system protocol design and
implementation decisions are sufficiently dire that we need to investigate
whether the protocols being deployed are really suitable for use on the
Internet. There’s some evidence that the opposite is true, e.g., someDFS
protocols don’t checksum their data, don’t use reasonable MTUs,don’t
offer credible authentication or authorization services, don’t attempt to
avoid congestion, etc. Accordingly, a Working Group on DFS has been
formed by the IETF. The WorkingGroup will attempt to define guidelines
for ways that distributed file systems should makeuse of the network, and
to consider whether any existing distributed file systems are appropriate
candidates for Internet standardization. The WorkingGroup will also take
a look at the various file system protocols to see whether they makedata
more vulnerable. This is a problem that is especially severe for Internet
users, and a place where the IETF maywish to exert some influence, both
on vendor offerings and user expectations.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Generate an RFCwith guidelines that define appropriate behavior
of distributed file systems in an internet environment.
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(dhc)

Charter
Chair(s):
Ralph Droms, droms©sol.bucknell,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: host-conf©sol.bucknell,
edu
To Subscribe: host-conf-request©sol.bucknell,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The purpose of this working group is the investigation of network configuration and reconfiguration management. Wewill determine those configuration functions that can be automated, such as Internet address assignment, gateway discovery and resource location, and those which cannot be
automated (i.e., those that must be managedby network administrators).
Goals and Milestones:
Jun 1990

Wewill identify (in the spirit of the Gateway Requirements and
Host Requirements RFCs) the information required for hosts and
gateways to: Exchange Internet packets with other hosts, Obtain
packet routing information, Access the DomainNameSystem, and
Access other local and remote services.

Jun 1990

Wewill summarize those mechanisms already in place for managing
the information identified by Objective 1.

Jan 1991

Wewill suggest new mechanisms to manage the information identified byObjective 1.

Jan 1991

Having established what information and mechanisms are required
for host operation, we will examine specific scenarios of dynamic
host configuration and reconfiguration, and show howthose scenarios can be resolved using existing or proposed managementmechanisms.
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by Ralph Droms/ Bucknell

DHC Minutes
The meeting began with a presentation from Bill Nowicki of Legato about Legato’s
"Network Resource Administration Platform". Bill prefaced his talk with the statement that, while our Working Group is solving the low level problems associated
with dynamic naming and addressing, his talk would cover more high level issues.
The platform he described is intended to ease the use and managementof network
facilities for a running system.
The remainder of the meeting concentrated on Jeff Mogul’s "Proposal for Supporting
IP Address Assignment Using Coordinated BOOTPServers". Jeff has written up
the IP address allocation and delivery mechanismas discussed at the June meeting in
Palo Alto (see the PSCProceedings for details). A copy of Jeff’s proposal is available
for anonymousFTP on sol.bucknell.edu in file dhcwg/mogul.prop.
The discussion raised several specific questions about the proposed protocol:
¯ The protocol must not require a server on each subnet.
¯ There should be a new response "No IP address available".
¯ A client can release an IP address back to the IP address server - can the client
also clear ARPcaches of any references to that client?
¯ Howcan a client find out that its IP address has been reallocated after a network
partition heals?
¯ Rather than periodically pinging a host to verify that its IP address is still in
use, the IP address servers should only check when IP addresses need to be
reused.
¯ Weneed to write into the protocol description something about the eventual
use of multicast.
Steve Deering was good enough to go through the Host Requirements RFC and
generate a list of per network and per interface parameters. He wondered if we
should consider any of these as part of the dynamichost configuration protocol:
Per network parameters:
Gateway forwarding
Non-local source routing
Policy filters for
non-local source routing

(list)
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Maximumreassembly size
Default TTL
PMTUaging timeout
Per interface

integer
integer
integer

parameters:

Perform mask discovery
Be a mask supplier
Perform router discovery
Router solicitation
multicast address
Ignore router discovery
Default router list
Static routes:
destination
mask
type of service
first hop router
ignore redirects
PMTU
perform PMTU
discovery

on/off
on/of[
on/off

(multicast address)
on/off

(addresses and preferences)
(host/subnet/net)
(subnet mask)
integer
(address)
on/off
integer
on/off

Attendees
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Steve Deering
Tom Evans
Karen Frisa
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Yong Guo
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3.2.3

User Population

89

(iup)

Charter
Chair(s):
Craig Partridge,

craig©nnsc .nsf .net

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf©venera, isi.edu
To Subscribe: iet~-request@venera, isi. edu

Description

of Working Group:

To devise and carry out an experiment to estimate the size of the Internet
user population.
Goals and Milestones:
Sep 1990

Write a description of the experimental procedure.

Jan 1991

Write an RFCthat gives the results of the experiment.

TBD

Prepare an article

for publication in a networking magazine.
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Infrastructure

(nisi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dana Sitzler,

dds©merit, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: nisi©merit.edu
To Subscribe: nisi-request©merit, edu

Description

of Working Group:

The NISI Working Group will explore the requirements for common,
shared Internet-wide network information services. The goal is to develop an understanding for what is required to implement an information
services "infrastructure" for the Internet. This effort will be a sub-group
of the User Services WorkingGroupand will coordinate closely with other
efforts in the networking community.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

First IETF meeting; review and approve charter. Begin information gathering process to write a short white paper to serve as a
starting point for discussions on an Internet-wide information services infrastructure.
This paper will document current available
information and existing information retrieval tools.

Aug 1990

Reviewdraft for phase 1 and begin discussions for completing the
second phase which is to define a basic set of ’cooperative agreements’ which will allow NICs to work together more effectively to
serve users.

Jul 1990

Complete draft for phase 2 suggesting cooperative agreements for
NICs.
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Reported by Dana Sitzler/Merit
NISI Minutes
Agenda
Current Meeting Agenda:
¯ Recap of last meeting
¯ Draft document
¯ Discussion: Relationship between NIC’s/Cooperative Agreements
Minutes:
The session began with a recap of the last NISI meeting which included discussions
about where we are today in terms of network information services. A draft document
summarizingthese discussions will be sent to the NISI mailing list prior to the next
meeting.
The session then moved into a new discussion area namely how do we propose that
NICs work together to provide information services to the internet community.
Discussion:
¯ Howshould NICs work together?
¯ What kind of cooperative agreements can we suggest?
The idea is that NISI (or the IETF) could "encourage" NICs to "formally" work together for the benefit of network users - in muchthe same way people are encouraged
to follow the technical specifications to ’play’ in the internet. The discussion then
movedonto; what are the rules that NICs should follow?
The result of this discussion was a set of suggested guidelines for NICs:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

WILL ANSWERTO BEST OF ABILITY BEFORE PASSING OFF
NIC PHONE SHALL ALWAYS BE ANSWERED
WILL PROVIDE AN INDEX OF SERVICES
WILL PROVIDE REFERRAL FILES
NIC’S SHOULDKEEP OTHER NIC’S INFORMED OF "SPECIALTIES"
TRY TO PUT INFORMATION ON-LINE AND PROVIDE;
- ACCESS
- UPDATE
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- ANNO UNCEMENTS
PARTICIPATE IN NIC FORUMAND PLAY BY RULES
MAKE INFO AS WIDELY AVAILABLE AS POSSIBLE (COPYRIGHT TO
MAINTAIN INTEGRITY OF INFORMATION, BUT STRIVE TO ENCOURAGE DISTRIBUTION- NOT NECESSARILY INTENDED TO IMPLY "FREE")
ACKNOWLEDGEINFO SOURCE (THEREFORE, NOT LIABLE)
DON’T MAKE UP ANSWERS
OBLIGATED TO ANSWER? (IN SOME WAY)

While discussing these guidelines, other ideas were generated about ways of implementing them and general suggestions for improving the ability of NICs to know
about each other and to work together. These ideas included:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

List of NIC’s
Index of Services
Referral Contacts
NIC Forum(mailing list)
Interface to encourage electronic use, in place of paper
Database - pull out info, put in another database for your system
Somekind of way to do referrals
Programs to access NIC’s
NICs should implement a common address name such as (NIC@DOMAIN)
give users a place to start

The group decided to publish the suggested guidelines as an FYI-RFC.The guidelines
will be further developed, put into RFCformat, and a draft will be distributed to the
NISI mailing list before the next IETF meeting.
Follow-up actions:
Dana

Create a NIC Forum Mailing List
- Send draft document (of last meeting)
- Send recommendedguidelines list

Gary

Create a Template

Mike

Bitnic Listserv

Joyce

Edit/provide input for submission of RFC

Others

Send "other projects" (Building blocks)

Attendees
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(shr)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart, rlstewart©eng, xyplex, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±etf-hos~sCnnsc.nsf.ne~
To Subscribe: ±et~-hosts-request©nnsc.ns¢.net

Description

of Working Group:

The Special-purpose Host Requirements Working Group is chartered to
clarify application of the Host Requirements RFCs (1122 and 1123)
systems that are technically hosts but are not intended to support general
network applications. These special-purpose hosts include, for example,
terminal servers (a "Telnet host"), or file servers (an "FTP host" or
"NFS host").
The Host Requirements RFCs address the typical, general-purpose system with a variety of applications and an open development environment,
and give only passing consideration to special-purpose hosts. As a result,
suppliers of special-purpose hosts must bend the truth or make excuses
when users evaluate their products against the Requirements RFCs. Users
must then decide whethersuch a product is in fact deficient or the requirements truly do not apply. This process creates work and confusion, and
undermines the value of the RFCs. The commercial success of the Internet protocols and their use in increasingly unsophisticated environments
exacerbates the problem.
The WorkingGroup must define principles and examples for proper functional subsets of the general-purpose host and specifically state howsuch
subsets affect the requirements. The Working Group must determine the
balance between an exhaustive list of specific special-purpose hosts and
philosphy that remains subject to debate. For the most part, it should
be possible to base decisions on existing experience and implementations.
The special-purpose requirements will be stated as differences from the
existing RFCs, not replacements, and will refer rather than stand alone.
Since they define strict subsets of the Host Requirements RFCs, the
Special-purpose Host Requirements appear to be an easier job and can
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be developed and stabilized within 8-12 months. Most of the group’s
business can be conducted over the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Jun 1990

Mailing list discussion of charter and collection of concerns.

Aug 1990

First IETF Meeting: discussion and final approval of charter; discussion and agreement on approach, including models, format, level
and type of detail. Makewriting assignments.

Oct 1990

First draft document.

Nov 1990

Second IETF Meeting: review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion on mailing list.

Jan 1990

Revised document.

Feb 1990

Third IETF Meeting: make document an Internet Draft. Continue
revisions based on commentsreceived at meeting and over e-mail.

Apr 1991

Final draft document.

May 1991

Fourth IETF meeting: review final draft and if OK, give to IESG
for publication as RFC.
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REPORT

by Bob Stewart/Xyplex

SHR Minutes
Agenda
¯ Is this trip really necessary?
¯ Principles of operation?
- Architectural purity.
- Interoperability.
- Cost/benefit.
¯ Definition of Special-purpose Host?
- By overall function?
¯ Terminal server.
¯ File server.
¯ Toaster.
- By subfunctions?
¯ Networkself load.
¯ Programminginterface.
¯ Terminals (character devices).
¯ Files (FTP, NFS, etc.).
¯ Network management client.
¯ Network managementagent (e.g., bridge, router).
¯ RFCFormat and organization?
¯ Specific issues?
- IP fragment reassembly from i 576 byte fragments.
- TCPefficiency (e.g., Jacobson retransmission in a ROM).
- Source routing.
¯ Contributors?
- Analyses from vendors of example systems.
- RFCsection authors.
The Agenda’s first question was "Is this trip really necessary?" The consensus was
affirmative. Weneed some clarifications, the contention was over howfar they should
go and what form they should take.
On the question "Principles of operation?", we generally agreed that interoperability
is the primary goal. George Conant of Xyplex suggested that our first concern should
be maintaining the strength of requirements whoseintention is to protect the network
from misbehaving hosts. Boundby this principle, we can then apply some cost/benefit
analysis to "musts" required for architectural purity or use by wizards under unusual
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conditions.
Considerable discussion and disagreement did not result in an answer to "Definition
of Special-purpose Host?" Although subject to debate, the majority seemed to think
along the lines of recognizing optional functional areas, such as an open programming
interface, limited application protocols (such as just Telnet), and so on. This points
the consideration that "special-purpose host" simply meansa host that isn’t general
purpose.
The question of "RFC Format and organization?" should have included "Degree of
Specificity?". Stev Knowlesof FTPSoftware led the charge for stating principles and
omitting specifics. He was not alone (as if that matters), but the majority believed
must be more specific. David Jordan of Emulexspoke for organization by system type
(for example, terminal server, file server). The strongest consensus was to organize
around the RFC1022/1023 "musts", examining each in the light of hosts with useful
application subsets.
On "Specific issues?", the consensus on IP reassembly was "Shut up and do it."
Source routing was less clear. The idea of keeping the requirements to forward and to
respond on the reverse path but weakenthe requirement to originate a source route
had noticeable support. Issues such as TCPefficiency appear subject to the rule of
not hurting the network while allowing space for knowing exactly how your limited
TCP user (such as a ROM)will use TCP.
The answer to "Contributors?"

was:

¯ Stev Knowleswill supply a statement of principle. Wewill then judge whether
we are done.
¯ Bill Westfield of cisco and Robert Elz of the University of Melbournewill each
supply an analysis of the "musts" which might be subject to weakeningin special
cases.
¯ David Jordan will propose an all-inclusive list of special host types.
Discussion was lively and varied, with manyvalued participants other than the few
mentioned above. Discussion will continue on the mailing list. According to the
(unchanged by the way) charter, the next milestone is a draft document by the end
of October, for review at the DecemberIETF meeting. The above contributions will
provide the text of that document.
Attendees

Philip Almquist
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com
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(ucp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dan Long, long©bbn.com

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ucp©n±c.near,
net
To Subscribe:
ucp-request©nic,
near.net

Description

of Working Group:

The User Connectivity Working Group will study the problem of how to
solve network users’ end-to-end connectivity problems.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Define the issues that must be considered in establishing a reliable
service to users of the Internet whoare experiencing connectivity
problems.

TBD

Write a document, addressing the above issues, which describes a
workable mechanismfor solving User Connectivity Problems. Address the above issues. Submit this documentinto the RFCpipeline
as appropriate.
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by Dan Long/BBN

UCP Minutes
Agenda
¯ Introduction to UCPWorking Group:
- What is it? What’s been done so far?
- Discussion of Matt Mathis’ National Trouble Ticket Tracking writeup.
- Discussion of some operational issues by MERIT.
- What’s Next?
Dan Long (Chair) presented a brief history of the UCPWorking Group:
¯ FSU IETF: Initial discussion
Structural proposals presented
Refine goals/scope
Writeups by Craig, Elise, ~ Martyne
¯ PSC IETF: Definition of terms:
NSC(Network Service Center)
P1 (user<->NSC communication protocol)
P2 (NSC<->NSCcommunication protocol)
Writeup by Matt
Matt Mathis (PSC) reviewed his description of a National Trouble Ticket Tracking
system. A lively discussion ensued about various aspects of the proposal including:
¯ Howdo you define "closure with the user" (as in "a ticket is a contract to obtain
closure with a user")?
- What do you do about uncooperative NOC’s?
- Whatdo you do whenyou cannot satisfy the user due to funding/engineering
constraints?
- Transfer of a ticket is a mechanismfor obtaining closure and resolving the
problem. Weshould acknowledge that certain problems can’t be closed in
a technical sense. This maybe sufficient for closure with the user.
¯ What are the organizational implications of declaring a ticket to be a "contract"?
- Does that mean the NSCmust respond to any old barage of (nuisance)
questions?
- Can an organization commit to adhering to this system without knowing
the expected demand?
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¯ Howare NSC’s "certified" (as in "NSC’s must be certified
adherence to the rules described in this document")?
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at least as far as

- Wedon’t want to be (or can’t be) coercive.
- Needssomeelement of informal (polite) coercion rather than legal coercion.
The problem is to get somebody to start owning the problem and a way
of recording where the problem lies.
- Makesmore sense to have the system be so useful that everyone will want
to join and conform.
- Certification should only be that the NSC’sadhere to the ticket hand-off
protocols. Details of P2 protocol need to be fleshed out by the person who
sets up the TTC.
¯ Whatabout peer-bashing (i.e.,

pointing fingers, blaming,...)?

- It’s self-regulating (...glass houses...stones...).
- Would a national ombudsmanbe reasonable?
¯ What about lots of users complaining about the same problem?
- Have multiple user dialogs cross referenced with a single "problem" which
has the other dialogs.
- Closure should be obtained with each user.
- Wedo want to track each caller so we know how many complaints there
are.
¯ What about privacy of ticket information?
- Tickets should be readable only by the owner and the ticket
center (TAC).
¯ What do you do with the Engineering Dialog results?

arbitrage

- If the Engineering Dialog results in suggested improvements, howdo those
get handled?
- Does everyone who hears about the suggestions understand the possible
implementation obstacles?
Dale Johnson (Merit) led a discussion on some aspects of this system not covered
the document:
¯ Anynational Ticket Tracking system will have to be used in conjunction with
local systems. For large sites which have elaborate highly customized systems
of their own, this might require software to automatically copy tickets between
the local and national system. Making the national system available for all
networks’ local tickets could simplify operations for manyNOCs,although this
could result in an extremely expensive national system. If the national system
was freeware or was reasonably available, then NOCscould at least use the
samesoftware for both their local and national tickets.
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¯ NSC’sstill need the tools to do the diagnosis. Especially important is contact
information for different network entities.
The NNSCPhone Book may help
solve this problem. Contact information should be both published and online.
¯ The NJMWorking Group has started discussing commondata formats and
access mechanisms for the routine (SNMPand other) data that NOCscollect.
Access to this kind of data from other networks could becomevery useful when
a NOCtries to debug a complexproblem outside of its ownjurisdiction, or when
another entity wants to aggregate or contrast data from different NOCs.NJM
will continue with this project, but noted that this might also be interesting to
the UCPgroup because it is a form of inter-NOC communication.
¯ Howcan we alert network users about outages, both planned and unplanned?
Howabout an X.500-based (or DNS-based) posting system that people (and
network utilities?)
can query to determine the operational status of various
network components? There was a fair amount of discussion about a low-tech
short-term solution involving a standard format for problem reports posted to
the NSRmailing list. The thought was that these standard reports could then
be automatically collected for occasional perusal/reference by NSCstaff.
Action Items
¯ Matt - will redraft with the suggested changes from the discussion:
- No compulsion; be neutral
- Privacy; tickets readable only by owner and TAC
- TACwill mention the ombudsmanrole
- Omit details of ticket format (for now)
- Need requirements for TTC
- It’s ok for 1 ticket to have multiple user dialogs
¯ Dan/Craig - will clean up draft ~ submit into the FYI KFCpipeline
- Check FYI RFCstandards to be sure that the "2 voice" format is acceptable
- Provide copy of draft to FARNET’sSeptember meeting
Timetable

Through 1990

August

Matt will present revised draft;

UCPgroup to comment

September

Dan/Craig will incorporate comments, and prepare draft
for presentation
to FARNETand submission to FYI RFC
pipeline

October/November

Collect commentsand refine proposal.

December

At IETF meeting, discuss deployment/future plans
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(uswg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Joyce K. Reynolds, jkrey©venera.±s±,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: us-wg©nnsc.nsf, net
To Subscribe: us-wg-request©Imsc.nsf.net

Description

of Working Group:

The User Services Working Group provides a regular forum for people
interested in user services to identify and initiate projects designed to
improve the quality of information available to end-users of the Internet.
(Note that the actual projects themselves will be handled by separate
groups, such as IETF WorkingGroups created to perform certain projects,
or outside organizations such as SIGUCCS.
¯ Meet on a regular basis to consider projects designed to improve
services to end-users. In general, projects should
- Clearly address user assistance needs;
- Produce an end-result (e.g., a document, a program plan, etc.);
- Have a reasonably clear approach to achieving the end-result
(with an estimated time for completion);
- Not duplicate existing or previous efforts.
¯ Create WorkingGroups or other focus groups to carry out projects
deemed worthy of pursuing.
¯ Provide a forum in which user services providers can discuss and
identify commonconcerns.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

This is an oversight group with continuing responsibilities.
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Reynolds/ISI

USWG Minutes
Announcements:
¯ User-Doc Bibliography- lnternet Draft, July 3, 1990
¯ SSPHWG-Met Wednesday morning, August 1, 1990
¯ NISI- Met Wednesday afternoon, August 1, 1990
Presentation

and Discussion

of the current

USWG"priority

list":

¯ Top Priority:
- User-Doc RFC/FYI Publication
- NISI
- Site Security Policy Handbook
- Internet Installation Checklist
- QUAIL
¯ LowPriority:
- DAWG
- Internet Stats
- Intro Packages
- User-Glossary
Discussions/Reports:
QUAIL - Presented

by Gary Malkin

The revamped QUAILdocument was well received and will be published in midAugust as an RFCFYI. This RFCFYI is the first in a collection of FYI’s called,
"Questions and Answers" (Q/A) produced by the USWG.The goal of this series
to document the most commonlyasked questions and answers in the Internet.
Future updates of this memowill be produced as USWG
members become aware of
additional questions that should be included, and of deficiencies or inaccuracies that
should be amended in this document. Additional FYI Q/A’s will be published which
will deal with intermediate and advanced Q/A topics.
Internet

Installation

Checklist

o Presented by Bob Enger

Aninstallation checklist for the Internet is currently in draft stage and is intended
to be of use to people of all levels; new, intermediate and advanced. It is general in
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nature for new and intermediate users, yet advanced users should find it an effective
compilation of important information for the Internet community.
An outline and sketchy rough draft was presented by Bob Enger at the UBCIETF,
with discussions and suggestions for the checklist noted. Writing will continue and the
next pass draft of the checklist will be presented at the DecemberIETF in Colorado.
Attendees

Eric Carroll
Robert Enger
Carol Farnham
Phill Gross
Michael Hrybyk
Erik Huizer
Holly Knight
Gary Malkin
Marilyn Martin
Berlin Moore
Donald Morris
Craig Partridge
Joyce Reynolds
Jim Sheridan
Dana Sitzler
Allen Sturtevant
Zaw-Sing Su
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mwh©educom, edu

huizer©surfnet,
nl
holly©apple,
com
gmalkin©ftp,
com
martin©cdnnet,
ca
prepnet©andrew,
cmu.edu
morris©ucar,
edu
craig©nnsc,
nsf.net
j krey©venera,
i s i. edu
j sherida©ibm,com
dds©merit, edu
sturt evant ©ccc. nmf ecc. gov
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Area

by Noel Chiappa

The Connection-Oriented IP Working Group is proceeding along two tracks. The
first track consists of work on the interim ST-2 protocol. A draft of that standard
is in progress; this is currently at the "last but one" stage. Implementationsof that
spec are underway by BBNand UWashington for the SPARCand the BBNrouter,
and a host implementation will be done by Steve Casner of ISI.
The second track consists of longer research work, suitable for use in follow-on architectures. Examples of the types of topics being addressed are resource management
and connection management. Current work revolves around the construction of test
bench software for experimentation and metering.
The Router Requirements Working Group has determined that three (or possibly
more) documentsare in fact needed. First, a Router Requirements documentbasically
along the lines of the Host Requirements (although there is some concern at the way
that document mixed fixes to previous protocols with actual requirements) which
covers IP and higher levels; second, a similar document which deals with media
issues (and which will be shared between the Router and future versions of the Host
documents); and third, a new revision of the IP and ICMPspecs (which are woefully
out of date and modified by manylater RFC’s). Additionally, it was suggested that
a document(s) to guide procurement writers in the use of the Router Requirements
would be useful, but the group has decided not to tackle that windmill.
At the IETF, the WorkingGroup had the bulk of a first draft of the first document,
and went through that draft in some detail, holding discussions of a few technical
topics as required.
The P PP Extensions Working Group had final drafts of
drafts of a numberof others. One final draft concerns an
bit CRCinstead of the 16 bit, another remote bridging,
~
links. First drafts covered DECNetPhase IV, Appletalk,
proposed drafts for use of XNSand IPX did not appear.

some documents, and first
option to allow use of a 32
and another an MIBfor PPP
OSI, and SNAP.Note tha

Since it is anticipated that all of these documents will be completed prior to t}
next IETF meeting, this WorkingGroupwill be going dormant; i.e., it has no furtb
plans to meet or produce anything. The mailing list, etc., will remain however, shot
someone produce additional PPP extensions.
The Router Discovery WorkingGroup held their final meeting, and looked over
is hoped to be the "last but one" draft. Some minor fine technical points
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Topolcic/BBN

CIP Minutes
Agenda
¯ ST-II specification
-

Identify remaining issues
Discuss remaining issues
Resolve remaining issues
Assign writing tasks

¯ Connection oriented protocol research collaboration
- Discuss possible collaboration efforts
The CIP Working Group met during all five Working Group sessions. Our primary
~,oal for this meeting was to resolve the remaining open issues in the ST-II protocol
)ecification; three sessions were dedicated to this effort. In the other two sessions
: discussed collaborative experiments on connection-oriented internet protocols.
raft of the ST-II specification was distributed and discussed at the previous IETF.
ral issues were resolved then and new ones uncovered. Prior to the current
’ng, Charlie Lynn distributed an updated draft incorporating the results of the
us meeting plus ensuing teleconferences and email. Wediscussed the changes
resolved issues as follows:
¯ ,cedence is a per-connection characteristic, and is negotiated in the flowspec.
,re is a separate priority on each data packet to allow for layered coding
~es within one stream.
greed that all header and option chunks should have 32-bit alignment,
ing 32-bit entities within chunks, to efficiently accommodatemachine
~ares with that constraint.
~FUSE and REROUTE
negative response messages will be combined
and the receiver will use the reason code to determine what action is
vf packet rate and size are offered, agents along separate branches
:tion might choose incompatible combinations each of which meets
m product requirement. Intermediate agents must keep track of
ng each branch, so resolution can be left to the application.
t a CHANGE
won’t c~use the existing connection to break, the
’s must include the existing settings.
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¯ It is not considered an error if the next hop on a path is out the same interface
as the previous hop, to allow relay multicasting.
¯ The current specification does not allow a uniform wayon all control messages
to determine the intended client. Newfields are to be added to the control
message header to allow this.
¯ A mechanismfor grouping streams is provided, but their use is not yet well
enough understood, and will therefore, be left to experiment.
¯ To make use of IP encapsulation paths between ST agents not directly connected, the ST routing table must be extended.
¯ The current flowspec definition does not allow specifying a variable-rate requirement nor discrete steps in place of a range. There are provisions to define new
flowspec versions as we learn what is needed through experiments.
Writing assignments were also issued for sections of the documentthat are incomplete
but not controversial. The draft is to be ready for submission as an Internet Draft in
two weeks, followed by submission as an RFCafter a commentperiod. The protocol
will have "Not-RecommendedExperimental" status while the CIP Group and others
conduct experiments.
Collaboration
On Wednesday, we heard status reports on experimenters’ plans. Allison Mankin
described her work to implement Lixia Zhang’s Flow Protocol algorithms within the
framework of the BSDOSI TP2 protocol. She is now implementing the virtual clock
mechanismin the BSDnetwork drivers. Allison will test the protocol in the MITREDCATestbed Network; she invites others to use the testbed, too.
Charlie Lynn described the collaboration of BBNand Washington University in St.
Louis to develop the "COIP-kernel" - basically a new protocol family added into the
BSDsocket interface around which a variety of connection-oriented protocols could be
implemented. The kernel is to be done by the end of August, then during September
BBNwill develop a set of modules around the kernel to implement ST-II.
Paul McKenneytold us about the traffic generators he is developing so that DARTnet
experimenters can conduct repeatable experiments. They run in user space and can
be synchronized at multiple sites, injecting packets at the NIT, RAW._IP
or transport
level. Measuresare defined for both "best effort" and "resource reservation" types of
protocols.
Finally, we discussed howmembersof the group might collaborate. Allison expressed
interest in using the COIP-kernel to extend Flow Protocol testing to the DARTnet
Sparcstation environment. Paul’s traffic generators mayalso be usable in the network
testbed. Conversely, Paul might be able to incorporate Allison’s DEC-bit code into
the stochastic fair queuing algorithm.
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Meeting action list
Casner

Rewrite sect 2 (& 2.17) in about 3 pages (may be ok now).

Everyone

Commenton whether sections 2.3 through 2.7 are complete.

Casner

Updateold encapsulation text of sect 3.7.3.

Topolcic

Edit or rewrite section 3.7.5 on Robustness.

Lynn

Edit sect 3.7.6. on Routing to simply list the things we
expect from the routing function, but state that routing is
not addressed here.

Topolcic

Edit or rewrite section 3.7.8. on Groups of Streams to state
that groups are a way of associating streams and to just list
somepossible uses of such associated groups.

Lynn

Produce text for section 3.7.9. on the Source Route Option.

Lynn

Write a section in 4.3.1, FlowSpecthat addresses the Burstihess parameter.

Lynn

Edit the paragraphs in section 4.3.1. that describe LimitOnCost and LimitOnDelayto specify the units.

Topolcic

Rewrite section 4.3.5.3. on Group Parameter to simply provide suggestions for the uses of Groups.

Lynn

Expand sect 4.4.14 on use of STATUScommandfor failure
detection.

Everyone

Help find all the constants for inclusion in section 4.5, Suggested Protocol Constants, and should suggest values.

Everyone

Help write section 6, Areas Not Addressed, and specifically
to help draw up a list.

Everyone

Help identify subsets everywhere.

Schroder

Provide protocol exchange diagrams.

Everyone

Think of good way to simplify protocol demultiplexing; consider origin & target(s) of stream on samehost.

Attendees
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Stephen Casner
Steve Deering
Kevin Fall
Kathleen Huber
Ajay Kachrani
Charles Lynn
Allison Mankin
Paul McKenney
K.K. Ramakrishnan
Zaw-Sing Su
Claudio Topolcic
Sijiam Zhang
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IP MTUDiscovery

(mtudisc)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jeff

Mogul, mogul©decwrl,

dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: rntudwg©decwrl.dec, com
To Subscribe: rntudwg-request©decwrl, dec. com

Description

of Working Group:

The MTUDiscovery Working Group is chartered to produce an RFC
defining an official standard for an IP MTUDiscovery Option. "MTU
Discovery" is a process whereby an end-host discovers the smallest MTU
along a path over which it is sending datagrams, with the aim of avoiding
fragmentation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Decideif the proposal in RFC1063is sufficient, or if there are flaws
to be corrected, or possible improvements to be made. Or, decide
that it is unwiseto create an official standard.

May 1990

Unless the proposal in RFC1063 is acceptable,
describing a different approach.

Ongoing

Encourage the participation
of gateway implementors, since the
MTUdiscovery process affects the design and performance of IP
gateways.

Done

Encourage sample implementations of end-host and gateway portions of MTUDiscovery for popular software (BSD-derived kernels,
primarily). Encourage rapid implementation by major gateway vendors, since this option is relatively useless without widespreadsupport.

write a new RFC
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(appleip)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Veizades, veizades©apple, cora

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: apple-ip©apple.com
To Subscribe: apple-±p-request©apple.

Description

of Working Group:

The Macintosh WorkingGroup is chartered to facilitate the connection of
Apple Macintoshesto IP internets and to address the issues of distributing
AppleTalk services in an IP internet.
Goals and Milestones:
Feb 1991

Describe, in an RFC, the current set of protocols used to connect
Macintoshes to IP internets.

Feb 1991

Define a MIBfor the management of DDP/IP gateways.
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by Bob Morgan/Stanford

APPLEIP Minutes
IP-in-DDP
John Veizades led a discussion of his draft RFCfor IP-in-DDP. These issues were
discussed:
¯ The use of the name "MaclP" for this protocol was criticized.
People are
encouraged to think of a new name.
¯ There was agreement that gateways should never do proxy ARPreplies to NBP
ARPs. In fact, clients are discouraged from doing NBPARPsat all unless they
have reason to believe that the destination is on the same AppleTalk internet.
Clever clients can do NBPARPsto optimize communication in this admittedly
rare case. The user will probably have to specify the zone in which to do the
NBPlookup in this case.
¯ Clients must be prepared to get responses from multiple gateways.
¯ The dotted decimal format for IP addresses used in NBPlookups must be better
specified. Text might be borrowed from an existing RFC.
¯ Gateways currently send regular NBPconfirms to their IP clients to determine
whether the IP address is still in use. Gateways should try to minimize the
bandwidth used for this, perhaps by only doing confirms whenthey are running
short of IP client addresses.
¯ It was proposed that gatewaysshould be able to be configured with a list of acceptable zones in which to do NBPARPs. This should help to prevent duplicate
IP address assignment, and let gateways and users search the entire "subnet"
more easily when necessary.
¯ There could be a CEASE
ATPmessage from gateway to client to tell the client
to stop using an IP address (useful in case of duplicate assignment). There
could also be a REDIRECT
message from gateway to client, similar to ICMP
redirects.
¯ It was suggested that gateways should have throttles on the rate at which
they forward NBPlookups, to prevent clients from flooding internetworks with
broadcasts. LBLhas a working implementation. Apple suggested that System
7.0 will improve Macintoshclient behavior in this area.
¯ The gateway’s ATPresponse to a client ASSIGNrequest should be able to
contain more information. It was proposed to define or redefine some of the
response fields. The new format will be distinguished by putting a version
numberin the first 16 bits of the ATPUser Data area. The second 16 bits must
be zero. The first version to be defined will be version 1. Newfield uses:
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The "Other #1" field is redefined to be the subnet mask.
The "Other #2" field is defined as a time server address.
Someimplementors are already using some of the "Other" fields for their own
purposes. They will report on these to the RFCauthor.
Gateway implementors should report any error codes that they send in ATP
responses to the RFCauthor, whowill compile a generic list.
A new ATP REGISTERSTATICrequest should be defined to allow clients
with static IP addresses to register them with the server and get any useful
response information. The client will put the static address into the "Assigned
IP address" field. Gateways should do a sanity check on the address and send
an error response if necessary.
Several changes were suggested to the draft RFC. Amongthem:
- Drop references to Macintosh.
- Drop AARPdefinition.
- Drop the line "The IP address used by a gateway with multiple IP addresses is the address that is responded to using the NBPARP."
- Hosts do not use ATPXOrequests, but ATPALO.
packet" should be "The
- The line "There is no response to a RELEASE
ATP response to a RELEASErequest is empty".
- Drop the suggestion to limit IP-in-DDP datagrams to 576 octets.
- Drop Step 3 in the sample transaction stream.
MIB
A draft MIB,written by Steve Waldbusser of CMU,was distributed. People found it
generally acceptable. There was concern that it be clearly labelled as an "AppleTMkIP gateway MIB" and not an "AppleTalk MIB".
It was noted that there is no AppleTalk-in-PPP MIB. Frank Slaughter from Shiva,
who is working on AppleTalk-in-PPP, and Steve Waldbusser will work together on
this.
It was suggested that the rtmpNextHopvariable be extended with a Type string to
distinguish between different protocol transports such as IP, DECnet,OSI, etc.
AppleTalk-in-UDP
Allan Oppenheimer from Apple led a discussion of wide-area networking using AppleTalk encapsulated in UDP/IP. The general idea is to connect existing AppleTalk
internets via the IP Internet. There are a numberof issues:
¯ Can/should a world-wide AppleTalk Internet be created using the facilities
the existing IP Internet?

of
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Howmuch
¯ Howmuch administration within a site is necessary/acceptable?
coordination betweenpairs of sites, or betweenall sites, is necessary/acceptable?
¯ Is administrative control of routing necessary for security purposes, or is plugand-play more crucial?
¯ Can the existing DDP-in-UDPencapsulation meet the need, or are changes
required?
¯ Can all AppleTalk-based applications be supported? Is a subset such as LaserWriter printing and AppleSharefile service acceptable/easier?
¯ Are there solutions to network numberscaling and clashes? Are there solutions
to zone name scaling and clashes?
¯ Is it important that hosts be able to communicatedirectly in this internet using
the standard encapsulation, or is communicationthrough routers sufficient?
Van Jacobson from LBLdescribed a scheme that addresses some of these issues. He
has implemented this method on software running on FastPaths at LBLand some
other sites.
In Jacobson’s scheme, each site maintains a table with one entry for each external
AppleTalk network with which it wishes to communicate. Each entry in the table
contains three fields. The first is the real 16-bit AppleTalk network numberof an
AppleTalk network at a remote site. The second is a 24-bit IP network number that
is associated one-to-one with the previous AppleTalk network number. The third is
a 16-bit AppleTalk network number which is used to identify the remote network
within the local AppleTalk internet. The first two numbers form a pair that a site
can give to any other site with which it wishes to communicate.
The table is distributed to some numberof routers in the local AppleTalk internet
that are running software that understands this scheme. Not all routers in the local
internet are required to run this software.
Whena participating router receives a datagram to be forwarded, it looks up the
destination network number in its mapping table. If the number matches an entry
(using the third field as described above), the router proceeds to encapsulate the
datagram in the standard DDP-in-UDP encapsulation
used by KIP and CAP for
transmission across the IP Internet. The router forms the destination IP address by
using the IP network number from the table entry and the 8-bit DDPnode number.
The router also inserts the "real" AppleTalk network numberfrom the table into the
destination network field in the DDPdatagram. It then transmits the IP datagram.
The datagram proceeds across the IP Internet to a router at the remote site. This
router has been advertised as a router for the IP network which is associated with
the destination AppleTalk network, so the datagram goes to it. Somehowthis router
inserts the appropriate AppleTalk network numberinto the source network part of the
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DDP header [I DON’T KNOWHOWIT DOES THIS] and forwards
to the destination AppleTalk network through the local internet.

the datagram

This scheme has these advantages:
¯ It uses the existing DDP-in-UDPencapsulation.
¯ In order for two sites to communicate, each site has to manually enter the
other’s networks of interest into its mapping table. This provides desirable
administrative control.
¯ By inspecting source IP addresses, a host using DDP-in-UDP(eg CAP) can
communicatedirectly with another DDP-in-UDP
host, without requiring routers,
after the first few datagrams.
¯ Each site can have up to 64K (minus the number of internal AppleTalk networks) remote networks with which it can communicate. Since communities
of interest will vary, the entire meta-internet can have many more than 64K
networks.
¯ There is a working implementation.
People thought that Jacobson’s scheme was very interesting
study.

and deserving of more

After this discussion, Phil Budneof Shiva volunteered to write a draft RFCdescribing
the current practice of DDP-in-UDP
encapsulation.
KIP and Phase II
Karen Frisa from Novell sent to the Apple-IP mailing list a draft proposal for extending the KIP routing and zone information protocols to handle AppleTalk Phase II.
There wasn’t time to discuss this proposal at this meeting .
Next Meeting
John Veizades proposed that this Working Group have another meeting before the
December IETF plenary. A time in the vicinity of the October INTEROP
conference
was suggested.
Attendees

Philip Budne
Cyrus Chow
Steve Deering
Robert Elz
Tom Evans

phil©shiva.com
cchow~orion.arc.nasa.go
deering@pescadero.stanford.edu
kre@munnari.oz.au
wcc©cup.portal.com
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Robert Morgan
Rebecca Nitzan
Zbigniew Opalk~
Allan Oppenheimer
Brad Parker
Michael Roberts
Gregory Vaudreuil
Steve Waldbusser
Jonathan Wenocur
Steve Willis
Allan Young
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IP over FDDI (fddi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dave Katz, dkatzClnerit,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: FDDI©merit.edu
To Subscribe: FDDI-request@merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IP over FDDIWorking Group is chartered to create Internet Standards for the use of the Internet Protocol and related protocols on the
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) medium. This protocol will
provide support for the wide variety of FDDIconfigurations (e.g., dual
MAC
stations) in such a way as to not constrain their application, while
maintaining the architectural philosophy of the Internet protocol suite.
The group will maintain liason with other interested parties (e.g., ANSI
ASCX3T9.5) to ensure technical ahgnment with other standards. This
group is specifically not chartered to provide solutions to mixed media
bridging problems.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Write a document specifying the use of IP on a single MACFDDI
station.

Aug 1990

Write a document specifying
stations.

the use of IP on dual MACFDDI
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Reported by Richard Fox/Synoptics
FDDI Minutes
The meeting was solely comprised of a presentation by Caralyn Brown and Doug
Bagnall called, "ARPextensions for Dual Mac Stations".
Currently ARPsupports a 1-1 mapping of IP addresses to MACaddresses.
FDDIsupports the notion of 1-2 mapping of IP addresses to MACaddresses.
Our goal is not to have a TCP connection break when a wrap happens. To meet
this objective it was suggested that an extension to the current ARPprotocol is
needed, where the new ARPprotocol supplies more than a 1-1 mapping but a 1manymapping. An example of this is:
ARPresponse= iip~,imacl,ringlLimac2,ring2L
One step identified in achieving this is to add a newSNAPvalue.
At this point 2 approaches were presented and compared.
Solution

1: Hybrid approach

Have a parameter that says that no backward compatibility
Thus, send old style ARPbut encode stuff in target fields.

is to be maintained.

Advantages: only need to send 1 ARPfor all cases. Disadvantages: encoding may
break some implementations and this solution doesn’t scale very well.
Somepeople said that this method is better solved at layer 3; reply to this was to
rewrite layer 3; thus this solution is less radical than rewriting layer 3.
Solution

2: Extended

ARP

This solution requires that a new ARPpacket be sent out each interface (this packet
is called an EARPand is slightly different than the normal ARPpacket). After an
EARPis sent the station must set a timer and wait for a response. If no response is received then the station must assume that the receiver of the ARPdoesn’t understand
EARPsand so it must send out a normal ARP.
Advantages: backwards compatibility.
requests before an answer is received.

Disadvantages: may need to send out 2 ARP
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Other issues that came up with this solution are:
¯ Whenring wraps/unwraps stations should send ARPto itself to update everybody’s ARPtable- do this only after a settling period. Somepeople felt that
the SRFframe takes care of this, others not convinced, no resolution.
At this time we listed advantages of allowing stations to have 2 macs. The 3
identified reasons are:
- Load balancing (transparent).
- Transparent error recovery.
- Dual mac in wrap: you don’t know where response came from.
¯ Need EARPsince non-wrapped stations can use wrong ring when a station is
wrapped. EARPskeeps effect to wrapped stations only.(??) At this point
got into varied discussions on howwrapped rings and IP do not get along. Some
people want to force all single MAC
stations to be connected to the primary
ring only (or at least on the same ring), others feels that this rule breaks the
concept of FDDI.
¯ It was suggested that we continue to use RFC1122 for ARPcache handling.
Attendees
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Sijiam Zhang
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Data

Service

(smds)

Charter
Chair(s):
George Clapp, meritec ! clapp©bellcore,bellcore, corn
Michael Fidler, tsOO26©ohstvma,ircc. ohio-state, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: smds©nri, reston, va.us
To Subscribe: smds-request©nri, res~on, va. us

Description

of Working Group:

The SMDSWorking Group is chartered to investigate and to specify the
manner in which the Internet and the newly defined public network service, Switched Multi-megabit Data Service, will interact. The group will
discuss topics such as addressing, address resolution, network management, and routing.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Specify clearly an efficient
SMDS.

interworking between the Internet and
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by George Clapp/Ameritech

SMDS Minutes
Review of Draft

Document

The IP over Switched Multi-megabit Data Service (SMDS)Working Group met for
three half-day sessions. The majority of the time was spent reviewing the text of a
draft document, A Proposed Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over
SMDS,written by Dave Piscitello and Joe Lawrence. The configuration assumed in
the document was that of a Logical IP Subnet (dubbed an LIS), in which a virtual
private network supported by SMDSwas treated as an IP network/subnet.
The
following are the requirements for an LIS configuration:
¯
¯
¯
¯

All members have the same IP network/subnetwork number.
All stations within an LIS are accessed directly over SMDS.
All stations outside of the LIS are accessed via a router.
For each LIS, a single SMDSgroup address (smds$±p_ga) has been configured
that identifies all membersof the LIS.

The protocol stack is assumed to be that depicted below in figure 1.

IP/ARP

I

SubnetworkAccessProtocol(SNAP)
IEEE 802.2 LLC Type i
SMDS InterfaceProtocol(SIP)Level 3 (MAC)
SIP Level
SiP Level1

I

FigureI

In addition to the SMDSindividual address associated with the Subscriber Network
Interface (SNI), and to the SMDSgroup address associated with the LIS, the doc-
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ument referred to a third SMDSgroup address, the SMDSARP Request Address
(smds$arp_req). This group address is set to smds $±p_ga, but latter implementations mayset the address to a subset of the addresses in the LIS to deal with scaling
issues.
The dynamic mapping of 32 bit Internet addresses to 60 bit SMDSaddresses is
done via Address Resolution Protocol (ARP). ARPrequests will be multicast to the
sr, ds$arl~_req address. The ARPparameters which require specification are the
following:

ar$hrd
ar$pro
ar$hln
arSpln
ar$op

16 bits hardware type code
16 bits protocol type code
8 bits octets in hardware address
8 bits octets in protocol address
16 bits operation code

<to be determined>
decimal 2048 for IP
decimal 8 for 64 bits
decimal 4 for 32 bits
1: request
2: reply

Dave Piscitello volunteered to contact Joyce Reynolds to obtain a value for the hardware type code.
An issue arose during the discussion of ARPover SMDSconcerning the encoding of
the SMDSaddress in the ARPreply message. Following the precedence of the IP over
FDDIWorking Group, the document specified that the SMDSaddress will be carried
in "canonical" format, which is the format specified in the IEEE PS02.1A/D10draft
standard, in which the least significant bit of the most significant octet is transmitted
first. The encoding of the 60 bit address within the SIP L_3 PDUdoes not conform to
the canonical format, and the bits of each octet would have to be reversed. The use
of the canonical format is important in transparent bridging, whenLANsof a similar
address space but of dissimilar address encoding schemes may be bridged. However,
the group questioned the utility of transparent bridging between 802 LANswith a 48
bit address space and SMDSwith a 60 bit address space. This questionable utility
was compared with the potential for confusion caused by the reversal of bits in the
SMDSaddress. In the end, the group decided not to use the canonical format, but
instead to use the format specified for the SMDS"MAC"header.
No unresolved issues remained with the document and the group asked Joe Lawrence
to incorporate the suggested modifications and to release the document to the email
group for confirmation. Joe indicated that he might be able to release the document
by mid-August.
Public

Connectivity
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It was felt that the draft documentwas adequate to define the operation of IP over
small virtual private networks supported by SMDS.Discussion then turned to the
issue of "public connectivity," in which an SMDSdevice may communicate directly
with any other SMDSdevice. The question was asked of this model "What breaks?",
and the following items were listed:
¯ ARP
¯ Routing: cost, traffic volume, table sizes
¯ Address management
The group was then asked whether there was any interest in pursuing this problem, and discussion led to an offer by Manoel Rodrigues and George Clapp to draft
an "issues" document to attempt to clarify the issues left unresolved by the draft
document.
Support of Other Protocols
Vicki Ralls pointed out that other protocols such as DECNET
and XNSalso need
a specification to operate over SMDS,and asked whether this was of interest to the
group. The group felt that IP was the appropriate topic for their work and suggested
that Bellcore might be approached concerning these other protocols.
Network

Management

Dave Piscitello
to SMDS.

distributed

copies of three papers on network managementrelevant

¯ Experimental Definitions of ManagedObjects for the SMDSInterface Protocol
(sip) Interface Type, Kaj Tesink
¯ Experimental Definitions of ManagedObjects for the t3-carrier Interface Type,
Tracy Cox, Kaj Tesink
¯ Internet Draft of T1-Carrier objects, Kaj Tesink, Tracy Cox
These documents were distributed to the WorkingGroup on an informational basis to
the. The first two documents had been submitted for consideration by the TransMIB
Working Group; the third had not been submitted since the points raised in the
document had already been addressed by the TransMIB group.
Future

Work

The work remaining for the group will be to review and possibly approve the draft
document. The group may be able to approve the document at the upcoming meeting
in Decemberand, if possible, begin the process of submitting the documentto become
an RFC. At the same meeting, the group may review the document to be written by
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Manoel Rodrigues and George Clapp.
During the IETF Plenary of Friday morning, August 3rd, Bob Hinden announced the
formation of a new Working Group within the routing area, Address Resolution and
Routing over SMDSand X.25 Public Data Networks. This group will be chaired by
George Clapp and may investigate some of the issues left unresolved by the IP over
SMDSWorking Group.
Attendees
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Presentation Objectives

Discuss ARPextension alternatives
developed so far.
(cbrown@enr.prime.com)
Prime Computer
July 31, 1990

as they have been

Collect feedback on these alternatives to develop a
clear standard.
Gather support for the suggested ARPextensions to
allow a full range of FDDIservices for dual MAC,
single IP FDDIstations.

Solution

Problem to Solve

Extend the ARPprotocol to include the bindings
between MAC
addresses and the externally visible
interfaces; i.e. the interfaces to the primary and
secondary rings in an FDDILAN.

Provide a new ARPmethod that would not supersede
the existing one-to-one method, but would
complement it.
Provide extensions that are flexible enough for
one-to-many IP to MACaddressing.
Allow ARPcache to maintain correct
during network transitions.

Request and reply messages contain the following
information
<IP addr X> <MACxl, I1> ... <MACxn,In>

mappings

Where the pairings show the MACaddress associated
with their respective interface attachments. Each
interface attachment would have an entry in the
request and or reply message.
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EARPRequest/Response

Format

BackwardCompatibility
Approach One- Hybrid Request

New SNAP value
Additional fields for attachment information
Protocol version number (as suggested at previous
IETF meeting)

Provide tunable parameter - pure EARP
network or
mixed network. Default to mixed.

Station state information

For initiating station:
Is station in EARP-only
network?

First hardware address corresponds to the interface
sending the request.
16
16
16
8

bits
bits
bits
bits

8 bits
16
8
i~

bits
bits
bytes
Dats

send EARPrequest and receive EARPresponse.

Protocol version number
Hardware type code
Protocol type code
Byte length of hardware
address (n)
Byte length of protoco± .
address (m)
Opcode -- request/response
Station state; encoding TBD
Protocol address of sender
Count of hardware addresses to
follow

NO
send hybrid EARPrequest and accept either ARP
or EARl:’response.
For respondingstations:
Did the request have state and interface information?

for each hardware address
Hardware address of sender
~ ~y~es
~Its
Corresponding path interface
m bytes
Protocol address of target
n bytes
Hardware address of target

send EARPresponse
NO
send standard ARPresponse

Backward Compatibility
Approach One - Hybrid
Continued
16 bits
16 bits
8 bits
8 bits
16
n
m
n

bits
bytes
~ytes
bytes

mbytes

BackwardCompatibility
Approach Two

FormatEARP
requests for each interface.

Hardware type code
Protocol type code
Byte .!engt~ 9f hardware
adaress (n)
Byte length of protocol
address (m)
Opcode -- request/response
Hardware address of sender
Protocol address of sender
*** encoding of station state
and path interface
Protocol address of target

For initiating station:
Send EARPrequest.
Did we receive a response within timeout?
record information in EARPcache
NO
send standard ARPrequest and wait for
standard ARPreply.

Path interface and station state in target hardware
address space of standard ARPrequest.

For respondingstation:
Does station support EARP?
YES
reply with EARPresponse

Requesting station formats one for each interface.
Advantage: send only one message type to all
stations.

NO
drop request; unrecognized SNAPvalue.

Disadvantage: must receive all to load balance.

Advantage:no intervention to tune system.
Disadvantage:necessary to send two requests for
non-EARP
stations.
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BoundaryCondition Processing
Station Transitions - Wrapto Thru

BoundaryCondition Processing
Station Transitions - Thru Io Wrap

Transitioning station mayincrease connectivity.
Transitioning station mayreduce connectivity. Oneor more
MACs
mayno longer be accessible.

Table entries for non-EARP
stations mayno longer be
valid.

EARP
supporting stations will provide notification of
wrappedstate via EARP
request message.

All EARP
stations will continue to communicateacross
wrap-thrutransitions.

Onlysend transition messageafter station has
"settled" into a state; avoid stormdue to rapid
transitions.

Transitiongstations will providenotification of thru
state via EARPrequest message.
Onlysend transition messageafter station has
"settled" into a state; avoidstormdue to rapid
transitions.

RequestedIP address will be that of the wrapping
station.
Station state informationuseful whenstation is in wrap.

Requested11’ addresswill be that of the
transitioning station,

Only end points of networkwrapare affected. All other
stations are undisturbed.

Entries obtained during wrap state for non-EARP
stations are questionable.Remove
or time, out.

Boundary Condition Processing
Additional Considerations
Properties of Extended ARP
(EARP) Solution

Suggestions from RFC1122 (Requirements for
Intemet Hosts) under ARPCache Validation.
1. Timeoutcache entry even if it is in use.
2. Unicast poll; clear cache entry if no reply
in N successive polls

Nodes receiving EARPrequests and replies will have
sufficient information stored in their EARPcaches
such that:

3. Link layer advice; clear cache entry if link
layer detects problem; e.g. no longer setting
"A" indicator.

There are no false positives; nodes that
intend to communicatewill use the proper
MACaddresses.

4. Higher layer advice; clear entry if higher layer
indicates delivery problem.

Resending of requests and replies are normally
not needed as the network transitions.

5. Notification via EARPrequests.

Dual MAC
(or multi MACin the general case)
stations will have sufficient information
to perform load balancing.

6. Serial MACs.
7. Aliasing; each MAC
recognizes the other’s
address.
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Summary

Extensions to ARPprovide
Methodfor load balancing over both FDDItings
Generalizedcase for multi rail expansion
Methodfor ARPcache updating after station
transitions.
Further commentsmaybe directed to
Caralyn Brown (cbrown@enr.prime.com)
DougBagnall (bagnall_d@apollo.hp.com)
DougHunt (dhunt@ertr.prime.com)
MaryJane Strohl (strohl@apollo.hp.com)
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Protocol

Extentions

(pppext)

Charter
Chair(s):
Stev Knowles, stev©ftp, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-ppp©ucdavi s. edu
To Subscribe: ietf-ppp-request©ucdavis.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) was designed to encapsulate multiple
protocols. IP was the only networklayer protocol defined in the original
documents. The Working Group is defining the use of other network
level protocols and options for PPP. The group will define the use of
protocols including: bridging, ISO, DECNET
(Phase IV and V), XNS,and
others. In addition it will define newPPPoptions for the existing protocol
definitions, such as stronger authentication and encryption methods.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

The main objective of the WorkingGroup is to produce an RFCor
series of RFCsto define the use of other protocols on PPP.
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by Fred Baker/Vitalink

PPPEXT
Point

3.

Minutes

to Point

MIB:

Discussion ensued on statistics
per protocol, per interface. Is there duplication of
objects, or a breakage of precedent? The general feeling was that there is need for
counts by protocol, precedent or not, and that only some protocols are duplicated
elsewhere. Therefore the MIBshould contain counts by protocol.
AppleTalk:
Frank Slaughter and Steve Senum have differing approaches to Appletalk. Frank’s includes a reduced overhead routing information transfer protocol. They are to coalesce
their documents and put them up to the list.
Decnet

IV:

At first blush, it would appear that Art Harvey and Steve Senum have dueling documents; however, this appears to be related to several miscommunications. Art is
willing to see Steve’s document, given certain modifications, as the standard. There
are a number of problems with the use of timers in the protocol, resulting primarily
from Digital’s assumption that a reliable protocol such as LAPBis in use on the line.
This will cause problems on unreliable links.
A General

Note:

Large interest is reported for Point-to-Point Host to Router implementations over a
dial up interface. This, according to Vicki l~lls, is most of the interest cisco has seen
in the protocol.
The general feeling toward Art Harvey’s proposal for SNAPover Point-to-Point,
is
that there is no overriding reason to stop the document. Weshould therefore, let it
become a standard for generalized use of the link.
Bridge

Protocol

Fred Baker submitted an alternative
approach to bridge use of the link.
generally considered superior to the approach requested by the Pittsburg
tendees. A document will be published.
Attendees

This was
IETF at-
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(rdisc)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve

Deering,

deering©pescadero,

stanford,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: gw-discovery@gregorio,
stem:ford,
edu
To Subscribe: gw-discovery-reques~c©gregorio,
stanford, edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Router Discovery Working Group is chartered to adopt or develop a
protocol that Internet hosts may use to dynamically discover the addresses
of operational neighboring gateways. The group is expected to propose
its chosen protocol as a standard for gateway discovery in the Internet.
The work of this group is distinguished from that of the Host Configuration Working Group in that this group is concerned with the dynamic
tracking of router availability by hosts rather than the initialization
of
various pieces of host state (which might include router addresses)
host-startup time.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Created Working Group; established and advertised mailing list.
Initiated email discussion to identify existing and proposed protocols, for router discovery.

Done

Held first meeting in Palo Alto. Reviewed 9 candidate protocols,
and agreed on a hybrid of cisco’s GDPand an ICMP extension
proposed by Deering.

Done

Held second meeting in Tallahassee. Reviewed the proposed protocol and discussed a number of open issues.

Done

Held third meeting in Pittsburgh. Discussed and resolved several
issues that had been raised by email since the last meeting. Draft
specification of router discovery protocol to be ready by next meeting. Experimental implementations to be started.
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Aug 1990

Meet in Vancouver. Review draft specification,
and determine any
needed revisions. Evaluate results of experimental implementations
and assign responsibility for additional experiments, as required.
Submit the specification
for publication as a Proposed Standard
shortly after the meeting.

Oct 1990

Revise specification as necessary, based on field experience. Ask the
IESG to elevate the protocol to Draft Standard status. Disband.
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Deering/Stanford

RDISC Minutes
Agenda
¯ Draft Specification
- comments?
- disposition?
¯ Implementations
¯ Black-Hole Detection
This was the fourth meeting of the Router Discovery Working Group.
The first and dominant item on the agenda was a discussion of the (late) July draft
of the ICMProuter discovery specification.
The following improvements and changes
were agreed upon:
¯ Add a few sentences emphasizing that this is NOTa routing protocol - hosts
are expected to rely on Redirects for finding the "best" first-hop router for any
given destination.
¯ Makeit even clearer than it already is that hosts must NOTcontinuously send
solicitations.
¯ Adda note explaining that, even though the timing values are defined or configured in units of seconds, randomized intervals should be computed at the best
available resolution of the system’s interval timer.
¯ Fill in the missing ICMPType values with officially-allocated
numbers.
¯ Change I~X_RESPONSE_DELAY
from 5 seconds to 2 seconds.
¯ Change the upper bound on MaxAdvertisementInterval from (2~16 - 1) to 1800
seconds (30 minutes).
¯ Even when a router is configured to use multicast instead of broadcast, it may
respond to a broadcast solicitation
with a broadcast advertisement (if not
unicast advertisement).
¯ Whena router performs a graceful shutdown, it should send out advertisements
with a lifetime of 0, to flush its addresses from the hosts’ router lists.
There was also discussion of adding an authentication field to the Router Advertisement message. Deering argued that such a field could be appended to the existing
message format if and when a non-null authentication type is defined for router discovery (i.e., the absence of an authentication field indicates "null" authentication.)
Noel Chiappa was not very happy with this proposal, but said he would check it out
with the security gurus [which he subsequently did; apparently, Deering’s proposed
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scheme will be acceptable].
The group then agreed that, with the above modifications, the draft specification
was ready to enter into the Internet standardization track. Chiappa explained the
necessary steps, as follows:
¯ Update the specification to incorporate the agreed changes and make it available
as an Internet Draft as soon as possible.
¯ After a one month commentperiod as an Internet Draft, if no significant problems are uncovered, submit it to the IESG with the group’s recommendation
that it be published as a Proposed Standard.
¯ Operational experience with multiple, independently-developed
implementations is generally required for advancement beyond Proposed Standard status.
The decision to advance to the next stage (Draft Standard) is up to the IAB,
with advice from the IESG.
That led to the next topic on the agenda: implementations. Andy Cherenson and
Deering confirmed their previous commitment to generate an implementation of the
protocol to run in user space on 4.3BSD and derived systems, perhaps starting from
the source code for cisco’s GDPdemon; the implementation will include both the host
and the router parts of the protocol. John Veizades volunteered to do a Macintosh
implementation of the host part of the protocol, and said he had an environment
for testing the protocol’s behavior under the simultaneous startup scenario (a rack
of Macs on a single power circuit). Implementations for other platforms, and at the
kernel level in BSD, were solicited,
but no promises were made. The importance of
getting the major router vendors to implement the router part of the protocol and
make it available for user testing was recognized; group memberswere encouraged to
make that desire knownto their favorite router vendors.
We then concluded that no further meetings of the Router Discovery Working Group
would be necessary, if all goes according to plan. (Yah!!) Wediscussed the possibility
of transforming into a "Black Hole Detection" Working Group, and decided not to
do so. A document addressing the wider issue of host routing, of which black hole
detection is a part, would be very valuable, but there was little enthusiasm for forming
a new Working Group for that purpose; it might be taken up by the next incarnation
of the Host Requirements Working Group, or perhaps some individuM(s) will generate
a document recommending (but not standardizing) good host routing strategies.
ACTION

ITEMS

Assigned Numbers Authority for two new ICMP
¯ Deering: Ask the Internet
Types.
¯ Deering: Revise the specification as agreed at this meeting and submit it as
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an Internet Draft. K no substantive,
negative comments are received during
a one month comment period, recommend the specification
to the IESG as a
Proposed Standard.
¯ Deering and Cherenson: Implement both the host and router parts of the protocol as a user-level demon for 4.3BSD-derived systems, and make it available to
the Working Group and the wider internet community for testing and validation
of the protocol.
¯ Veizades: Implement the host part of the protocol for Macintosh and test it
in an environment with many hosts on the same subnet (especially under the
simultaneous startup scenario).
¯ Everyone: Encourage your favorite router vendor to do a prototype implementation of the protocol, for in-house and customer- site testing.
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uune%! konkord
! ksj
karels©berkeley,
edu
st ev©ftp,
corn
akoifman©bbn,
corn
glauer©bbn.com
lekash©orville.nas.nasa.gov
solomon~penril©uunet.uu.net
malachi©polya.stanford.edu
mason©transarc.com
mckenney©sri.com
jmoy©proteon.com
cmcvax!price@hub.ucsb.edu
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Craig Smelser
Frank Solensky
Martha Steenstrup
Zaw-Sing Su
Paul Tsuchiya
John Veizades
Carol Ward
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Walter Wimer
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t as©mcnc,
org
s ±dhu©umbcB.
umbc.edu
solensky©±nterlan.±nterlan.com
msteenstCbbn.com
zsu©tsca.±stc.sr±.com
tsuch±ya©thumper.bellcore.com
ve±zades©apple.com
c~ard~spot.colorado.edu
jh~©sh±va.com
~On+¢andre~.cmu.edu
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Requirements

(rreq)

Charter
Chair(s):
James Forster, forster©c±sco.com
PhihpAlmquist,almquist©j
essica,s~anford,edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±etf-rreq©Jessica.
To Subscribe: ±etf-rreq-request©Jess±ca.

Description

Stanford. edu
Stanford. edu

of Working Group:

The Router Requirements Working Group has the goal of rewriting the
existing Router Requirements RFC, RFC-1009, and a) bringing it up to
the organizational and requirement explicitness levels of the Host Requirements RFC’s, as well as b) including references to more recent work, such
as the RIP RFC and others.
The purposes of this project include:
¯ Defining what an IP router does in sufficient detail that routers from
different vendors are truly interoperable.
¯ Providing guidance to vendors, implementors, and purchasers of IP
routers.
The requirements developed will be split into two volumes. The first will
cover link layer protocols and address resolution. The second will cover
everything else. We intend that the link layer protocol document will
apply not only to routers but also to hosts and other IP entities.
The WorkingGroup will also instigate,
additional RFC’s on related topics.

review, or (if appropriate) produce

Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

First Internet Draft version of the upper layer volume.

Oct 1990

First Internet Draft version of the link layer volume.

Dec 1990

Second Internet

Feb 1991

Third Internet

Draft version of both volumes.
Draft version of both volumes.
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REPORT

Reported by Jim Forster/cisco
RREQ Minutes
The Router Requirements Working Group split their work into two documents; Link
Requirements and Router Requirements. The group further considered rewriting and
consolidating the IP and ICMPspecifications.
There was consensus that this was a
good thing, but there were doubts as to whether there was time or energy to do it.
The router requirements
discussed included:

document was edited on a comprehensive full

pass. Issues

¯ Whether a router should support a public SNMPsession. It was decided to
pass this to the Interconnectivity
Working Group.
was rejected for this document. The
¯ The concept of minimum configuration
vendor must make sure that when a router comes on line, it does not begin a
routing function, without being correctly configured. There needs to be a sanity
check on certain parameters.
¯ There was a discussion of routing preference order between routing protocols,
such a~ IS-IS, and OSPF. The larger question was: Should we specify a routing
entry preference? Howshould a router use a forwarding table and how should
it be ordered? There was no consensus on this point. The only thing nearly
everyone agreed on was that internal routes ought be preferred over external
routes, and that RIP is unsatisfactory.
Further, there must be a switch to
determine which routing protocol is in charge.
¯ Congestion control. Note that choosing to drop the last packet on the queue
is the worst possible choice via three different experiments. The document will
recommend that a router ought to have 2 * bandwidth delay product buffer
space in every router along a path. We need to note that a lot of the problem
of congestion is poor site engineering. Note that queue length ought not be
allowed to rise too long. One needs to go into congestion avoidance if this is
occurring. Howone then throttles a host is still a problem. Wenote that there
is no benefit to source quench.
Attendees

Stephen Adams
Nick Alfano
Cathy Aronson
Art Berggreen

decwrl: : "adams~zeppo"
nick¢gandalf,
ca
cj a¢marmot,
nersc,gov
art©opal,
acc.com
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Chet Birger
Larry Brandt
Eric Brunner
Jeffrey Burgan
Ross Callon
Isaac Chan
Farokh Deboo
Steve Deering
Robert Elz
Tom Evans
Jeffrey Fitzgerald
James Forster
Karen Frisa
Vince Fuller
Martin Gross
Chris Gunner
Peter Harrison
Charles Hedrick
Ruei-Hsin Hsiao
Ole Jacobsen
Van Jacobson
Michael Karels
Paulina Knibbe
Stev Knowles
Alex Koifman
Sam Lain
Gregory Lauer
John Lekashman
Solomon Liou
Yoni Malachi
Gary Malkin
Milo Medin
Judy Messing
David Miller
Brad Parker
Craig Partridge
Stephanie Price
Michael Reilly
Steve Senum
Jim Sheridan
Deepinder Sidhu
Frank Slaughter
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cbirger©bbn.com
IbrandtCsparta.com
brunner©monet.berkeley.edu
jeff©nsipo.nasa.gov
callon@bigfut.enet.dec.com
isaac©~ui.consumers.bc.ca
fjd©interlink.com
deerin~@pescadero.stanford.edu
kre©munnari.oz.au
wcc©cup.portal.com
jjf©fibercom.com
forster@cisco.com
karen©kinetics.com
fuller@jessica.stanford.edu
~ross@polaris.dca.mil
~unner@osicw~.enet.dec.com
harrison©miden.ucs.unimelb.edu.au
hedrick©aramis.rut~ers.edu
nac::hsiao
ole©csli.stanford.edu
van©helios.ee.lbl.~ov
karels@berkeley.edu
knibbe@cisco.com
stev©ftp.com
akoifman©bbn.com
glauerCbbn.com
lekash©orville.nas.nasa.gov
solomon~penril@uunet.uu.net
malachi©polya.stanford.edu
gmalkin©ftp.com
medin@nsipo.nasa.gov
messing©gateway.mitre.org
dtm©ulana.mitre.org
brad©cayman.com
craig@nnsc.nsf.net
cmcvax!price©hub.ucsb.edu
reilly@nsl.dec.com
sjs©network.com
jsherida~ibm.com
sidhu©umbc3.umbc.edu
fgs©shiva.com
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Bob Stewart
Roxanne Streeter
Gregory Vaudreuil
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Walter Wimer
Robert Woodburn
All~n Young
J essica Yu
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interlan,com
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edu
rlstewart©eng.xyplex,com
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Area

Dave Crocker/DEC

Area Summary
Reported by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI
The Network Management area currently has 10 active working groups. Of those
groups the Alert Management, Decnet Phase IV MIB, SNMP, FDDI MIB, Transmission MIB, Bridge MIB, Call Accounting, Management Services Interface, Remote
Lan Monitoring, Lan Manager, and the OSI I_nternet Management Working Groups
met.
The CMOT
document was submitted to the IESG for consideration as a Draft Standard. After discussion, the IESG recommended to the IAB that CMOTbe published
as a proposed standard. Action by the IAB is still pending.
The SNMPAuthentication document was reviewed by the Privacy and Security
Force. Several problem areas were identified, and work is continuing.

Task

The Alert Management working group submitted their document to the IESG for
consideration as a proposed standard. No action has been taken at this time.
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Management

(alertman)

Alert

157

Charter
Chair(s):
Louis Steinberg,

louiss©ibm,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: alert-man©mer±t, edu
To Subscribe:
alert-man-request©merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Alert
developing
information
The output
spirit
of

Management Working Group is chartered with defining and
techniques to manage the flow of asynchronously generated
between a manager (NOC) and its remote managed entities.
of this group should be fully compatible with the letter and
SNMP(RFC 1067) and CMOT(RFC 1095).

Goals and Milestones:
Done

Develop, implement, and test protocols and mechanisms to prevent
a managed entity from burdening a manager with an unreasonable
amount of unexpected network management information. This will
focus on controlling mechanisms once the information has been generated by a remote device.

Done

Write an RFCdetailing the above, including examples of its conforment use with both SNMPtraps and CMOTevents.

May 1990

Develop, implement, and test mechanisms to prevent a managed
entity from generating locally an excess of alerts to be controlled.
This system will focus on how a protocol or MIBobject might internally prevent itself from generating an unreasonable amount of
information.

Dec 1990

Write an RFC detailing
the above. Since the implementation of
these mechanisms is protocol dependent, the goal of this RFCwould
be to offer guidance only. It would request a status of "optional".
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Bridge

3.4.2

AREA

MIB (bridge)

Charter
Chair(s):
Fred Baker, baker©vitalink,

corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: bridge-mib~nsl, dec.corn
To Subscribe: bridge-raib-request©nsl.dec,
corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Bridge MIB Working Group is a subgroup of the SNMPWorking
Group, and is responsible for providing a set of SNMP/CMOT
managed
objects which IEEE 802.1 Bridge Vendors can and will implement to allow
a workstation to manage a single bridged domain. This set of objects
should be largely compliant with (and even drawn from) IEEE 802.1(b),
although there is no requirement that any specific object be present or
absent.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Publish initial

Nov 1990

Submit an Internet

Feb 1991

Submit draft

proposal
Draft

for RFCpublication
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REPORT

by Fred Baker/Vitalink

BRIDGE Minutes
The SNMP, Bridge MIB, and Transmission MIB Working Groups each met during a
single Working Group session. During the short bridge MIBmeeting, Paul Langille
presented his work on the X.25 Bridge Entity Model.
Attendees
See the SNMPMinutes
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MIB (charmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart, rlstewart~eng,

xyp:[ex, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: cha.r-mib@decwrl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: char-mib-reques’cOdecwrl, dec. corn

Description

of Working Group:

The Character MIBWorking Group is chartered to define an experimental
MIBfor character stream ports that attach to such devices as terminals
and printers.
The Working Group must first decide what it covers and what terminology
to use. The initial thought was to handle terminals for terminal servers.
This directly generalizes to terminals on any host. From there, it is a
relatively close step to include printers, both serial and parallel. It also
seems reasonable to go beyond ASCII terminals and include others, such
as 3270. All of this results in the suggestion that the topic is character
stream ports.
An important model to define is how character ports relate to network
interfaces. Some (a minority) terminal ports can easily become network
interfaces by running SLIP, and may slip between those states.
Given the basic models, the group must select a set of commonobjects of
interest and use to a network manager responsible for character devices
Since the goal is an experimental MIB, it may be possible to agree on a
document in 3 to 9 months. Most of the group’s business can be conducted
over the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Jul 1990

Mailing list discussion of charter and collection of concerns.

Aug 1990

Discussion and final approval of charter; discussion and agreement
on models and terminology. Make writing assignments.
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Nov 1990

First draft document,discussion, additional drafts, special meeting?

Dec 1990

Reviewlatest draft and if OK,give to IESGfor publication as RFC.
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REPORT

by Bob Stewart/Xyplex

CHARMIB Minutes
Agenda
¯ Do we have the right starting organization?
- Working group position in IETF hierarchy.
- Chairman.
- Participants.
- Editor/author.
¯ Is this the right problem?
- Character stream devices, not just terminals. That means modems, printers, RS-232, 3270, virtual ports, etc.
- All systems, not just terminal servers. That means general- purpose hosts,
bridges with a single console port, etc.
¯ Existing work to consider?
- Draft standard MIBs.
- Private MIBs?
¯ Technical issues?
- List of interesting, common,reasonable information.
- Relationship to Interface Group, considering SLIP.
To the questions "Do we have the right starting organization?" and "Is this the right
problem?", the answer (by lack of disagreement) was yes. Similarly, the charter was
accepted unchanged. The consensus was that this is useful, important work, and we
can quickly come to a useful agreement.
The request for "Existing work to consider?" brought useful contributions from those
in attendance, particularly from Bill Westfield of cisco who provided their private
terminal MIB. The consensus was that the various existing private MIBs are quite
similar, with most differences considered as desirable additions.
The "Technical issues?" topic resulted in sufficient conclusions for the following
first-draft
MIBmodel. Character devices are a separate group, analagous to the
Interface Group. The group contains physical and logical ports in one table, indexed
by sequential integers, with their real identification and type as objects in the table.
Each table entry contains such objects as counters for characters in and out, parity
errors, and framing errors. It has configuration information such as parity, speed, and
bits per character. It also has status information, such as the state of modemcontrol
signals. The Character Group also contains session information for each session on
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each port.
Character devices that support SLIP have a corresponding entry in the Interface
Group, which uses the MIB-II object ifSpecific to point to the corresponding character
MIBentry. WhenSLIP is active, the Interface Group entry has an ifOperStatus value
of "up". WhenSLIP is inactive, the Interface Group status is "down".
The group agreed to have a working meeting at the INTEROPconference.
Those who have private terminal MIBs that have not been submitted to the group
are to do so as quickly as possible. If their companyrequires confidentiality,
such
submissions can be made through Marshall Rose, who will preserve anonymity. Bob
Stewart is to provide a statement of the working model, as outlined above.
The next milestone in the charter is a first draft by November. Given the abovementioned submissions, I will attempt to prepare the draft by the beginning of October, so it can be reviewed at our INTEROPmeeting¯
Attendees

Anthony Chung
George Conant
John Cook
James Davin
David Jordan
Satish Joshi
Frank Kastenholz
John LoVerso
Keith McCloghrie
Donald Merritt
David Perkins
Marshall Rose
Bob Stewart
Bill Townsend
Bill Westfield

anthony©his,
com
gecon~ut©eng
¯ zyplex,com
co ok¢chipcom,
com
j rd©ptt,
lcs.m±t.edu
¯..j ordan©emulex,
corn
sj oshi©mvisl,
synoptics,
corn
kasten©europa,
interlan,
corn
loverso©xylogics,
com
kzm@his,com
don@brl,
rail
dave_perkins©3com,
com
mro se©psi,com
rl st ewart@eng.xyplex,
corn
t ownsend©xylogics
¯ com
billw@cisco,
com
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IV MIB (decnetiv)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jonathan Saperia,

saperia%tcpj

on©decwrl, dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ph±v-mib©j ore. pa. dec. com
To Subscribe: phiv-mib-request©j ove. pa. dec. corn

Description

of Working Group:

The DECNet Phase IV MIB Working Group will define MIB elements
in the experimental portion of the MIB which correspond to standard
DECNetPhase IV objects. The group will also define the access mechanisms for collecting the data and transforming it into the proper ASN.1
structures to be stored in the MIB.
In accomplishing our goals, several areas will be addressed. These include:
Identification
of the DECNetobjects to place in the MIB, identification
of the tree stucture and corresponding Object ID’s for the MIBelements,
Generation of the ASN.1 for these new elements, development of a proxy
for non-decnet based management platforms, and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter and description of the Working
Group, making any necessary changes. At that meeting, the scope
of the work will be defined and individual working assignments will
be made.

Sep 1991

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion will occur on mailing list. If possible, prototype
implementation to begin after revisions have been made.

Dec 1990

Make document an Internet Draft. Continue revisions based on
comments received at meeting and over e-mail. Begin ’real’ implementations.

Mar 1990

Review final draft and if OK, give to IESG for publication as RFC.
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Revise document based on implementations.
revision a Draft Standard.

Ask IESG to make the
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REPORT

by Jon Saperia/DEC
Minutes

1. An early draft with 28 groups was distributed for discussion purposes, so that
we could begin the process of removing redundant or unnecessary variables.
2. It was agreed that we would reorganize the MIBinto groups that correspond to
the various layers of software found in DECNetPhase 4. For example, the X.25,
Network, Session, Routing, Data Link, and End Communication Layer Groups.
This will also makeit easier to use the same approach to optional and mandatory
variables that is used for the Internet Standard MIB. For example, X.25 and all
variables in that branch of the tree will be mandatory in implementations that
support X.25 and not required for those implementations which do not provide
X.25 service. More work is needed in this area and I will attempt to recast what
we have defined into these groups.
3. Several people expressed the desire to keep the total number of variables down
to less than 80. Wewill attempt this, however; since a prime purpose of the MIB
is to allow DECNetPhase IV objects (including end systems) to be managed
via SNMP,more DECNetvariables will have to be implemented for the MIB
than are currently found in some of the implementations in router products.
4. Each branch of the tree will be further devided into three sub-groups, these will
be the parameters, counters and events sub-groups. In order to support the
events sub-groups we will be defining DECNetPhase IV traps. Steve Willis
will be writing up something to cover experimental trap id’s.
5. For the sake of consistency each variable will have deciv prepended to it.
6. There will be a Working Group meeting before the October INTEROPtimeframe so that these changes can be reviewed. Since a number of vendors have
already implemented some portion of a DECNetMIB in their proprietary MIBs
this will be an opportunity to merge them.
7. Where information is available in other MIBs, we will not include that as part
of the DECNetphase IV mib. An example of this is the new ethernet MIB.
8. After the meeting, it was suggested that we may want to consider publishing
the MIB in portions such as the Network Layer or DECNetPhase IV Routing
MIB rather than waiting to do the entire piece at once. Comments on this
appoach would be appreciated.
9. Membersof this list will be contacted separately to set up the September Meeting.
Attendees
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Nadya E1-Afandi
Stanley Froyd
Charles Hedrick
Steven Hunter
David Perkins
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chris©sparta.com
fjd©interlink.com
nadya©network.com
sfroyd©salt.acc.com
hedrick©aramis.rutgers.edu
hunter@ccc.mfecc.arpa
dave_perkins@3com.com
saperia~tcpjon©decwrl.dec.com
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AREA

FDDI MIB (fddimib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jeffrey Case, case©utkuxl .utk.

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
To Subscribe:

Description

of Working Group:

No description available
Goals and Milestones:
none specified

edu
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(acct)

Charter
Chair(s):
Cyndi Mills, cm±:[:[s~bbn, cora

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: accounting-wg©bbn, corn
To Subscribe:
account±ng-wg-requestCbbn.

Description

of Working Group:

The Internet Accounting Working Group has the goal of producing standards for the generation of accounting data within the Internet that can be
used to support a wide range of managementand cost allocation policies.
The introduction of a commonset of tools and interpretations should ease
the implementation of organizational policies for Internet components and
make them more equitable in a multi-vendor environment.
In the following accounting model, this Working Group is primarily concerned with defining standards for the Meter function and recommending
protocols for the Collector function. Individual accounting applications
(billing applications) and organizational policies will not be addressed,
although examples should be provided.
Meter <-> Collector

<-> Application

<-> Policy

First, examine a wide range of existing and hypothetical policies to understand what set of information is required to satisfy usage reporting
requirements. Next, evaluate existing mechanisms to generate this information and define the specifications
of each accounting parameter to
be generated. Determine the requirements for local storage and how parameters may be aggregated. Recommenda data collection protocol and
internal formats for processing by accounting applications.
This will result in an Internet Draft suitable for experimental verification
and implementation.
In parallel with the definition of the draft standard, develop a suite of
test scenarios to verify the model. Identif.v candidates for prototyping
and implementation.
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Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Policy Models Examined.

Aug 1990

Meter Working Draft Written.

Nov 1990

Collection

Feb 1991

Meter Final Draft Submitted.

Feb 1991

Collection

Protocol Working Papers Reviewed.

May 1991

Collection

Protocol Recommendation.

Protocols Working Papers Written.
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REPORT

Mills/BBN

ACCT Minutes
Agenda:

Wednesday

Reports and Presentations.
Review of Document Outlines.

Thursday

Review of Meter Services Draft.

Summary:
Don Hirsh reported on findings for developing a LANaccounting resource and conducted a review of existing network accounting systems. (Slides attached.)
The
Internet Accounting Working Group reviewed the first draft of the Meter Services
document and proposed some modifications.
Group members received copies of the
ISO accounting meter function and accounting document drafts.
Action

Items

during

Next Period

(ending

Dec 1, 1990):

¯ Meter Services: C.Mills
- Revise Internet Accounting Background Draft
- Revise Internet Accounting Architecture Draft
- Revise Meter Services Draft
¯ Collection Protocol: M.Dubetz
- Write first draft
Attendees

Dave Crocker
Martin Dubetz
Tony Hain
Nell Haller
Brian Handspicker
Don Hirsh
Joel Jacobs
Ken Jones

dcrocker~nsl, dec. com
dubet z©wugat e. wustl, edu
alh©eagle, es. net
nmh~bellcore, com
bd©vines, enet. dec. com
hirsh@magic, meridianpc, corn

j dj ~mitre.
org
uunet ! konkord{ ksj
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kzm©his.com
cmills@bbn.com
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zsu©tsca.istc.sri.com
jyy©merit.edu
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A Presentation to the IETFIAWG

Outline of Presentation
¯ Current Network Accounting Practices
FARNet Study
WU
BBN/Milnet
¯ Review NSF Sponsored Research on LAN
Accounting

AccountingPractice in the Field
Have found 3 sources of HSEFULinformation.
¯ FARNet Study
¯ WashingtonU. Billing Practices
¯ BBN/SRIMilnet Experiences
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A Presentation

to the IETF IAWG

Summary
of FARNetStudy
General Summary:
Operations- wehave’em!
Commercial
andPublic Sectorrelations we’refor ’em!
Costrecovery- we’reagin° it, but we’ve
publishedacceptableuse statementsthat
conformto NSFrecommendations.
Informalsurvey
of regional
network
operation,
policy,
managementconducted
in 10-11/1988.
Questions
in 4 areas:
Operations
PublicSectorRelations
Commercial
Relations
Usage/Charges

WUBilling in a Nutshell
Standupandtalk, MartinDubetz.
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A Presentation to the IETFIAWG

BBN/SR! Experiences
Zaw-Sing Su and Cindy Mills,
come on down!

NSF Proposal
"N-Level Protocol Parsing in Real-Time:
A Framework for Local Network Resource
Accounting"
Design a system capable of decoding LANframes all the
way up to the application "on thefly." Think of it as
a successor to Braden’s statspy.
Wethink such a system will be a useful, configurable
tool for IAWGexperiments.
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A Presentation to the IETFIAWG

What WeDid
System Architecture
Network Characterization
Protocol Characterization
Processing Characterization
Monitor Design

WhyDo Accounting?
Perspectives:
Providers - Recover Costs Equitably
Users- Maximize Utility/Minimize
Expense
CPAs- Becauseit’s
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There

A Presentation to the IETFIAWG

What Does One Account For?
Device
Network

User

the behavior of a data-link peer
the behavior of a particular network
address associated with a
particular device or interface
a process owned by a unique
user-id at a unique network or
device address

Networkand Deviceaccountingare often Isometric, but not
always.
~,t~~,~
~1,~
-

WhatShould One AccountFor?
Device

frames and their attributes

Network

packets and their attributes
transactions and their attributes
transactions and their attributes

User
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A Presentation

to the IETF IAWG

Can One AccountFor?

ProtocolCharacterization
TheEssential Problemfor General
PurposeN-Level Decoding"
oftenthereisn’tanyfielddemultiplexor
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A Presentation

to the IETF IAWG

ProcessingCharacterization
Statelessparsing: equivalentto traversing a tree from root
to leaf, with demultiplexorsas branches
Stateful parsing: samenotion of traversing a tree but there
is memory
at different places(leaf, vertex._) requires
morecomplexstructures and computations.

complexity

I

~teful

N

D

U

SystemArchitecture

~OLOC~
CO~PORATION
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A Presentation to the IETF IAWG

NetworkCharacterization
LANstudies wldlstrlbuted monltors and standard
protocol analyzers. 2 Important observations:
1) ratios of multlcastto "unlcast" Is large
2) slze dlstrlbutlon Is bl-modal
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(lanman)

Charter
Chair(s):
David Perkins,

dave_perk±ns©3com, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: lanmanwg©cnd.hp, corn
To Subscribe: lanmanwg-request©cnd.hp, corn

Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group is chartered to define and maintain the MIBand relevant related mechanisms needed to allow management overlap between
the workgroup environment (LANManager based) and the enterprise environment (based on TCP/IP management).
This translates into three basic objectives:
¯ Define a set of management information out of the existing LAN
Manager objects to allow for useful management from a TCP/IP
based manager.
¯ Develop requirements for additional network management information, as needed, and work to extend the LANManager interfaces to
support such information.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Define a minimal set of MIBobjects using the existing LANManager APIs and file system APIs for LANmanager version 1.x. Start
MIBin standards track.

TBD

Define an upwards compatible MIB for LANManager version 2.x.

TBD

Work to influence Microsoft, the developer of LANManager, to
add/change APIs so that MIBdeveloped can be consistant in style
and information content with MIBs developed by other MIBWorking Groups.
none specified
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REPORT

by Dave Perkins/3Com

LANMAN Minutes
New Chair:
Jim Greuel from Hewlett Packard, the previous Chair, was unable to attend. In mail
messages he indicated that he would no longer be able to participate and nominated
Dave Perkins as a replacement. This nomination was approved by the Working Group.
Lan Manager I MIB:
The current MIBwas posted in Internet-Drafts.
the two documents are:

There are two parts.

The names of

¯ draft-ietf-lanman-mib-00.txt
¯ draft-ietf-lanman-alerts-00.txt
These MIBs were briefly reviewed and appeared to be in great shape. The next step
is to encourage more implementations of these MIBsand start them in the standards
track.
Lan Manager II

MIB:

Eric Peterson from Microsoft posted a proposal for LAN Manager II MIB before
the meeting for review. Most of the time spent in the Working Group was spent in
reviewing his proposal. Eric had taken the LANManager I MIBs and combined them
together and added some new information that is available in LANManager version
2.x. The selection rules that he used were:
¯ Keep the total number of MIBvariables below 200
¯ Define primarily read-only objects
¯ Add the objects that "real" network managers use in day to day operations
The feedback on the proposal was the following:
¯ The new MIBmust be upwards compatible with the first version.
¯ Addtable of currently logged on users.
¯ Add a group that contained information about the current domain. Include in
it a table that has the list of all servers in a domain.
¯ Variables should be added so that the information in TRAPscan be determined
via polling.
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¯ Check on adding tables that list 1) all the Users at a server, 2) all the USEs
workstations, 3) all the SHAREsat a server,
Eric will post an updated proposal by September 15th so that a meeting, if necessary,
can be scheduled during the INTEROPshow in October.
Next Meeting:
Depending on demand, a meeting will be held during the INTEROPshow (Oct 8-12)
or at the next IETF meeting in Colorado (Dec 3-7).
Attendees

Jonathan Biggar
Theodore Brunner
Chris Chiotasso
Cyrus Chow
Dave Crocker
Dwaine Kinghorn
David Perkins
Eric Peterson
Jim Reinstedler
Marshall Rose
Mark Sleeper
Mark Wood

j on©net
labs.corn
t ob©thumper,
bellcore,
com
chris@sparta,
com
cchow~orion.arc.nasa.go
dcrocker©nsl.dec.com
microsoft!dwaink
dave_perkins©3com.com
microsoft!ericpe
jimr©ub.com
mrose©psi.com
mws©sparta.com
markl©iw/cs.att.com
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AREA

Interface

191

(msi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Oscar Newkerk, newkerk©decwet, dec. coin
Sudhanshu Verma, verina©hpindbu, cup .hp. coin

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ms±wg~decr~rl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: ms±~g-request©dec~rl, dec. com

Description
of Working Group:
The objective of the ManagementServices Interface Working Group is to
define a managementservices interface by which managementapplications
may obtain access to a heterogeneous, multi-vendor, multi-protocol set of
manageable objects.
The service interface is intended to support management protocols and
models defined by industry and international
standards bodies. As this
is an Internet Engineering Task Force Working Group, the natural focus
is on current and future network management protocols and models used
in the Internet. However, the interface being defined is expected to be
sufficiently flexible and extensible to allow support for other protocols
and other classes of manageable objects. The anticipated list of protocols
includes Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), OSI Common
Management Information
Protocol (CMIP), CMIP Over TCP (CMOT),
Manufacturing Automation Protocol and Technical Office Protocol CMIP
(MAP/TOP CMIP) and Remote Procedure Call (RPC).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Initial version of the Internet Draft placed in the Internet-Drafts
directory

Done

Revised version of the draft from editing meetings placed in the
Internet-Drafts directory

Aug 1990

Initial

Done

Revised draft based on the implementation experience submitted to
the RFCeditor.

implementation of the prototype available for test.
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Newkerk/DEC

MSI Minutes
The ManagementServices Interface Working Group met to discuss the latest
of the draft API document. The following actions were taken.

revision

The section on authentication information (Section B.4) was modified to indicate that the authentication information should be passed as an AVLinstead
of the previously indicated C structure.
The rough outline of an interoperability
statement. This statement will document the requirement that implementations of MSI behave the same regardless
of the underlying protocol.
The Interoperability
statement effort produced an issue that must be addressed
in order for an implementation of the MSI API to function. In order for an
implementation of MSI to behave the same regardless of the protocol, the MIB
for new classes must be defined in both SNMPterms and OIM terms. This
requires that objects and events be documented in the current template format
as well as the ISO GDMO
format. Without this information, it is impossible
for an MSI implementation to ’translate’
a management request into both an
SNMPPDUand a CMOTPDU. There was no resolution
of this issue, but it
was agreed that it should also be raised in the OIMWorking Group meeting
the next day and raised to the Network Management Area Chair.
Commentson the API draft
revision of the draft.

from the UBCmeeting will be incorporated

in the next

Attendees

Stephen Adams
Amatzia Ben Artzi
Roger Boehner
Jeffrey Buffum
Stanley Froyd
Satish Joshi
Jay Kadambi
Lynn Monsanto
Oscar Newkerk
James Reeves
Jim Reinstedler

decwrl ¯ ¯ "adams©zeppo"

Roger.Boehner©StPaul.
NCR. C0M
j buffum©apollo,
hp.corn
sfroyd©salt, acc. com
sj oshi©mvisl, synoptics, corn
j ayk©iwlcs, att. com
newkerk©decwet.dec.com
j reeves©sy1~optics. com
j imr©ub, com

Bill Nowicki

\>

\verb

nowicki
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Cheng Song
Sudhanshu Verma
Denis Yaro
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jsherida©ibm.com
song©ibm.com
verma©hpindbu.cup.hp.com
DYA~O©SUN.COM
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AREA

Management

195

(oim)

Charter
Chair(s):
Lee LaBarre, cel~mbunix.mitre,
org
BrianHandspicker,
bd©vines,
enet.dec.corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: oimOmbunix.mitre, org
To Subscribe: oim-requestCmbunix.mitre,
org

Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will specify management information and protocols
necessary to manage IP-based and OSI-based LANs and WANsin the
Internet based on OSI Management standards and drafts, NIST Implementors Agreements and NMFRecommendations. It will also provide
input to ANSI, ISO, NIST and NMFbased on experience in the Internet,
and thereby influence the final form of OSI International Standards on
management.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Develop implementors agreements for implementation of C MIP over
TCP and CMIP over OSI.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF SMI to satisfy requirements
for management of the Internet using OSI management models and
protocols.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF MIB-II to satisfy requirements
for management of the Internet using OSI management models and
protocols.

TBD

Develop prototype implementations based on protocol implementors agreements, IETF OIM Extended SMI and Extended MIB.

TBD

Promote development of products

TBD

Provide input to the ANSI, ISO, NIST and NMFto influence
velopment of OSI standards and implementors agreements.

based on OIMagreements.
de-

196
TBD
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Completion of the following drafts: Implementors Agreements, Event
Management, SMI Extensions,
MIB Extensions,
OSI Management
Overview, Guidelines for the Definition of Internet Managed Objects.
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REPORT

by Brian Handspicker/Digital

OIM Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

OIM-MIB-II
Security Association Policy
MIB/Interoperability Issues
CMOT
Revision/Interoperability

(CMOT/CMIP)
Test Presentation

OIM-MIB-II
System Title:
Sysname should be GET-REPLACE
but should have a strong
the inadvisability of changing sysname.

health

warning about

Note, there was some discussion of the ISO/ANSI position that the system title
should be a Distinguished Name(DN). We agreed that once the Internet defines
containment tree root for Director Services, the OIMgroup will define a new attribute
for the system object called System ID (?), which will be a DN. This DNmay include
as one of its components, sysname.
One member of the AT~T Bell Labs group raised
for system title. This did not get much support.
CREATION/DELETION
for Objects
All okay except
CREATE.
Progression

Defining

the concern that

Containment

NMFuses OID

Hierarchy:

TCPConn Entry and UDP Entry need DELETE, but do not need

of OIM-MIB-IIto RFC: Questions but no objections.

Proposing OIM-MIB-II as Proposed Standard:
Add in statement in status:
109.5 (CMOT)".

No objections.

"This RFCobsoletes

MIBdefinitions

included in RFC

Security:
Need to restrict
Masquerade, Modification,
(NIST) OIWNMSIG/SECURITY SIG--O

Disclosure

ANSI X3T5.7--ISO SC21/WG1--
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v
v ....ROS/CMIP............

Need coordination in future with NMF.Looking for proposed solutions/implementations
for experimentation.
Association

Policy:

Proposed replace existing CMOT/CMIP
ACN’s with ACN’s defined in ISO DIS 10040
(SMO). This means the RFC1095 ACNis no longer defined in the CMOTrevision
(though still defined in RFC1095). Also the original new 4 ACNhas been reduced
3 ACN’s: agent, manager and agent-manager. NIST OIWAssociation Policy likely
to move to Stable Agreement in January 1991.
ACTION:BDHto revise

Association

MIB/Interoperability

Issues:

Policy

MSI requires MIBSto be defined such that OSI SMI and IETF mappings, attributes
and objects (?) are defined. This places a requirement either on all the MIBdefinition
groups or on OIMfor these mappings.
Fiction: BDH, Lee, etc.,
meeting.

to provide the HowTo Write A MIBdocument by the next

ACTION:Lee to define appendices
MIBS.
CMOTRevision

Interoperability

to FDDI MIB, etc.,

Testing

with OSI SMI Mappings for

Presentation

Repeated presentation of the plenary presentation. Announcedintent to hold another
round of Interoperability testing. U.C. London suggested as another potential participant. Four of the participants
supporting RFC1095Revision replacement as Draft
Standard. No one objected to its replacement as Draft Standard. CMOT/CMIP
1095 Revision based on NIST OIWIA’s.
GDMO Templates
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Need tools for converting IETF SMI MOdefinitions to ISO SMI and vice versa. Jeff
Case suggested that his research project may be able to provide public domain tools
for this.
System

Management

Functions

Lee to distribute
NIST OIWproposed implementors agreements for System Management Functions. Proposed OIM based SMFIA’s on these OIWIA’s.
Attendees

Jonathan Biggar
Yvonne Biggar
Theodore Brunner
Jeffrey Buffum
Jeffrey Case
Asheem Chandna
Mike Erlinger
Chris Gunner
Brian Handspicker
Alex Koifman
Lee LaBarre
Don McWilliam
Alan Menezes
Lynn Monsanto
Oscar Newkerk
Jim Reinstedler
Harvey Shapiro
Jim Sheridan
Mark Sleeper
Sudhanshu Verma
Justin Walker
Denis Yaro

j on@netlabs.com
yvonne©cam,
unisys,corn
t ob©thumper,
bellcore,
com
j buffum©apollo,
hp. com
case©utkuxl,
utk. edu
ac0©mtuxo,
att. com
mike©mri. com
gunner©osicwg,
enet.dec. com
bd©vines,
enet.dec. com
akoifman©bbn,
corn
cel©mbunix,
mitre,org
afm©cup.portal.com
newkerk©decwet.dec.com
jimr©ub.com
shapira©wnyosi2.arpa
jsherida©ibm.com
mws©sparta.com
verma©hpindbu.cup.hp.com
justin©apple.com
DYAR0©SUN.C0M
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AREA

LAN Monitoring

201

(rlanmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
MikeErlinger, mike(~mt i. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: rlaxlmib~decrdrl,
dec. corn
To Subscribe: rlanmib-reques~c©decwrl.dec,
corn

Description

of Working Group:

The LANMonitoring MIB Working Group is chartered
perimental MIB for monitoring LANs.

to define an ex-

The Working Group must first decide what it covers and what terminology to use. The initial thought was to investigate the characteristics
of
some of the currently available products (Novell’s LANtern, HP’s LanProbe, and Network General’s Watch Dog). From this investigation
MIB
variables will be defined. In accomplishing our goals several areas will
be addressed. These include: identification of the objects to place in the
MIB, identification
of the tree structure and corresponding Object ID’s
for the MIBelements, generation of the ASN.1 for these new elements,
and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Jul 1990

Mailing list discussion of charter and collection of concerns.

Aug 1990

Discussion and final approval of charter; discussion and agreement
on models and terminology. Make writing assignments.

Dec 1990

Discussion of the first
drafts if needed.

Mar 1990

Review latest draft of the first
for publication as an RFC.

draft document. Begin work on additional
document and if OKgive to IESG
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Erlinger/Micro

Technology

RLANMIB Minutes
This was the first meeting of this Working Group. The activities centered on getting
to know one another and brainstorming on the concept of remote LANmonitoring
and associated problems. The following lists some of the major discussion topics:
¯ The features of two monitoring boxes, HP LANProbe and Novell LANtern, were
presented by members of the audience as representative of the marketplace.
¯ The concepts of LANmonitoring and packet capture with packet analysis (e.g.,
SNIFFER)were discussed. Packet capture and analysis by remote LANprobes
seemed to stretch the data transfer capabilities of SNMP.
¯ The concept of filtering was discussed in great detail. In particular, the
proaches to filtering by various manufacturers and the different approaches to
combining filters and traps.
¯ Relationships to other IETF Working Groups were discussed and the need for
close interaction was noted by all.
¯ Finally, there was much discussion about remote LANmonitoring and SNMP.
In particular:
do smart agents violate the spirit of SNMP?Howdoes a large
amount of agent-captured
data move to an NMS?and how can various probes
and NMSsbe synchronized within a particular
LAN?
There was no attempt to reach any consensus on these issues,
up with the following action items:

but the group did come

1. The list of attendees would be sent to rlanmib-request for addition to the mailing
list. Done.
2. The group would like to change its name to the Remote LAN Management
Working Group and make appropriate charter changes. Mike Erlinger took on
this assignment.
3. Steve Waldbusser will attempt to generate a review document on the various
network probes. He will try to discern the commonfeatures of these devices.
4. Mike Erlinger will attempt to generate a review document on the concept of
filters as they apply to remote probes/agents.
Attendees

Scott Bradner
Phil Budne

sob@harvard,
harvard,edu
phil@shiva,
com
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Martin Dubetz
Mike Erlinger
Michael Fidler
Olafur Gundmundsson
Ken Jones
Kathy Kerby
Jim Kinder
Paul Langille
Cyndi Mills
Robert Morgan
Robert Pinna
K.K. Ramakrishnan
Marshall Rose
Glenn Trewitt
Sudhanshu Verma
Mark Wood

AREA

dubetz©wugate.wustl.edu
mike@mti.com
tsOO26©ohstvma.ircc.ohio-state.edu
ogud©cs.umd.edu
uunet!konkord!ksj
kkerby@bbn.com
jdk@fibercom.com
quiver::lamgille©decwrl.dec.com
cmills©bbn.com
morgan©jessica,stanford,edu
bwp! hpctlb,
hp.corn
rama~erlang,
dec. com©decwrl,
dec. com
mrose©psi.com
trewitt~nsl.dec.com
verma©hpindbu.cup.hp.com
markl©iw/cs.att.com
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Management

Protocol

(snmp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Marshall Rose, mrose©ps±.

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: snrap-wg©nisc, nyser.net
To Subscribe: snmp-wg-reques~c©n±sc.nyser.net

Description

of Working Group:

Oversee development of SNMP-related activity, especially the Internetstandard SMI and MIB. This Working Group is ultimately responsible
for providing workable solutions to the problems of network management
for the Internet community.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

Finish SNMPAuthorization

Ongoing

Coordinate the development of various experimental

draft.
MIBs.
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Rose/PSI

SNMP Minutes
Met jointly
Group.
A draft

with Transmission

Working Group and (newly formed) Bridge Working

"SNMPImplementation Profile

Questionnaire"

was handed out for comment.

Experimental MIB’s discussed:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

SNMP Views
Generic Interface
T1-Carrier
Ethernet
Token Ring
Token Bus

Extensions

Actions:
¯ All above Experimental MIB’s are to receive final editing and then be submitted
to Internet-Drafts.
¯ Tracy Cox of Bellcore will submit drafts of Experimental MIBs for T3 and IP
over SMDS.
¯ Rich Fox of Synoptics will submit a draft of a proxy-by-community proposal.
Attendees

Stephen Adams
William Anderson
Amatzia Ben-Artzi
Jonathan Biggar
Chet Birger
Jack Brown
Theodore Brunner
Asheem Chandna
Chris Chiotasso
Cyrus Chow
Paul Ciarfella
Rob Coltun

decwrl: : "adams~zeppo"
wda~mitre-bedford,
org
amatzia~synoptics,
com
j on,net
labs.corn
cbirger@bbn,
com
j brown@huachuca-emh8,
army.mil
t oh©thumper,
bellcore,
com
acO@mtuxo,
art. com
chris~sparta,
com
cchow~orion,
mrc.nasa.go
c i arfella@levers,
enet.de c. com
rcoltun@trmat
or ¯ umd.edu
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George Conant
John Cook
Tracy Cox
James Davin
Nadya E1-Afandi
Mike Erlinger
Jeffrey Fitzgerald
Richard Fox
Stanley Froyd
James Galvin
Jim Goetz
Hellmut Golde
Chris Gunner
Peter Harrison
Peter Hayden
Ruei-Hsin Hsiao
Steven Hunter
Satish Joshi
Jay Kadambi
Frank Kastenholz
Kathy Kerby
Jim Kinder
Paul Langille
John LoVerso
Keith McCloghrie
Don McWilliam
Donald Merritt
Paul Mockapetris
David Perkins
Robert Pinna
David Piscitello
James Reeves
Jim Reinstedler
Raphael Renous
Robert Reschly
Marshall Rose
Jonathan S aperia
Harvey Shapiro
Cheng Song
Bob Stewart
Bill Townsend
Steve Waldbusser

AREA

geconant©eng.zyplex.com
cook©chipcom.com
tacox@sabre.bellcore.com
jrd©ptt.lcs.mit.edu
nadya©network.com
mike©mti.com
jjf©fibercom.com
sytek!rfox©sun.com
sfroydCsalt.acc.com
galvinCtis.com
goetz@hav2d.att.com
golde©june.cs.washington.edu
gunner@osicwg.enet.dec.com
harrison~miden.ucs.unimelb.edu.au
hayden¢levers.enet.dec.com
nac::hsiao
hunter¢ccc.mfecc.arpa
sjoshiCmvisl.synoptics.com
jayk©iwlcs.att.com
kasten@europa.interles~.com
kkerby@bbn.com
jdk@fibercom.com
quiver::langille©decwrl.dec.com
john~loverso.leom.ma.us
kzm@his.com
don©brl.mil
pvm©isi.edu
dave_perkins©3com.com
bwp!hpctlb.hp.com
dave@sabre.bellcore.com
jreevesCsynoptics.com
jimr@ub.com
reschly¢brl.mil
mrose@psi.com
saperia%tcpjon@decwrl.dec.com
shapira¢wnyosi2.arpa
song©ibm.com
rlstewart©eng.xyplex.com
townsend@xylogics.com
swOl+@andrew.cmu.edu
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Mark Wood
Jean Wu
Allan Young
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bert.synernetics~mailgate.syanet.com
markl©iw/cs.att.com
eskovgaa©uvcw.uvic.ca
rcoay@possum.ecg.rmit.oz.zu
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Mib (transmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Cook, cook©chipcom.coin

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: unkno~rn
To Subscribe: unknova

Description

of Working Group:

The objective of the Transmission Architecture Working Group is to drive
the development, documentation and testing of MIBobjects for the physical and data-link layers of the OSI model. The Working Group attempts
to consolidate redundant MIBvariables from new specifications
into a
universal structure.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

Provide a forum for vendors and users of MAClayer
tions equipment.

Ongoing

Form sub-Working Groups of experts to define object for the following at the data-link layer: X.25, Ethernet, Token, FDDI and
T1.

Done

Form a core group to evaluate the work of the sub-Working Groups.

Ongoing

Act as a liaison between sub-Working Groups and the network management protocol Working Groups, including SNMP, OIM, IEEE
802.1, etc.

communica-
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Cook/Vitalink

Minutes

The SNMP, Bridge MIB, and Transmission MIB Working Groups each met during
a single Working Group session. During the short Transmission MIBmeeting, John
Cook presented his work on the revised T1 mib document.
Attendees
See the SNMPMinutes
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OSI Integration

Directors:

Ross Callon/DEC

OSI Integration
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Area
and Rob Hagens/University

of Wisconsin

Area Report

The OSI General Working Group discussed the draft document that has been produced by the FNCOSI Planning Group (FOPG). This document "OSI Integration
Coexistence and Interoperability Issues" is available as an Internet Draft. The purpose of this documentis to provide 1) a snapshot of where we are in the process of
OSI Integration, 2) a record of issues that have been resolved, and 3) a list of issues
that have not yet been resolved and require funding.
The X.400 Working Group discussed a proposal to use the Domain Name System
to aid in the operation of RFC987/RFC1148 mail gateways. These gateways join
together the Internet Standard mail system based upon RFC822/SMTPand the OSI
Message Handling System (X.400). The working group also discussed the format
X.400 addresses that will be used by the Internet Pilot X.400 project.
The NSAPGuidelines Working Group has produced a guidelines document that
should be available as an Internet Draft by the next IETF meeting. They have
also produced a short RFCwhich obsoletes RFC1069 and indicates that the recommendedNSAPaddress structure is that defined by GOSIP, version 2. Finally,
they have begun work on a new paper: "A proposal for administration of NSAP
allocations".
The X.500 Working Group did not meet. However, they will be meeting later in the
Fall at the INTEROP
90 conference.
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of OSI NSAP Addresses

(osinsap)

Charter
Chair(s):
Richard
Colella,
colella©osi3,
ncsl.nist.gov

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-nsap©osi3.ncsl,
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-nsap-request©osi3.ncsl,

Description

nist. gov
nist. gov

of Working Group:

The OSI NSAPGuidelines Working Group will develop guidelines for
NSAPassignment and adrrfinistration
(AKA,the care and feeding of your
NSAPs).
Assuminguse of existing NSAPaddress standards, there are two questions
facing an administration:
¯ DoI want to be an administrative authority for allocating NSAPs?
- how do I become an administrative authority?
¯ what organizations should expect to be an "administrative
authority" in the GOSIPversion 2.0 address structure?
¯ where do I go to become an administrative authority?
- what are the administrative responsibilities involved?
¯ defining and implementing assignment procedures?
¯ maintaining the register of NSAPassignments.
¯ what are the advantages/disadvantages of being an administrative authority?
¯ Whether NSAPSare allocated from my own or some other adrrfinistrative authority, what are the technical implications of allocating
the substructure of NSAPs?
- what should be routing domains?
¯ implications of being a separate routing domain(how it will
affect routes, optimality of routes, firewalls and information
hiding).
¯ organizing routing domains by geography versus by organization versus by network topology ....
- within any routing domain, how should areas be configured?
¯ (same implications as above).
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Goals and Milestones:
Dec 1990

Produce a paper describing guidelines for the acquisition and administration of NSAPaddresses in the Internet.

Dec 1990

Have the paper published as an RFC.

Dec 1990

Have the paper incorporated, in whole or in part, into the "GOSIP
User Guide" and the FNC OSI Planning Group document.
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REPORT

by Jim Showalter/DCA

OSINSAP Minutes
The meeting was chaired by Richard Colella (NIST).
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Recording of Minutes
Status of the NSAPRFC
Status of the NSAPGuidelines Paper
Proposed NSAPAdministration Paper
Address Transition Issues

Status

of the

NSAP RFC

Ross Callon (OSI Area Co-director/DEC) gave a brief status of the NSAPRFC. The
RFC, which supersedes RFC1069, is a recommendedstructure for OSI NSAPsfor use
in the Internet. At present it is an Internet Draft out for comment.Ross proposed
that the group recommendto the IESG that the draft be progressed as an RFC.
Although unrelated to the actual status report the door was opened for discussion
of whether other addresses could be used and still be GOSIPV.2 compliant. The
answer was yes. Essentially, GOSIPdoes not preclude any NSAPstructure. If IS-IS
is to be used efficiently, however, the NSAPmust carry a 6 octet System ID field and
a 1 octet networkselector field in the last 7 octets of the DSP.
There was also some discussion on whoor what organization has responsibility for
assigning addresses. This was prompted by the fact that the NSAPRFCsimply points
to GOSIPV.2 for NSAPformat structure rather than specifying the structure in the
RFC. The reason is that the Internet (thus far) is recommendinguse of the GOSIP
format. If the format should change, then the RFCwill not have to be republished.
In the unlikely event that the GOSIPformat should change to such a degree that the
Internet experts are uncomfortable with it then the NSAPRFCcould be modified to
reflect the required format rather than point to GOSIP.Following the discussion a
vote was taken on whether or not to recommendto the IESG to advance the NSAP
Internet Draft to RFCstatus. The vote was 17 for and 0 against.
NSAP Guidelines

Status

Not muchwas done since the last meeting. After some discussion it was agreed by
consensus that the NSAPGuidelines paper would be updated. All editors’ comments
would be resolved and the paper would be mailed out for review by the end of August.
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A Working Group meeting is tentatively planned to be held at INTEROP
in October
to review the document prior to the DecemberIETF meeting.
NSAP Administration

Proposal

Richard noted that, under current GSAguidelines for administration of GOSIP
NSAPs,GSAwill entertain proposals from any organization wishing to be assigned
AAvalues under ICD 0005. He recommended that the Working Group develop such
a proposal, which would be the administrative counterpart to the NSAPGuidelines
paper. The proposal would request one or more AAvalues from GSAand elaborate
on howthese would be administered. An organization that is willing to provide the
administrative support should be identified to submit the proposal to GSA.NSFwas
suggested as a possible candidate, and there maybe others.
Sue Hares (Merit) volunteered to begin drafting the administration document. If you
would like to contribute she can be reached at skh@merit.edu.
4. Address Transition
This subject had arisen on the Working Group mailing list and Richard wanted to
ensure that there was no disagreement before updating the Guidelines paper. Subsequent to the explanation of the issue, which is detailed below, there was no significant
discussion and no disagreement.
Address transition has to do with the interaction between hierarchical address assignment and the way IS-IS touters handle areas that movefrom one routing domain to
another. For example, assume an area, represented by the area address ABC(i.e.,
a prefix), movesto another routing domainand retains its area address. If the area
address is allocated from the (shorter) prefix of the original routing domain,AB(i.e.,
hierarchical address assignment), two problems are created. First, in the source routing domain, the ISs must advertise externally to other routing domains that they
can reach all addresses that start with AB*except* the addresses that start with
ABC(i.e., the recently-moved area). Second, in the destination routing domain, the
ISs must advertise externally to other routing domains that they can reach all those
addresses that they could reach before, e.g., those that begin with prefix XY, but
*also* the area address of the newly-acquired area, ABC.
If there is no address reclamation, over time this will lead to "address entropy", or flat
addressing. Anygains in address collapse from originally allocating addresses hierarchically will eventually disappear. It is, therefore, necessary that the area eventually
relinquish its old area address to the original routing domain.
Attendees
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Charter
Chair(s):
Robert Hagens, hagens©cs.w±sc, edu
Ross Callon, callon©bigfut, enet. dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi@cs.wisc,
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-request©cs.wisc,

Description

edu
edu

of Working Group:

Help facilitate the incorporation of the OSI protocol suite into the Internet, to operate in parallel with the TCP/IPprotocol suite. Facilitate the
co-existence and interoperability of the TCP/IP and OSI protocol suites.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Specify an addressing format (from those available from the OSI
NSAPaddressing structure) for use in the Internet. Coordinate
addressing format with GOSIPversion 2 and possibly other groups.

TBD

Review the OSI protocol mechanisms proposed for the upcoming
Berkeley release 4.4. Coordinate efforts with Berkeley.

TBD

Review GOSIP. Open liaison with Government OSI Users Group
(GOSIUG)
for feedback of issues and concerns that we maydiscover.

TBD

Determinewhat should be used short term for (i) intra-domain routing; and (ii) inter-domain routing.

TBD

For interoperability
between OSI end systems and TCP/IP end systems, there will need to be application layer gateways. Determine
if there are any outstanding issues here.

TBD

Review short term issues involved in adding OSI gateways to the
Internet. Preferably, this should allow OSI and/or dual gateways
to be present by the time that Berkeley release 4.4 comesout.
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REPORT

by Rob Hagens/University

of Wisconsin

OSIGEN Minutes
Agenda
Review and Discuss the Internet Draft "OSI Integration
ability Issues".

Coexistence and Interoper-

The meeting was convened by co-Chairs Ross Callon and Robert Hagens. This entire
meeting was spent reviewing the draft document titled "OSI Integration Coexistence
and Interoperability Issues". This documentis available as an Internet Draft.
The meeting was very successful.
revision is presented below.
Volunteers

A summaryof the sections of the paper that need

For Text Modifications

(that

know about it...):

Martin Gross
Sue Hares
Judy Messing
Mark Needleman
Erik Skovgaard
Mark Sleeper
Action Items:
1. Sec 3, pg.4: Modify paragraph explaining regional network intentions. Get
survey results regarding regional networks routing ISO 8473 - Rob Hagens
2. Sec 5.2, pg 6, Data Link Layer: Rewrite. Include current status of PPP - Eric
Skovgaard
3. Sec 5.2.1, pg 6: RFCneeds to be written on IP over HDLC- need volunteer
4. Sec 5.2.7, pg 7: Talk to Dave Crocker about network managementtools (trace
route as well) - Sue Hares and Ross Callon
5. Sec 5.2.8, pg 7: Modify(including: gtw requirements for dual stacks, congestion
bit, and layer 3 requirements) - Ross Callon
6. Sec 5.6, pg 7-8: Modify (including: human-friendly X.400 addresses, and add
paragraph on content type) - Rob Hagens and Erik Skovgaard
7. Sec 5.7, pg 11: Review by a VTPexpert - need volunteer
8. Sec 5.8, pg 12: Modify (including FTP-/,FTAMappl gtw etc) - Martin Gross
9. Sec 5.?, pg 12: Add section on X Windowsover OSI- Mark Needleman
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10. Sec 5.?, pg 12: Addadditional info on applications over OSI - Judy Messing
11. Sec 6.1, pg 12-13: Contact Steve Kille to review Directory Service issues - Ross
Callon
12. Sec 6.2, pg 13: Needs review (John Lynn, Steve Crocker) - Need volunteer
13. Sec 6.3, pg 13: Network ManagementModifications - Mark Sleeper, Richard
Colella (Sue Hares will review)
14. Sec 7.3.2, pg 17: Modifications to encapsulation - Steve Willis? Keith Sklower?
15. Sec 7.?" Additional section on bridge/packet size etc. Link level issue- need
volunteer
Attendees

Philip Almquist
Cathy Aronson
Ross Callon
Isaac Chan
Richard Colella
Curtis Cox
Mark Crispin
Farokh Deboo
Dale Finkelson
Ella Gardner
Michael Grobe
Martin Gross
Robert Hagens
Susan Hares
Ken Jones
Paulina Knibbe
Judy Messing
David Miller
Cyndi Mills
Douglas Montgomery
Mark Needleman
Rebecca Nitzan
Mark Seger
Steve Senum
Keith Sklower
Erik Skovgaard
Mark Sleeper
Tony Staw
Ed Stern
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mrc@cac, washingt on. edu
fj d@interlink,com
dmf@we st i e. unl.edu
epg@gateway. mit re. org
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wisc.edu
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ucop.edu
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com
sklower©okeeff
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edu
eskovgaa@uvcw,
uvic.ca
mws@sparta,
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(osix400)

Charter
Chair(s):
Rob Hagens, hagens©cs.w±sc, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-x400©cs.wisc,
edu
To Subscribe: ie~cf-osi-x400-reques~c©cs .wisc. edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IETF OSI X.400 Working Group is chartered to identify and provide
solutions for problems encountered when operating X.400 in a dual protocol internet. This charter includes pure X.400operational issues as well
as X.400 <-> RFC822 gateway (ala RFC987) issues.
Goals and Milestones:
Jul 1990

Develop a scheme to alleviate
tables.

the need for static RFC987 mapping
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Hagens/University

of Wisconsin

OSI X.400 Minutes
Agenda
¯ Review of the Draft Proposal for the use of the Internet DNSto maintain RFC
987/RFC 1148 Address Mapping Tables.
¯ Discussion of the structure of O/R Addresses used by the Wisconsin Pilot X.400
project.
¯ Address mechanismsthat allow non-X.400 users (i.e., RFC822 mail users)
address X.400 users.
The meeting was convened by Chair Robert Hagens. An attendance list will be
published with the Proceedings of the IETF. The meeting had several attendees from
the NIST/OSI workshop, X.400 SIG.
A proposal has been circulated on several mailing lists; "Draft Proposal for the use
of the Internet DNSto maintain RFC987/RFC 1148 Address Mapping Tables" (by
Cole and Hagens) which describes howthe DNScould be used to store, retrieve, and
maintain the mappings between RFC822 domain names and X.400 O/R addresses.
Implementations of RFC987gateways require that a database store address mapping
information for X.400 and RFC822. This information must be disseminated to all
RFC987gateways. In the internet community, the DNShas proven to be a practical
means for providing a distributed nameservice. Advantages of using a DNSbased
system over a table based approach for mapping between O/R addresses and domain
names are:
1. It avoids fetching and storing of entire mappingtables by every host that wishes
to implement RFC987.
2. Modifications to the DNSbased mapping information can be made available in
a more timely manner than with a table driven approach.
3. Table managementnot necessarily required for DNSsites.
4. One c~n determine the mappings in use by a remote gateway by querying the
DNS(remote debugging).
The proposal was discussed.
ple lookup:

A scenario was presented which demonstrated an exam-

Given O/R Address:
"/c=us/admd=/prmd=nren/o=uw-madison/ou=cs/ou=dip/s=hagens"
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and DNSrecord
"*.cs.uw-madison.nren..us.x400"

IN TO-822 6 cs.wisc.edu

1. O/R Address is rewritten as a domain name with attribute
values used as
domain components: dip.cs.uw-madison.nren..us
2. Lookup domain name within X.400 top-level domain:
loo kup ( dip. cs. u w-madison,nren., us .x 400)
returns cs.wisc.edu (count -- 6)
3. Since the count indicates that only 6 of the 7 attributes were matched, any
unmatched components must be prepended. In this case, prepend "dip".
4. Result: dip.cs.wisc.edu
The proposal received general acceptance. Several changes to the approach have
been suggested which differ from that specified in the proposal. These changes are
summarized below:
1. DNSrepresentation of O/R address to use O/R attribute values directly, not
appendix F notation.
2. The new tree of X.400-/,RFC 822 resource records should be placed within a
new top level domain (the nameof this top level domain is undecided).
3. Generation of table information from DNSis performed via recursive zone transfers of the x.400 tree (instead of an automated submittal process). This is probably the biggest issue to be resolved. It is vital that the process of extracting
the mappings from the DNSbe given a thorough analysis so as to insure that
it is feasible.
4. Wildcard count field can be changed so that it is statically entered in authoritative input data, instead of computedby authoritative servers.
5. Discard preference field in proposed resource records.
A portion of the X.400 session was spent discussing X.400 naming and in particular
the construction of RFC822addresses to reach users whoare really using X.400. This
discussion was led by Allan Cargille, University of Wisconsin
I. Naming Choices.
Whendetermining initial X.400 O/R Names, one can either derive the new X.400
names from existing RFC822addresses, or can start afresh with new names that
take advantage of the semantics of the O/R Namestructure. In particular, one can
select X.400 Organization and Organizational Unit names that are more suitable for
database lookup. For example, at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, they have
existing addresses of the form user~cs.wisc.edu. Constructing the X.400 O/R Name
from the existing RFC822name could yield something like:
c--us;

admd= ; prmd=xnren; o=wisc+edu; ou=cs; s-user
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while starting afresh could yield nameslike:
c=us; admd= ; prmd=xnren; o-uw-madison; ou=cs; s=user
So far in the NSFX.400 project they have taken the second approach, that of constructing new O/R Namesinstead of deriving them from existing domain names.
Group opinion was that sites should have the freedom to select whatever O/R Name
they felt would be most helpful, either derived from an existing domain name, or
newly selected.
II. Addressing X.400 Users From The RFC822 World.
There are several approaches that can be taken. All have technical advantages and
disadvantages- it is not obvious that any choice would be "right" or "wrong". Assume
that there are people in the U.S. Internet that are using X.400as their email service.
Users in the RFC822world need to be able to address these X.400 users. It is assumed
that part of the user population at a site maymoveto X.400, while the remainder of
the users continue to use RFC822mail.
A. Default solution as per RFC987. Mail would be explicitly sent to an RFC987
gateway, with the X.400 address on the left hand side of the "~" and the gateway
address on the right hand side. This would look like
"c-us;admd- ;prmd--xnren;o--uw-madison;ou-cs

;s-user"

~x400.gateway.us.

This scheme does not require any special mapping records in the RFC987gateway.
B. RFC987Regular Mapping Rule. This solution has been adopted by some European
countries. The RFC822address for an X.400 user is composedby using concatenating
values of the X.400 address. For example, a user with the X.400 address
c=us;admd= ;prmd=xnren;o=uw-madison;ou=cs;s=user
would be addressed as "user@cs.uw-madison.xnren.us" (or something similar). This
looks muchlike an existing Internet address. One would also register MXrecords to
direct mail for xnren.us or organization.xnren.us to an RFC987gateway.
One complication of this scheme is that it requires a REGULAR
rule for constructing
the RFC822-style address from the X.400 address. This could be problematic in the
U.S. in large. For example, some governmentsites will be using a value in the ADMD
field, whereasother sites will only use a blank in that field.
This scheme requires placing records in the global RFC987mapping tables but only
a few, because general mappingrules are being used.
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This schemecreates a newaddress space inside the U.S. Internet in parallel to existing
addresses.
For a user whoswitched from RFC822to X.400, mail to the that user’s "old" Internet
address would still workdue to the use of a system alias or .forward file to forward
the mail to the new address (and thus to the RFC987gateway).
C. Mapping to Existing Names. This solution would keep the names used to reach
X.400 users consistent with the existing domain names. Each site would register
a local MXrecord in their existing domain name space that points to an RFC987
gateway. This would look very muchlike just another hostname. Mail to the X.400
users would be sent to this new MXrecord and be forwarded to a gateway. For
example, in the University of Wisconsin Computer Science Department, addresses
look like user@cs.wisc.edu. Several people are starting to use X.400, and RFC822
mail was directed to them as:
Last~x400.cs.wisc.edu, or

Firs t. Last @x400.cs.wisc.edu

This schemerequires entering a mappingrecord for every organization into the global
RFC987mapping tables.
Discussion. The Working Group recommendedsolution C above because it is most
consistent with existing domain names, and does not require the creation of any new
high-level domains. The WorkingGroup expressed concern at the "x400" string being
used as part of a user address (even though this is really just part of an MXrecord
name) because in general we do not want to encourage people to externalize the kind
of email end-system inside the email address. Based on this input, the Wisconsin
NSFX.400 project has changed to Internet-style addresses of the form:
Last @pilot.cs.wisc.edu, or

First.Last @pilot.cs.wisc.edu

Action Items:
Prepare a new version of the DNSproposal. Complete by next IETF meeting.
Attendees
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David Brent
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OSI X.500 (osixS00)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Kille, S. K±lle@cs.ucl. ac .uk

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-ds¢cs,
ucl. ac. uk
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-ds-requesZ©cs.ucl,
ac. uk

Description

of Working Group:

This document suggests an initial scope for the IETF OSI Directory Services Working Group (OSI-DS). Brief summaryof group: to be supplied
after detailed suggestions have been discussed. Timeframe: need to add
some timeframes and tighten objectives. Most of this is appropriate for
the first meeting.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

X.500 does not have sufficient functionality for full deploymenton
the Internet. This group should identify areas where extensions are
required.

TBD

The directory can be used to support a wide range of applications.
It is necessary to evaluate which are important for the Internet, and
what level of priority they should be given within the community.
White Pages type of application is likely to be given a high priority.

TBD

A Schema (Naming Architecture) should be defined for the Internet. A requirement for a schema should be defined, and inputs
evaluated. Various approaches to specification of Schema from a
user and system standpoint should be considered, including update
mechanisms.

TBD

There is a requirement for representation of Directory Names, as
these will need to be communicated "out of band". An Internet
approach to this should be defined.
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Liaisons should be established ~s appropriate. In particular: RARE
WG3,to harmonize work with European activities,
NIST, to coordinate with the Directory SIG.
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Operation

Interim Director:
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Area

Phill

Gross/CNRI

At the Vancouver meeting of the Network Joint Monitoring Working Group, we spent
some time discussing the possible organization of the Operations Area. Weformed
the notion of a "technical board" or "Directorate" to support the Area Director.
Somevery early thoughts about the charter and mission of such a Directorate are
included below.
The IESG Operations

Area Directorate

The Operations Area Directorate of the IETF would be a board of advisors comprised of national and international network operators. The Chair of the Operations
Area Directorate would serve as the Operations Area Director on the IESG. Some
responsibilities of the Operations Area Directorate might include:
¯ Guidance to other IETF technical development efforts.
The IETF was formed as a technical development body in support of
operational networks. Current IETF activities are still motivated by
the goal of improving the operations of real networks. The Operations
Area Directorate would help define operational requirments and set
priorities for developmentin other IESGtechnical areas.
¯ Developmentof operations methods, practices,

and policies.

The Operations Area would take an active role in developing guidelines and practices for internet operations, management,and interconnection. This could include attempting to reach consensus upon
commonjoint managementpolicies for commonlinks. It could include
specifying commonmanagment tools, commonminimumcollection
metrics, commondata storage formats for interchange of information, commondisplay and reporting formats (e.g., performance data
or topology maps). These consensus guidelines would be applied in
the next two bullets.
¯ Coordination between operational groups.
The Internet is nowan international communications inter-network.
There are many hundreds of administrative domains, thousands of
networks, and hundreds of thousands of end systems. It is no longer
possible for a single group to act as the main focus for operations
of this global enterprise. However,coordination and liaison are possible and crucial. It would be the goal of the Operations Area to
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encourage coordination and liaison between the various national and
international operational groups, and to encourage the usage of commonly agreed methods and practices.
¯ Coordination between network planners.
The goals in this bullet are similar to the previous bullet. However,
in this case, we distinguish between existing operational networks
and those networks in earlier stages of planning. Existing networks
may always have aspects of "grandfathered" policies, whereas newly
planned networks have an opportunity to follow new practices and
guidelines established by consensus.
To help bring a broader operations perspective to the IESG, it may make sense to
institutionalize the notion of co-Area Directors on the IESG(perhaps serving as the
Chair and Vice-Chair of the Directorate).
As with the newly announced Network ManagementDirectorate (see Chair’s message
in these Proceedings), we are still at an early stage. However,we hope to be able to
announce more concrete results at the Boulder IETF meeting.
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Methodology

(bmwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Scott Bradner, sob©harvard.harvard,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: bmwg©harvisr,
harvard, edu
To Subscribe:
bmwg-request©harvisr,
harvard,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

The major goal of the Benchmark Methodology Working Group is to
make a series of recommendations concerning the measurement of the
performance characteristics of different classes of network equipment and
software services.
Each recommendation will describe the class of equipment or service,
discuss the performance characteristics that are pertinent to that class,
specify a suite of performance benchmarks that test the described characteristics, as well as specify the requirements for commonreporting of
benchmark results.
Classes of network equipment can be broken down into two broad categories. The first deals with stand-alone network devices such as routers,
bridges, repeaters, and LANwiring concentrators. The second category
includes host dependent equipment and services, such as network interfaces or TCP/IP implementations.
Once benchmarking methodologies for stand-alone devices have matured
sufficiently, the group plans to focus on methodologiesfor testing systemwide performance, including issues such as the responsiveness of routing
algorithms to topology changes.
Goals and Milestones:
Dec 1989

Issue a document that provides a commonset of definitions
performance criteria, such as latency and throughput.

for

Feb 1989

The document will also define various classes of stand-alone network devices such as repeaters, bridges, routers, and LANwiring
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concentrators as well as detail the relative importance of various
performance criteria within each class.
TBD

Once the communityhas had time to commenton the definitions of
devices and performance criteria, a second documentwill be issued.
This document will make specific recommendations regarding the
suite of benchmarkperformancetests for each of the defined classes
of network devices.
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Bradner/Harvard

BMWG Minutes
The draft version of the terminology memowas reviewed. A number of changes were
agreed on and will be made.
Work was started on the methodology memo. A video conference will be set up for
sometime in September to continue this work.
A number of attendees expressed a desire that the Working Group quickly start
concerning itself with the performance of host implementations of TCP/IP and other
protocols.
Attendees

Arthur Berggren
Chet Birger
Scott Bradner
Michael Grobe
Olafur Gudmundsson
Ruei-Hsin Hsiao
Michael Karels
David Kaufman
Joseph Lawrence
John Lekashman
Yoni Malachi
Gary Malkin
John Mullen
Bill Nowicld
K.K. Ramakrishnan
Ron Roberts
Manuel Rodrigues
Dean Throop
John Wieronski
Walter Wimer

cbirger©bbn,
com
sob@harvard,
harvard,
edu
grobe©kuhub, cc. ukans, edu
ogud¢cs, umd. edu
nac : :hsiao
karel s©berkeley,
edu
j cl@sabre, bellcore,com
lekash©orville,nas. nasa. gov
malachi©polya, stanford, edu
gmalkin@ftp,corn
nowicki©sun.com

rama~erlang.dec.com©decwrl.dec.com
roberts@jessica.stanford.edu
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john¢osc.edu
wwOn+©andrew.cmu.edu
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DDN Interconnectivity

Charter
Chair(s):
Kathleen Huber, khuber©bbn, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: unknown
To Subscribe: unknown

Description

of Working Group:

No description available
Goals and Milestones:
none specified
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Minutes

The first
meeting of the DDNInterconnectivity
group discussed a charter and plan of action.
determine interest in issues pertaining to:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Internet Routing
Connectivity Protocols
Policy and Procedures
Monitoring Heterogeneous

A mailing list
for discussion.
The most critical
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

GROUP REPORTS

Working Group was at UBC. The
The purpose of the meeting was to

Systems in the DDN

will be set up of attendees

and DCAto create a charter

items discussed were:

Router requirement concerns with regard to DDNperformance
Inter-agency monitoring and control issues
Issues pertaining to interconnectivity with the rest of the Internet
Access control
The effect of internet growth on DDNusers

Attendees

Zorica Avramovic
Mark Crispin
Robert Enger
Kathleen Huber
Kathy Kerby
Walter Lazear
Donald Merritt
Paul Mockapetris
Zbigniew Opalka
Robert Reschly
Harvey Shapiro
Thomas Von Deak

zorica©sparta.com
mrc@cac.washington.edu
enger©sccgate.scc.com
khuber@bbn.com
kkerby©bbn.com
lazear©gateway.mitre.org
don@brl.mil
pvm@isi.edu
zopalka@bbn.com
reschly@brl.mil
shapira©wnyosi2.arpa
tvondeak@nasamail.nasa.gov

and a forum
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Management (njm)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gene Hastings, hast±ngs©psc, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: him©merit, edu
To Subscribe: njm-request©merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

There is a need for manydifferent kinds of efforts to deal with operational
and front hne engineering issues, including helping the disparate organizations work with each other. This is an attempt to solidify some of those
topics. This does not makeany pretense of being exhaustive.
Area of interest:

Operational issues and developmentsof the internet.

Membership: Operations and engineering personnel from national backbone and mid-level networks. Other groups with responsibility for production oriented services such as security oriented groups.
Associated Technical groups: Groups which will have an interest in, and
input to the agenda of this group will include the IABand its task forces,
and groups within FARnet. In particular FARnethas now several technical issues of concern, such as the selection of standard inter-network
services for debugging (like maps and standard SNMPcommunities), and
the specification of standard network statistics to be taken (of special
concern is the ubiquitous ability to collect those statistics).
Meeting Times: Membersof the group will represent organizations with
production responsibhties. Most work will be carried on via email or
teleconferencing.
The group will meet at the next IETF and determine
the other schedules. Sub-groups may meet between IETF meetings.
Goals and Milestones:
none specified
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Gross/CNRI

NJM Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

The role of the NJMWG
Request for statistics from researchers
Maps
Operations Area

The role

of the

NJM WG.

Historically the National Nets have been represented. Matt Mathis wants to hear
national net information at NJMmeetings. For example, SNMPSession names, and
information on T3 migration. However, we agreed this should be more than just an
NSFnet group.
Although there is some overlap with TEWG,TEWGconcentrates
NJMconcentrates on management and monitoring.
Request for statistics

on topology while

by researchers

Phill Gross has received several requests for stats from bona fide researchers. The
issue is to get real data for models and simulations, and to do performance analysis.
Gross asked howmanyregional networks kept stats. About 10, the majority of those
present, kept stas. Mathis: PSC collects about 20 mbyte per month. Most goes to
tape. PSCtends to get their needs met without requiring muchanalysis.
GuyAlines listed 3 kinds of stats: 1) Reliability, 2) Character of usage (i.e.,
end points pairs, protocol types), and 3) Performance, congestion.

NNstat,

Finkelson: Most analysis programs are local with different formats. He uses NYSER
package to collect SNMPdata and uses graduate students for data reduction.
That seemedtypical. Data tends to be regional specific, and format is special, often
reduced. Also, commercial clients of the nets may object to net managementdata
being freely given out to researchers.
Alines: "Character of usage" data is sensitive to some users. Perhaps, IRTF could
characterize kinds of data they want and we could work toward provding it. Real
data is best. Using real data is good for us too.
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Dan Wiverhan (OSU): OSUhas tool that monitors multiple ethernets;
tells protocols and end-points; Based on KA9Q;Supports SNMP.
Long discussion ensued on various types of date collection.
NNstat-based.

runs on PC;

Gross: It either MIBor

Apparently, some vendors are reluctant because makes their boxes slower. Perhaps
a smaller set of commonstats would meet better acceptance from vendors. Wetried
to draw up a list of "low impact, high yield" metrics. Perhaps we should develop a
subset of MIBthat everyone should archive in standard format, with standardized
time granularity.
Maps
Questions: Should USWG
catalog all on-line MAPsites? Should format be standardized (e.g., Dated to show currency, All line speeds shown)? Whois working
mapping techniques (MERITand Bellcore)?
Are maps really used to debug a problem to another site? They are often too far out
of date. Manyfolks said they used maps to debug. Also useful in topology planning.
Counter by Mathis: Mapsoften don’t show interesting (i.e., surprising) links.
Ted Brunner (Bellcore) is working on auto map generation. [He gave a demo that
afternoon.] Uses MIB. For better display, will probably need more MIBobjects than
currently available. He has extended MIBto hold extra information. This became
an interesting topic. Gross was asked to make sure this was on the agenda for the
next meeting.
Other efforts? Gross and Enger mentioned the Contel "net-feeb"
are interested. Will contel makeavailable?

program. People

Bottomline of this topic - Mapsare potentially very useful, but would be muchbetter
with better methods (e.g., commonformats, auto generation, up-to-date).
Operations

Area

Gross: This may not be in NJMCharter, but this group can give important feedback/advice. Should IETF Operations Area be pro-active or re-active? Formal or
informal? Liason only? Should IETF propose a set of guidelines for Internet operations? What other groups should be involved? Should we reach to local managers
directly, or through Farnet? Should we identify one Area Director or "Board of
Directors"?
Almes: Moreoperations folks need to attend the standards sessions. Gross: Differences between ANSIand IETF standards setting process. More user and operations
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input at IETF.
Bottom line - An active operations area is important. Interaction with protocol
development is very important. See the operations area report for more detailed
description of the group consensus about the operations area. The IETF Chair gives
his thanks to the NJMWorkingGroup for helping to formulate the direction for the
IETF Operations Area.
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(tewg)

Charter
Chair(s):
TBD,

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: tewg©devvax,
tn.cornell,
edu
To Subscribe:
tewg-request©devvax.tn,
cornell,edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Topology Engineering Working Group monitors and coordinates connections between networks, particularly routing relationships.
¯ Monitor interconnectivity amongnational and international backbones and mid-level networks.
¯ Monitor interconnection policies with a view of moving toward a
commonscheme for managing interconnectivity.
¯ Act as a forum where network engineers and representatives of groups
of networks can cometogether to coordinate and tune their interconnections for better efficiency of the Internet as a whole.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

Reports to the Internet communitywill be given reflecting what we
learn each quarter. This periodic report will be of use to the IETF,
to FARnet, and to the CCIRNmembers.

Dec 1990

An immediate project is to produce an RFCwhich will help midlevel networks whenchanging their interconnectivity.
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by Guy Almes/Rice

TEWG Minutes
The TEWG
met for a single session on Wednesdaymorning, August 1st. Scott Brim,
Chair of TEWG,was unable to attend and asked Guy Almes to chair the session in
his place.
The session focused on sharing information about three increasingly important areas
of Internet topology: Europe, the Pacific, and the new ArmySupercomputer Network
(ASnet).
Rudiger Volk, of the University of Dortmundand a participant in RIPE, led a presentation and discussion of connectivity both between Europe and North America and
within Europe. Olivier Martin of CERN
also contributed to the discussion.
Rudiger first focused on trans-Atlantic
are the following:

connectivity. Amongthe most important links

¯ The 64kb/s line from EUnet at CWIin Amsterdam to the UUnet site in Virginia. This serves the EUnet communitydirectly and serves as a backup for
other nets, e.g., NORDUnet.
¯ The 64kb/s line from NORDUnetin Stockholm to the NSFnet site at JvNC.
This serves the NORDUnet
community directly.
¯ The T1 line from CERNin Geneva to the NSFnet site at Cornell University.
This serves the EASInet communitydirectly.
¯ The 56kb/s line from INRIA near Nice to Princeton University. This serves
users within France directly.
¯ The 56kb/s satellite
line from DFN/WINin Garching to the ESnet site at
Fermilab. This serves the DFN/WIN
community within Germany directly.
¯ The 9.6kb/s line from Karlsruhe to NYSERnetserves another communitywithin
Germany.
Further, there is a planned upgrade of the DFN-to-ESnetline to use one of the two
’fat pipes’.
Rudiger and Olivier mentioned two problems that lead to asymmetric and sub-optimal
routes to Europe:
¯ The heavy use of default routes within some parts of Europe often result in
asymmetric routes in which packets go from North America to Europe via some
explicit route, while return packets use a default path. Increased deployment
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of dynamic routing within Europe should improve this situation.
¯ The use of MXrecords for some European sites cause very suboptimal routes
to be taken in some cases.
RIPE is working with others to help solve these problems.
There was a brief discussion of the situation in Britain. As a general rule, IP traffic
from the outside world enters the UKvia an application-level gateway in London, and
is transmitted via JAnet using the Coloured Book protocols to individual campuses.
There are several exceptions to this that we discussed. First, the University of Kent at
Canterbury is on EUnet, and thus connects to Europe and thence to North America
via CWIin Amsterdam.Also Milo Medin reported that, as part of the ’fat pipe’ to
London, some British sites will be served by JAnet using ’IP-over-X.25’ techniques;
this should be an improvement over the current use of the JAnet application-level
gateway.
Rudiger closed with some thoughts on a possible outline for an intra-European backbone. He noted that currently, the three most important trans-Atlantic lines are
those at:
¯ CWI in Amsterdam,
¯ The NORDUnethub in Stockholm, and
¯ CERNin Geneva.
There are plans underway to upgrade the bandwidth of lines from Stockholm to
Amsterdam and from Amsterdam to Geneva.
Milo Medin, of NASA,reported on a recent meeting of PACCOM,
which coordinates
the Internet within the Pacific Rim. At the present, there is a 512kb/s terrestrial line
from NASA/Ames
to Hawaii, which serves Hawaii and the following other sites:
¯ Japan via four 64kb/s terrestrial circuits. There is some work to combine these
to a single 256kb/s circuit.
¯ Australia via a 56kb/s satellite circuit. There is some work on increasing the
bandwidth of this circuit within the year. Unfortunately, it will be quite some
time until the circuit can be converted from satellite to terrestrial.
¯ NewZealand via a 14kb/s analog circuit. There is some work on using better
modems,and possibly real-time compression boxes, to increase the effective
bandwidthof this line.
¯ Korea via a 56kb/s circuit.
Amongthe coming developments are the following:
¯ The possibility

of a 64kb/s line from Japan to Europe. This would complicate
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routing within the Pacific. The effective use of the current low-speed lines is
e~sed by the ability to use default routing heavily from Pacific Rimcountries
to Hawaii.
¯ Discussions of adding Singapore and Taiwan.
In response to a question about networking to sites in Antarctica, Milo expressed
regret over current technical problems that prevent the placement of a geostationary
satellite there. Moreseriously, he mentioned that work is being done on networking
to Antarctica.
Bob Reschly, of ASnet and BRL, reported on the ongoing deployment of ASnet, which
serves the Armysupercomputer centers and other Armylabs. The initial topology is
a mixed T1/56kb/s topology centered at BRL. ASnet is 138.18.
Connectivity to NSFnetis primarily through the ASnet site at the Minnesota Supercomputer Center via MRnet and CICnet. A secondary connection from the ASnet
site in Vicksburg to the SURAnetsite at Jackson, Mississippi and through SURAnet
is planned.
Several ASnet sites are also on MILnet, and a subset of these will be used to route
traffic between ASnet and MILnet. An ASnet router at FIX-Ease would improve
connectivity both to MILnet, to NSFnet, and to other parts of the Internet.
One interesting
all serial lines.

technical aspect of ASnet is its planned use of crypto equipment on

ASnet is openly connected to the rest of the Internet,
science/research uses within the Army.

and is to be used only for

Attendees

Guy Almes
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Dennis Ferguson
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Vince Fuller
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Michael Grobe
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Area
Hinden/BBN

Summary

Interconnectivty

Working Group (Guy Almes)

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) was made a Proposed Standard. It is described
in:
RFC 1163: A Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
RFC1164: Application of the Border Gateway Protocol in the Internet
The majority of the meeting was spent discussing a MIBfor the managementof agents
that speak BGP. A second draft was provided in advance by Steve Willis and served
as the reference documentfor the discussion. Amongthe key points of discussion:
¯ Actions that should be taken by an agent upon state transitions.
¯ Variables in the MIBthat could be eliminated or streamlined in the interests
of simplicity of definition and implementation.
¯ Contents of tables that describe attribute lists of routes.
Steve Willis took these decisions and will use them to produce a revised document.
This MIBwill be used provisionally in our early use of BGPVersion 2.
The remainder of the meeting was spent discussing early experience implementing
and using BGP-2. Dennis Ferguson and Yakov Rekhter were among the early implementors present, and Dennis Ferguson and Jessica Yu were amongthe early users
present.
PDN Routing

(Carl-H.

Rokitansky)

The WorkingGroup discussed general usage of running IP over X.25 public networks.
Topics discuss included address resolution on public X.25 networks and reverse charging mechanisms. It was agreed that the current ARPprotocol could be used with
a server on a public X.25 network to perform X.25 to IP address mapping. Also
discussed was Carl-Herbert Rokitansky’s clustering techniques.
Multicast

OSPF (Steve

Deering)

A rough draft document written by John Moydescribing the Multicast Extension to
the Open SPF Protocol (OSPF) was circulated and discussed.
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The remainder of the meeting was spent discussing OSPFVersion 2 Specification
which is available as an Internet Draft.
IS-IS Routing (Ross Callon)
The latest version of the Internet Draft for the Integrated IS-IS specification
reviewed. Topics discussed included:
¯
¯
¯
¯

was

Authentication mechanisms
Inter-Domain TAGinformation encoding
Amountof Inter-Domain routing information data carried
Numberof addresses per interface

as well as a numberof small clarifications

in the document.

The Working Group agreed that after the changes were made the spec would be ready
to be published as an Internet Draft, and submitted as an RFC.
Routing

Working

Group Changes

The PDNRouting Working Group was retired. I would like to thank Roki (Carl-H.
Rokitansky) for his managementof this group and his many trips from Europe to
attend the IETF meetings.
A new routing WorkingGroup was formed. It will be called The Routing and Address
Resolution over SMDSand X.25 Public Data Networks working group. The chair will
be George Clapp of Ameritech. The group will address routing issues and algorithms
necessary to run Internet protocols on large public networks.
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ISIS for IP Internets (isis)

3.7.1
Charter

Chair(s):
Ross Callon, callon@bigfut, enet. dec. corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: isis@merit.edu
To Subscribe: isis-request@merit.edu

Description

of Working Group:

The IETF IS-IS WorkingGroup will develop additions to the existing OSI
IS-IS Routing Protocol to support IP environments and dual (OSI and IP)
environments.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Develop an extension to the OSI IS-IS protocols which will allow
use of IS-IS to support IP environments, and which will allow use
of IS-IS as a single routing protocol to support both IP and OSI in
dual environments.

TBD

Liaison with the IS-IS editor for OSI in case any minor changes to
IS-IS are necessary.

TBD

Investigate the use of IS-IS to support multi-protocol routing in
environments utilizing additional protocol suites.
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REPORT

by Ross Callon/DEC

IS-IS Minutes
The IS-IS Working Group met the morning of August 1, 1990, at the IETF meeting
in Vancouver, BC. Wereviewed the most current Integrated IS-IS specification.
The greatest amount of discussion was on the authentication field. Several problems
with the current text in the spec were pointed out. Also, whatever we do will probably
conflict with whatever the authentication folks eventually tell us to do. One option
was therefore to go back to what was originally in the spec, which is to leave the
contents of the authentication field unspecified. However,there is an urgent need for
the most basic form of error supression. For example, it is very useful to provide a
simple mechanismfor preventing mis-configuration of a single link from causing two
large routing domains to inadvertantly merge into one domain.
After a great deal of discussion, it was agreed that we would like to do just about
the same thing that OSPFalready does: provide a simple password mechanismwith
an escape to allow future identification of other mechanisms.Ross Callon (as editor
for the IS-IS specification) was instructed to removethe details of the authentication
field from the main body of the spec, specifying the contents of the field as "to
be determined", and to provide an annex to the spec specifying how to use the
authentication field for carrying a simple password. Also, we agreed to use the same
value for the authentication type field as used by OSPF,in the off-chance that future
assignments between authentication type fields could be kept in alignment.
It was pointed out that the current definition of the mannerof carrying TAGinformation in the "interdomain routing protocol information field" was difficult to process
(in particular, it required that before processing an "IP External Reachability Information" field, the implementation would first have to check what the following field
is, and if it is an "Interdomain Routing Protocol Information" field, then process the
two fields in parallel). After discussion, an alternate encoding was agreed upon.
There was a discussion of the possibility that the amount of information carried in
the Inter-Domain Routing Protocol Information field maybe large, and that in some
cases the bulk of level 2 routers (those that don’t do inter-domain routing directly)
would therefore be required to store information that they don’t have any use for.
This would appear to meanthat folks determining how to use this field need to give
careful consideration to what inter-domain routing information should be put into
this field, and what should be carried by other means. Ross agreed to add a note to
the spec describing this issue.
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The limit on the maximumnumber of addresses that can be assigned to a single
interface was discussed. There was general agreement that multiple IP addresses
per interface was useful in some cases (particularly for transition), but there was
obvious reason to limit a router to two addresses per interface (as in the current spec).
It was agreed that a better limit was whatever numberof addresses could fit into one
occurrence of the "IP Interface Address" field in IS-IS Hello packets, which implies a
maximumof 63 IP addresses per interface. It was agreed that this limit was plenty
big enough, also that there was no need to pick a smaller limit.
Rob Hagens pointed out that the use of the term "segmentation" in section 3.6 was
inconsistent with the terminology used in the OSI spec (the meaning was consistent,
just the terminology was different). Ross agreed to fix this.
It was agreed that after these changes were made, the spec was ready to be published
as an Internet Draft, and submitted as an RFC. Ross agreed to send the draft spec
to the WorkingGroup first in case anyone could find any nits.
A few other minor editorial nits were also transmitted to Ross during side discussions.
Attendees
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Interconnectivity

(iwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Guy Almes, a].mes©rice,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iwg©rice.edu
To Subscribe: iwg-request©rice.edu

Description

of Working Group:

Develop the BGPprotocol and BGPtechnical usage within the Internet,
continuing the current work of the Interconnectivity Working Group in
this regard.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Complete development of version 2 of the Border GatewayProtocol
(BGP).

Ongoing

Coordinate the deployment of BGPin conformance with the BGP
usage document in a manner that promotes sound engineering and
an open competitive environment. Take into account the interests of
the various backbone and mid-level networks, the various vendors,
and the user community.

Done

Develop a mature BGPtechnical usage document that allows us to
build Inter-AS routing structures using the BGPprotocol.

May 1990

Develop a MIBfor BGP.

Jun 1990

Workwith the Security Area to enhance the provision for security
in BGP.

Jul 1990

Develop a BGP usage document describing
as part of a network monitoring strategy.

how BGPcan be used
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by Guy Almes/Rice

IW’G Minutes
The most important agenda item was the review and approval of a MIBfor the
management of agents that speak BGP. A second draft was provided in advance by
Steve Willis and served as the reference documentfor the discussion. Amongthe key
points of discussion:
¯ Whataction should be taken by an agent upon state transitions (as defined by
the finite automaton in the BGPprotocol document)? Weagreed that SNMP
traps would be defined for a subset of these transitions and we agreed on the
information to be provided upon each such trap.
¯ What variables in the MIBcould be ehminated or streamlined in the interests
of simplicity of definition and implementation? The final MIBwill reflect a
significant reduction in the total numberof variables defined in the second
draft.
¯ There were two tables in the second draft that describe the attribute lists of
routes. One table describes all received routes, and the other describes those
actually in use. Wetightened the description of just whenentries in these tables
existed and what they would contain.
Steve took these decisions and used them to produce a revised document Tuesday
evening. This MIBwill be used provisionally in our early use of BGPversion 2, and
will be the MIBsubmitted when we propose advancement of BGPto ’Draft Internet
Standard’ status.
The rest of our time was spent discussing early experience implementing and using
BGP-2. Dennis Ferguson and Yakov Rekhter were among the early implementors
present, and Dennis Ferguson and Jessica Yu were amongthe early users present.
Amongthe items discussed were:
¯ Since the BGP-2 header is an odd number of bytes, implementors should be
careful of the C-language size of operator.
¯ In view of the overhead of processing the message and update headers and the
attribute lists of each BGPupdate message, the inclusion of manyroutes per
update message is an extremely important efficiency concern.
¯ In BGP-3we should seriously consider letting the ’next hop’ attribute of an
update message default to the IP address of the speaker. This would not only
simplify the implementation, but would allow an identical update message to
be sent to several peers in even more cases than at present.
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¯ Dennis reports a problem with the FSMin the case when two peers try to connect to one another at the same time. This causes a ’BGPTransport connection
open’ event in the OpenSent state, which causes both ends to disconnect and
return to the Idle state, all with no particular reason to think it won’t happen
again. An improved FSMwould fix this.
¯ Dennis reports the need for a default inter-AS metric attribute. Without one,
it is not clear howto compare an advertisement from one peer with an explicit
metric with an advertisement from another peer with no metric.
¯ There was great appreciation for the lack of split horizon in BGP-2. Since each
update message contains a complete AS-level path, there is no need for split
horizon. Further, by having speaker A advertise to speaker B the nets it gets
to via speaker B in a safe way, two significant advantages arise:
- assembly of update messages is considerably simplified by not having the
identity of the peer influence the update message. For example, when A
assembles update messages for B and C, it can use the same update for
both despite the fact that some of the routes it is advertising may have
been derived from B. In manycases, particularly with IBGP, identical
update messages can be sent to several peers.
- the use of BGP-2for monitoring inter-AS routing is considerably improved,
since a speaker learns more fully what routes its peer uses. For example,
when A advertises to B even the routes A has derived from B, B learns
that A is actually using the advertised routes. This will allow useful sanity
checks.
¯ Similarly, the lack of need for having a Holddownperiod, as in BGP-1,is taken
by the implementors as a major improvement.
In view of the mild nature of the ’problems’ encountered by early implementors,
continued deployment of BGP-2throughout the Internet appears likely.
Due to a very strong overlap of IWGand NJM, we decided to cancel the afternoon
session which had been planned. Weagreed that gaining experience with the implementation and use of BGP-2during the next several months will be an important
task for the IWG.At the Boulder IETF meeting, we will need to review this experience with a view toward movingBGP, with possible revisions, to the Draft Internet
Standard level.
Attendees

Guy Almes
Jeffrey Burgan
Dino Farinacci

almes©rice.edu
jef~¢nsipo.nasa.gov
dino©buckeye.esd.3com.com
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Dennis Ferguson
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Yakov Rekhter
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Rudiger Volk
Steve Willis
Robert Woodburn
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Extentions

to OSPF (mospf)

Charter
Chair(s):
SteveDeering,
deering©pescadero,
sta~ford,
edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mospf©devvax,tn. coraell, edu
To Subscribe: mospf-request©devvax, tn. cornell, edlx

Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will extend the OSPFrouting protocol so that it
will be able to efficiently route IP multicast packets. This will produce a
new (multicast) version of the OSPFprotocol, which will be as compatible as possible with the present version (packet formats and most of the
algorithms will hopefully remain unaltered).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Become familiar with the IGMPprotocol as documented in RFC
1112. Survey existing workon multicast routing, in particular, Steve
Deering’s paper "Multicast Routing in Internetworks and Extended
LANs". Identify areas where OSPFmust be extended to support
multicast routing. Identify possible points of contention.

Done

Review outline of proposed changes to OSPF. Identify
solved issues and, if possible, resolve them.

Aug 1990

Weshould have a draft specification. Discuss the specification and
make any necessary changes. Discuss implementation methods, using the existing BSDOSPFcode, written by Rob Coltun of the
University of Maryland, as an example.

Dec 1990

Report on implementations of the new multicast OSPF. Fix any
problems in the specification that were found by the implementations. The specification should nowbe ready to submit as an RFC.

any unre-
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REPORT

by Steve Deering/Stanford

MOSPF Minutes
The agenda for this meeting was to discuss the draft OSPFMulticast extensions.
Unfortunately, John Moywas unable to attend the meeting and had not yet completed
the draft specification. He did send along a partial draft and outline, but since no
one had had a chance to read it, we decided to adjourn the meeting and to organize
a later meeting or videoconference sometime before the next IETF plenary.
Attendees
Fred Baker
Rob Coltun
Steve Deering
Dino Farinacci
Dennis Ferguson
Michael Fidler
Stanley Froyd
Vince Fuller
Robert Gilligan
Robert Hinden
Gregory Lauer
Luping Liang
Deepinder Sidhu
Frank Solensky
Martha Steenstrup
Paul Tsuchiya
Steve Willis
Robert Woodburn
Yueli Yang

baker©vitalink, corn
rcoltun©trantor. umd. edu
deering©pescadero, stanford, edu
dino©buckeye,esd. 3com. com
dennis©gw, ccie. utoronto, ca
t sOOP~6©ohstvma,ircc. ohio-state,edu
sfroyd©salt,acc. corn
fuller©j essica, stanford, edu
gilligan©sun, com
hinden©bbn, com
glauer©bbn, com
li ang©cs,ubc. ca
s idhu©umbc3,umbc. edu
solensky©interlan,int erlan, com
msteenst©bbn, com
t suchiya©thumper,
b el i core. com
swillis©wellfleet, com
woody©saic, com
yuel i~bnr, ca
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Routing

(orwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Martha Steenstrup,

msteenst©bbn, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: open-rout-interest©bbn.com
To Subscribe: open-rout-request~bbn.com

Description

of Working Group:

The Open Systems Routing Working Group is chartered to develop a
policy-based AS-ASrouting protocol that will acconm~odate large size
and general topology.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an architecture

document.

TBD

Draft Protocol Specification of key elements of the protocol.
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(pdnrout)

Charter
Chair(s):
CHRokitansky, rok±©±s±, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: pdn-~g©bbn.com
To Subscribe:
pdn-request©bbn.com

Description

of Working Group:

The DoD INTERNETTCP/IP protocol suite has developed into a de
facto industry standard for heterogenous packet switching computer networks. In the US, several hundreds of INTERNET
networks are connected
together; howeverthe situation is completely different in Europe.
The only network which could be used as a backbone to allow interoperation between the manylocal area networks in Europe, now subscribing
to the DoDINTERNETTCP/IP protocol suite, would be the system of
Public Data Networks (PDN). However, so far, no algorithms have been
provided to dynamically route INTERNET
datagrams through X.25 public data networks. Therefore, the goals of the Public Data NetworkRouting Working Group are the development, definition and specification of
required routing and gateway algorithms for an improved routing of INTERNETdatagrams through the system of X.25 Public Data Networks
(PDN) to allow worldwide interoperation
between TCP/IP networks
various countries. In addition, the application and/or modification of the
developed algorithms to interconnect local TCP/IP networks via ISDN
(Integrated Services Digital Network) will be considered.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Application of the INTERNET
Cluster Addressing Scheme to Public Data Networks.

Done

Development of hierarchical VAN-gatewayalgorithms for worldwide INTERNET
network reachability
information exchange between VAN-gateways.
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Done

Assignment of INTERNET/PDN-cluster network numbers to national public data networks. (Mapping between INTERNETnetwork numbers and X.121 Data Network Identification Codes (DNICs)).

Done

Assignment of INTERNET/PDN-cluster addresses to PDN-hosts
and VAN-gatewaysaccording to the developed hierarchical VANgateway algorithms.

Done

Definition of the PDN-cluster addressing schemeas an Internet standard.

Done

Specification of an X.121 Address resolution protocol.

Oct 1989

Specification
Protocol.

of an X.25 Call Setup and Charging Determination

Oct 1989

Specification

of an X.25 Access and Forwarding Control Scheme.

Oct 1989

Specification of routing metrics taking X.25 charges into account.

TBD

Delayed TCP/IP header compression by VAN-gateways and PDNhosts.

TBD

Provide a testbed for worldwide interoperability between local TCP/IP
networks via the system of X.25 public data networks (PDN).

TBD

Implementation of the required algorithms and protocols in a VANBox.

TBD

Interoperability
PDN.

between ISO/OSI hosts on TCP/IP networks through

TBD

Consideration

TBD

Interoperability

TBD

Development of Internetwork ManagementProtocols for worldwide
cooperation and coordination of network control and network information centers.

of INTERNET
Route Servers.
between local TCP/IP networks via ISDN.
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REPORT

by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI

PDNROUT Minutes
This was the last meeting of the PDNRouting Working Group. Topics discussed
included address resolution on public X.25 networks and reverse charging mechanisms.
It was agreed that the current ARPprotocol could be used with a server on a public
X.25 network to perform X.25 to IP address mapping. Also discussed was CarlHerbert Rokitansky’s clustering techniques.
Attendees
Larry Brandt
George Clapp
Jeffrey Fitzgerald
Yong Guo
Robert Hinden
Philippe Park
Stephanie Price
Carl-Herbert Rokitansky
Gregory Vaudreuil
Rudiger Volk

lbrandt©spart a. com

mer±tec
! clapp©bellcore,
bellcore,
com
jjf~fibercom,corn

guo©cs, ubc. ca
h±ndenObbn, com
ppark©bbn, com
cmcvax! pr±ce~hub, ucsb. edu
roki©isi,
edu
gvaudre@nri,
reston,
va. us
rv@informatik.uni-dortmund,
de
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Area

Steve Crocker/TIS

Introduction
The work in the security area is carried out both in WorkingGroups specific to the
security area and in cooperation with Working Groups in other areas. Related work
also takes place in the Privacy and Security Research Group(PSRG), which is part
the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). WorkingGroups active in the security are
the Security Policy Working Group (SPWG), Site Security Policy HandbookWorking
Group (SSPHWG)and the SNMPAuthentication
Working Group.
Interaction

with the.PSRG

The PSRGarranged to have its meeting in conjunction with the IETF meeting this
time, and that provided an opportunity for the IETF and PSRGmembersto interact
on a variety of topics. PSRGmembersgot a chance to see the workings of the IETF,
which led to some discussion of PSRGmembers also attempting to attend IETF
meetings on a regular basis.
A current focus of the PSRGis the development of privacy enhanced mail (PEM).
RFCs 1113, 1114 and 1115 specify a PEMprotocol, and multiple implementations
are underway. TIS demonstrated a version at the Vancouver meeting, and other
implementations are known to exist at DEC, MIT, RSADSIand in Germany. The
TIS version is undergoing beta testing and will be released to the Internet community
later this year.
A handful of technical and policy issues related to P EMare still open. The technical
issues include various nits about certificate format, the interaction of mail transport
systems with the new focus on trying to send messages which authenticated but not
encrypted in a form which can be read with existing mail systems.
An important technical issue is the choice of the message digest function. In the
RFCs, MD2is specified as the primary choice for a message digest function. A
similar function is needed in the SNMPAuthentication protocol, and there was an
exploration of choices of algorithms which might satisfy both requirements. MD4was
chosen as the best choice, because it is muchfaster than other knownalgorithms and
because it has not been shownto be defective.
The last criterion, viz that it hasn’t been broken, is uncomfortably weak. It would
be far better to have algorithms that are knownto be cryptographically strong. Unfortunately, there is no rigorous wayto guarantee that property. A useful alternative
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is to subject an algorithm to strong review by experts and to expose it to use over a
long period of time. MD4has not been around long, and hence there has only been
a modest level of review and moderate use. Nonetheless, it seems far better than any
other choice.
In response to concerns voiced over the lack of knowledgeof the strength of MD4,
panel of cryptography experts is being formed to review MD4.This panel should be
formed during the fall, and results will be announced as they becomeavailable. In
the meantime MD4remains the algorithm of choice although all protocols which use
it are structured to permit the introduction of alternative algorithms in the future.
The Security

Area Working Groups

The Security Policy WorkingGroup met and focused on finding a small set of basic
principles around which to build a policy statement. Previously the group had concentrated on describing the full space of issues and formulating a basis for organizing
all of the diverse issues. A fuller description of the workon the principles is described
in the WorkingGroup’s report, and a complete report is expected in October.
The Site Security Policy Handbook Working Group is busy working on a handbook.
Fromthe minutes of its last meeting:
The first pass draft of the Handbookwas well received, and the general
consensus of attendees is to keep with the direction of the document, with
one more pass at the next IETF in Colorado. Submission of the Handbook
to the Internet Draft process is projected to be in mid-December, for
publication as an RFCFYI at the end of 1990.
The SNMPAuthentication Working Group has a new draft of the protocol in three
documents in the Internet Drafts directory for review. A fourth document is being
prepared which provides an overview of the protocol and its use. During the Vancouver meeting the PSRGand the SNMPAuthentication Working Groups met and
discussed various aspects of the protocol. Mostof the issues involved clarification of
the protocol, however, one technical issue that has emergedis howthe authentication
extensions interact with the addressing structure. In particular some implementations
of SNMPimpose more meaning on the addressing structure than was originally intended, and there is some concern that such implementations maynot extend easily
to include authentication. This aspect of the protocol design is under review.
Other topics
A number of other topics have received less attention
increased activity.

but are on the agenda for
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Telnet authentication: The Telnet WorkingGroup desires to add a form of authentication to the Telnet protocol. Ideally, there should be a general form of authentication
that applies to multiple protocols rather than having a separate design for each protocol. Both the PSRGand IETF membersare thinking about this general issue, but
no plan exists yet.
IP Security Option: Workon an IP Security Option existed a few years ago and has
been pursued outside the IETF structure. The existing work will be reviewed within
the IETF to see if action is needed to standardize the protocol.
Improved login security: DARPA/ISTO
has expressed concern over the most obvious
weaknessin Internet systems, viz the security of the login process. Twoaspects are of
concern, the quality of the passwords that people use and the fact that passwords are
transmitted in the clear. An ad hoc group consisting of Steve Kent, Steve Crocker,
and members of the CERTmet to discuss what could be done. A Working Group
needs to be formed, but it remains dormant for lack of available people.
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(ipauth)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jeffrey Schiller, j is©b±tsy.m±t. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: awg©bitsy.mit,
edu
To Subscribe:
awg-request¢bitsy.mit,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

To brainstorm issues related to providing for the security and integrity
of information on the Internet, with emphasis on those protocols used to
operate and control the network. To propose open standard solutions to
problems in network authentication.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

RFCspecifying an authentication
authentication systems.

format which supports multiple

TBD

Documentdiscussing the cost/benefit tradeoffs of various generic
approaches to solving the authentication problem in the Internet
context.

TBD

Documentto act as a protocol designers guide to authentication.

TBD

RFCproposing A Key Distribution System (emphasis on "A" as opposed to "THE"). MIT’s Kerberos seems the most Likely candidate
here.
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Security

Policy

(spwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Richard Pethia, rdp@sei,

cmu. edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: spwg©nri, reston, va. us
To Subscribe: spwg-request¢nri, reston, va. us

Description

of Working Group:

The Security Policy Working Group is chartered to create a proposed
Internet Security Policy for review, possible modification, and possible
adoption by the Internet Activities Board. The SPWGwill focus on
both technical and administrative issues related to security, including integrity, authentication and confidentiality controls, and the administration
of hosts and networks.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this Working Group are:
¯ Responsibilities and obligations of users, database administrators,
host operators, and network managers.
¯ Technical controls which provide protection from disruption of service, unauthorized modification of data, unauthorized disclosure of
information and unauthorized use of facilities.
¯ Organizational requirements for host, local network, regional network
and backbone network operators.
¯ Incident handling procedures for various Internet components.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the charter making any necessary changes. Begin work on a policy framework. Assign work on detailing issues for
each level of the hierarchy with first draft outline.

May 1990

Revise and approve framework documents. Begin work on detailing
areas of concern, technical issues, legal issues, and recommendations
for each level of the hierarchy.
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Jul 1990

Prepare first draft policy recommendation for WorkingGroup review and modification.

Sep 1990

Finalize draft policy and initiate
procedure.

review following standard RFC
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by Steve Crocker/TIS,
Holbrook/CERT

Richard

Pethia/CERT,

SPWG Minutes
The Security Policy Working Group (SPWG)met in Vancouver. The Chair, Richard
Pethia, was unable to attend, and the meeting was co-Chaired by Paul Holbrook and
Steve Crocker.
Background
Prior meetings had opened up a range of topics including whether there should be a
security policy for the Internet, what aspects of security were important, whoshould
implement the policy, and what means should be used. A three dimensional framework had been proposed to help categorize the issues. The three dimensions are:
Security services, including:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Protection
Protection
Protection
Protection

of information from unauthorized disclosure
of information from unauthorized modification
from denial of service
from unauthorized use of facilities

Whois affected
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Users
Host operators
Local network operators
Regional and Backbone network operators
Host operating system vendors
Network componentsuppliers, e.g., router vendors

Means to implement
¯ Administrative
¯ Technical
¯ Legal and Legislative
The Vancouveri

Meeting

At the Vancouver meeting, we shifted focus and attempted to find a consensus on
what the central elements of an Internet policy might be.
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The group engaged in an experiment in which each participant attempted to write a
set of principles. This exercise worked very well, and the responses from the group
showed a surprising amount of agreement. Joel Jacobs from Mitre took the task of
trying to synthesize the writings of the group into a single strawmansecurity policy.
A summary(and interpretation) of some of the thoughts of the group is included
the end of these minutes.
A fuller summaryof the exercise conducted at the Vancouvermeeting will be coming
out in October. Somepoints emerged fairly dearly. There is a commonunderstanding
that sites are fundamentally reponsible for their ownsecurity and that in a community as large as the Internet there are some individuals whowill attempt to violate
the security of systems. Against this backdrop, two ideas emerged fairly clearly as
principles to build into the policy.
1. Users have a positive obligation to respect the security of the systems on the
Internet. This includes not attempting to penetrate systems they don’t have
access to and not exceeding the authorized use of the systems they have access
to. As simple as this statement seems to be, it establishes the idea that security
in the Internet is not a game. Without a clear statement along these lines, it
might be considered fair gameto try to break into systems just to see if it can
be done.
2. Sites and network operators should cooperate with each other on security matters. Again, this statement seems simple on its face, but it establishes the idea
that sites, local nets, etc., have an obligation to assist each other instead of
leaving each site strictly to its owndefense.
These ideas and others will be elaborated upon in the next few months.
Selected

Observations

What follows are some of the themes the group seems to agree upon coupled with
explanatory paragraphs in which I (Paul Holbrook) try to interpret the thinking
the group.
A caveat: the information in this document has been filtered several times. Steve
Crocker provided the original bullets, and thus provided his ownview of what the
group said. The paragraph after each bullet is my interpretation of what the group
was thinking about. In particular, where the explanation says people ’should’ do
something, that does not meanthat everyone agreed to propose this, just that this is
one interpretation of where the group was going. The result is that the people who
were at the meeting maynot agree with what follows.
Internet,
cies.

regionals/backbones,

sites,

hosts - all

should have security

poli-
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Security policies and procedures are needed at all levels of the Internet. The policies
will be different for different groups, and the general level of security expected may
be different. For example, the policy mayencourage regional networks to protect the
network infrastructure
such as the routers and other network equipment, but may
put the burden of privacy on hosts. Thus, a regional would make it’s best effort to
protect the network, but would not provide a guarantee of privacy for the hosts that
use it.
Emphasis on user responsibility,

identification,

and accountability.

The policy should state clearly that users are responsible for their ownactions regardless of the level of security a site maintains. By analogy, even if you leave your
front door unlocked, that doesn’t give someoneelse permission to enter your house.
Sites should also have policies that support identifying and (if necessary) accounting
for individual users. If your site is used to break into another site, that other site
mayask for your help in tracking downthe problem. It should be possible for you to
figure out what user’s account at your site was used. This requires that all users be
individually identified, and that enough accounting records be kept to identify when
users were on systems. (On Unix systems, the normal login accounting may well be
sufficient for what we’re after here.)
This last requirement is likely to be controversial. There are sites that keep guest or
group accounts for their ownconvenience, terminal servers that allow access out to
the Internet without logging into a local system, and so forth. There was some irony
in this proposal, since we all enjoyed this kind of open access out to the Internet at
UBC,yet this was the very kind of access we were proposing limiting.
Emphasis on mutual assistance
¯ Preference for investigation
¯ Concern for privacy
Wherepossible, sites should assist each other in investigating security incidents. Sites
should provide contact points to help facilitate communicationabout security problemso

Whena security incident occurs, a site has two main choices:
¯ Try to watch or trace the intruder(s) in an effort to see how widespread the
problem is and hopefully identify whois responsible;
¯ Identify the vulnerabilities or lapses that led to the incident, clean up the systems and lock the intruder(s) out.
Some people leaned towards encouraging sites

to investigate

problems. In many
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cases, locking an intruder out will force them to find another site to use, but will
not stop them from breaking into systems. The decision about what to do about
an intrusion will always be up to the site, but the communitystandard should be
to try to solve the problem. This does not necessarily advocate prosecution or law
enforcement involvement. Once an intruder is identified, there are many possible
courses of action.
Encouragement to use good security

controls

Policies and procedures are not a substitute for putting good security controls in place
and making sure systems are securely configured. The policy should encourage sites
to put useful security controls in place.
The Need for Unforgeable User Identification
Vint Cerf/CNRI
FIRST

DRAFT

Summary
This brief memorandum
motivates the need for Internet mechanismsand facilities for
authenticating user identification and for assuring that such identification cannot be
forged.
Introduction
The Internet has reached a point in its evolution where someof the services accessible
require compensationfrom the using parties (or an entity which accepts responsibility
for paying for services rendered).
At the application level, such compensationis required for use of information services
such as bibliographic databases (National Library of Medicine MEDLARS;
Research
Libraries Information Network, etc.)
Commercial electronic messaging providers (e.g. MCIMail, Compuserve, ATTMail,
Sprint Mail, BT Dialcom, QUIK-COMM,
etc.) normally charge for their services.
Some, such as Compuserve and MCIMail provide access to commercial information
services (e.g., DowJones News& Retrieval). Under the present terms and conditions,
commercialemail services do not charge Internet users for delivering email sent from
Internet sites to commercialemail boxes. Evenif this provision remains in place, there
are other services such as fax and hardcopy delivery, bulletin boards and information
services which, at present, are not accessible to Internet users because there is no
secure way to identify a billable account to which to charge these special services.
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Passwords carried in plaintext form across the Internet, whether in a TeNet session
or via email, are not sufficiently protected to makethe risk of compromiseacceptable.
Moreover, there is no currently standardized meansof authenticating whether the use
of a particular billable account is legitimate (once a password is compromised,it can
be used at will, for simple, password-based account identification methods.)
Example Requirements
At least two applications need reliable,

secure account authentication capability:

¯ Remote login
¯ Email store and forward services
In the first instance, it is required that the user/account identification provided to
the server be protected from capture and re-use by hostile third parties and that the
serving site can verify that the identification has not been forged.
In the second case, it is required that at an email relay, an arriving message to be
passed into the next email system can be reliably and authentically associated with
an account in the next email system, if necessary, for purposes of accounting and
validation that the messageoriginator is authorized to use the services requested.
For example, it should be possible for an Internet user to send email to fax recipients by way of ATTMail and for ATTMail to correctly account and bill for this
usage. This means that the originator must supply information associated with a
message which identifies account information needed to complete processing of the
message at the Internet/commercial email interface. The provision of this account
identifying information needs protection from compromiseand validation that its use
is legitimate.
Questions
1. Can the same techniques work for remote login and store-and-forward services?
2. Even if a "password" can be encrypted for confidentiality and signed for authenticity, howcan the recipient be sure that the encrypted and signed object
has not been hijacked by an abusing third party? (i.e. "stealing and reuse")
3. Given that there must be some kind of authenticated exchange between user
and server just to set up an account, can we take advantage of this to carry out
any additional exchanges needed to support the confidentiality and authenticity
required for these account validation applications?
Scope of the Internet Security Policy
J. Paul Holbrook/CERT/SEI/CMU:
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This proposal deals with two areas that the Internet Security Policy is concerned
with: the scope of the Internet Policy, and lines of authority or responsibility at a
site. These are separate issues, so I’ll treat themthat way.
Scope of the Policy
The Internet Security Policy should not mandate security policies for sites beyond
what is necessary for maintaining the security of the Internet. The policy should not
mandatethe form of a site’s internal response to security problems. However,it should
require that a site have policies in place which meet a minimumset of requirements
to allow effective prevention of and response to Internet security problems. Helping
a site develop a more complete set of security policies and procedures is the goal of
the the Site Security Policy Handbook.
The goal of the policy is to ensure that each site responsibly protects and audits
access to the Internet, and maintains a point of contact so that each site can get
information about security problems and also assist others in deMingwith security
problemsthat involve their site.
The policy covers all "network-capable" devices that may affect the lmternet. Thus,
in addition to hosts, terminal servers, routers, and other network managementdevices are covered. Other machines that mayindirectly allow unaudited access to the
Internet are also covered. For example, if a host that has access to the Internet also
trusts other hosts on a site’s local network, the policy covers those other machines
as well. As a~ example, if an Internet host trusts a local PC via some mechanism
such as rlogin or special trusted accounts, a user might be able to use the PCto gain
access to the Internet without proper auditing. In this case, the PCis covered under
the policy. (If the Internet host does not trust the PC, the PC does not comeunder
the policy.)
Site

Authority

In this proposal, I use the term ’site’ to mean every resource-owning organization,
including regional networks and other entities.
I’ve used the terms ’MUST’and
’SHOULD’
in capitals to help point out suggested policy directions.

[Commentsin brackets are notes to help explain the reasoning behind
some of the statements. These comments would not appear as part of a
policy, though they might appear as a commentary that goes along with
the policy.]

Site Security

Contact
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Every site MUSThave a site security contact. This may or may not be the same
as the normal site contact or network manager. A site security contact can be an
individual or an organization. The site security contact SHOULD
be familiar with the
technology and security of all systems at that site. If that is not possible, the security
contact MUST
be able to get in touch with the people that have this knowledge 24
hours a day.
[At the CERTwe’ve been in touch with sites only to find out that they
have no idea whois responsible for security or howto get in touch with
them.]
[A point of terminology: in his ’responsibility’ writeup, James VanBokkelen refers to ’network managers’ and ’host managers’. The site security
contact is a peer to the network manager; it might even be the same person. Others in the Internet communityhave used the term ’site contact’,
which I’ve used because it helps to emphasizethat a site security contact
mayhave to deal with both network and host issues. Certainly a regional
network or other network provider can (and should) have a ’site security
contact.’ However,the terminology is certainly open to change.]
Security

Contact Availability

The site security contact MUST
provide other designated organizations in the Internet
with a 24 hour point of contact. At a minimum,this should be a phone numberwhich
is answered during ’business hours’ 5 days a week, and equipped with an answering
machine that is checked at least once every day (including weekends) to cover off
hours. Sites SHOULD
consider providing ’real time’ response: e.g., home phone
numbers, pager numbers, or other means of contacting people. However, being able
to get directly in touch with the security contact at any time is not required.
[This is a compromisestatement; it’s hard to require a site to provide
around-the-clock response without proof that it would be worth the cost.
At the CERTwe’ve found almost all problems can be dealt with by having
a contact whois available during business hours. However,large sites or
sites that care about the availability and security of their systems will
probably want to provide 24 hour access to their security contact.]
Sites MUST
ensure that some backup security contact can be reached if the primary
security contact is unavailable. This can take the form of a secondary contact person or organization. If outside organizations must use some different procedure to
get to the backup security contact, sites MUST
ensure that these procedures are
communicatedto the outside organizations.
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The ’designated’ or ’outside’ organizations have this contact information might be a
local Network Control Center or Network Information Center, or might be security
response centers such as CERT.Since security organizations might need access to
this information anytime, organizations that keep this information MUST
make it
available 24 hours a day.
[ The User Connectivity Problem (UCP) Working Group is working on the
problem of howto get site contact information propagated around so that
network problems can be dealt with. Weshould consider using whatever
means they come up with for distributing this kind of information. In
any case, the specifics of howthis works are an operational matter that
doesn’t belong in a policy. ]
Security Policy Issues
Although the initial response to a security incident is often a technical one, policy
issues also need to be dealt with. Should an intruder be shut out or watched? Should
law enforcement be involved? Should a site disconnect itself from the network to
avoid a wormor intruders? These decisions are not strictly technical; they mayaffect
manypeople. Sites MUST
ensure that people with the authority to decide these kinds
of issues are available in the event of a serious security problem.
If the site security contact does not have the authority to makethese kinds of decisions,
sites are encouraged to have a 24 hour administrative contact. (This administrative
contact does not need to be visible to people outside the site.) Sites SHOULD
also
have policies that state whohas the authority to make decisions and take actions
in response to security problems, and under what circumstances administrators or
decision makers should be brought in on an active security incident. The goal should
be that a site security contact can quickly (i.e., in a few hours) take action to deal
with a security problem, if necessary getting in touch with someonewhocan authorize
their actions.
At some sites, policy makers could give advance authorization to the site security
contact and other system managers. For example, the site may give their technical
people the authority and license to make their best efforts to deal with security
problems. In this case, the pohcy also protects the technical people from ’retribution’
from policy makers after the fact.
[The motivation here is that policy makers should be involved early on if
a serious security incident is underway. Policy makers mayhave little to
do with the day-to-day operation of systems, but they will be concerned if
a serious security incident has serious impact on a site and it’s operation.
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Amongother things, if decision makers are not involved and understand
the nature of security problems, they might impose policies after the fact
to ’deal with the security problem.’ For example, the CERThas heard of
sites where the local policy maker’s response to a security incident was to
advocate permanently disconnecting from the Internet.
However,since this issue is mostly a matter of site internal policies, the
Internet Security Policy should not mandate an administrative contact.
The Site Security Policy Handbookwill help flesh out this area by going
into detail about howsite policy makers should be involved in setting
security policy and procedures.]
Attendees

Alison Brown
Steve Crocker
Terry Gray
J. Paul Holbrook
Greg Hollingsworth
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David Jordan
Tim Seaver
Mark Stein
Dale Walters
John Wieronsld
C. Philip Wood

alison©maverick©osc.edu
crocker©tis.com
gray©cac.washingtom.edu
ph@sei.cmu.edu
gregh©mailer.jhuapl.edu
jdj©mitre.org
...jordan@emulex.com
tasCmcnc.org
marks©eng.sun.com

john©osc.edu
cpw©lanl.gov
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(snmpauth)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jeffrey Schiller, j is©b±tsy.m±t, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: awg©bitsy.mit, edu
To Subscribe: awg-request©bitsy.sit,
edu

Description

of Working Group:

To define a standard mechanismfor authentication

within the SNMP.

Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Write an RFCspecifying procedures and formats for providing standardized authentication within the SNMP.
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Policy

Handbook (ssphwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
J. Paul Holbrook, l~h@se±,ainu. edu
Joyce K. Reynolds, jkrey©venera.±s±,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: Ssl~hwg©cert. se±. cmu. edu
To Subscribe: ssphwg-request©cert, se±. cmu. edu

Description

of Working Group:

The Site Security Policy HandbookWorkingGroup is chartered to create
a handbookthat will help sites develop their ownsite-specific policies and
procedures to deal with computer security problems and their prevention.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this group are:
1. Establishing official site policy on computersecurity:
¯ Define authorized access to computing resources.
¯ Define what to do whenlocal users violate the access policy.
¯ Define what to do whenlocal users violate the access policy of a
remote site.
¯ Define what to do whenoutsiders violate the access policy.
¯ Define actions to take whenunauthorized activity is suspected.
2. Establishing procedures to prevent security problems:
¯ System security audits.
¯ Account management procedures.
¯ Password management procedures.
¯ Configuration management procedures.
3. Estabhshing procedures to use whenunauthorized activity occurs:
¯ Developinglists of responsibilities and authorities: site management, system administrators, site security personnel, response
teams.
¯ Establishing contacts with investigative agencies.
¯ Notification of site legal counsel.
¯ Pre-defined actions on specific types of incidents (e.g., monitor
activity, shut-down system).
¯ Developingnotification lists (whois notified of what).
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4. Establishing post-incident procedures
¯ Removingvulnerabilities.
¯ Capturing lessons learned.
¯ Upgrading policies and procedures.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990

Review, amend, and approve the charter as necessary. Examine
the partcular customer needs for a handbook and define the scope.
Continue wok on an outline for the handbook. Set up a SSPHWG
"editorial board" for future writing assignmentsfor the first draft of
document.

Jun 1990

Finalize outline and organization of handbook. Partition out pieces
to interested parties and SSPHWG
editorial board members.

Aug 1990

Pull together a first
modification.

Oct 1990

Finalize draft handbook and initiate IETF Internet Draft review
process, to follow with the submission of the handbook to the RFC
Editor forpublication.

draft handbook for WorkingGroup review and
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Reported

by Joyce
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Minutes
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REPORT

K. Reynolds/ISI

and J.

Paul

Holbrook/CERT

The first pass draft of the Handbook was well received, and the general consensus of
attendees is to keep with the direction of the document with one more pass at the
next IETF in Colorado. Submission of the Handbook to the Internet Draft process is
projected to be in mid-December, for publication as an RFCFYI at the end of 1990.
Attendees

L Allyson Brown
Richard Colella
Mark Crispin
Carol Farnham
J. Paul Holbrook
Greg Hollingsworth
Joel Jacobs
Dale Johnson
Gary Malkin
Berlin Moore
Gerard Newman
Fred Ostapik
Tim Seaver
Allen Sturtevant
John Wieronski
C. Philip Wood

allyson©umd5,
umd. edu
colella©osi3,
ncsl.nist. gov
mrc©cac,washington. edu
carolf©mcescher,
unl. edu
ph©sei,cmu. edu
gregh©mai
i er.j huapl,edu
jdj©mitre,org
dsj ©merit.edu
gmalkin©ftp,com
prepnet©andrew,
cmu. edu
gkn©sds,sdsc.edu
ostapik©nisc,
sri. com
t as©mcnc,
org
sturtevant©ccc.nmf ecc.gov
j ohn©osc.edu
cpw©lanl,gov
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4.1.

MAILBRIDGE REPORT

4.1
Reported

Mailbridge
by Kathleen
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Report
Huber/BBN

and Zbigniew

Opalka/BBN

MAILBRIDGES
Kathleen

Huber, Zbigniew Opalka
July, 31 1990

A Division

BBN Communications
of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.

TOPICS

¯ Internet

Growth
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INTERNET

GROWTH SUMMARY

¯ 1432 Networks Advertised
¯ 2995 Networks Registered
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1988

1989

1990

1991

CURRENT STATUS
Six DDNButterfly

Mailbridges

- Two Mailbridges

interface

Operational
the NSFNET

¯ Seventh Mailbridge
-

August 10
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas

¯ Increase EGPPoll Interval
-

Negotiable up to 60 minutes
Testing with-Air Force concentrators

¯ Update Configuration

of FIX-EAST

FIX-EAST
(PRESENT)

I

ETHERNET (SURA)

E~P

N
! SS~gI
I
EGP
~
’~°
I
I
IGRP/EGP

Ic,scoIE6P

I

I

MAILBRIDGE
(MITRE)

ETHERNET (MITRE)
J

I
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FIX-EAST
(PLANNED)

ETHERNET (SURA)
I

E~P

I MAILBRIDGE
(SURA)

I

TI

ETHERNET (MITRE)

I

MAILBRIDGE
(MITRE)

I

CURRENT STATUS
¯ ARPANETTermination
-

- June 1

30% decrease in Total Traffic
¯ fewer routing loops
¯ less routing updates

Heaviest Traffic
-

SIMTEL20

-

Aberdeen

Originators

(UMd)

- 20%
- 12%
- 24%
- 11%

To-BMILAMES traffic
To-BMILMITRE traffic
To-BMILAMES traffic
To-BMILMITRE traffic
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MILNET
GATEWAY AND INTERNET TRAFFIC
HOMING ANNOUNCEMENT
Balance Mailbridge
- Internet traffic
- EGP service
Implement
-

User Demand For:
service

Changes Only Between:

2100 hours Friday, August 10 and,
0600 hours Monday, August 13

ASSIGNMENTS
¯ Assign EGP Servers
-

BMILAMES
BMILMTR
BMILBBN
BMILISI
BMILRAN

¯ Assign AF Concentrators
-

BMILDCEC
BMILLBL

¯ Assign Internet

Traffic

Servers

ARPANETTermination
June 1
NSFNET interfaces
¯ BMILAMES(FIX-WEST) 192.52.195
¯ BMILMTR(FIX-EAST) 192.52.194
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EGP NEIGHBOR COMPARISON
DIRECT NEIGHBORS
April

June/July

90

68

BMILBBN

141

111

BMILDCEC

112

99

BMILISI

69

62

BMILLBL

43

63

BMILMTR

105

76

BMILAMES

TRAFFIC

SUMMARY COMPARISON
Avg. Pkts/Day
Forwarded
Jan-April

BMILAMES

4,460,790

BMILBBN

2,539,730

BMILDCEC
2,648,190
BMILISI
BMILLBL
BMILMTR

Avg. Bytes/Pkts.

May-July

Jan-April

3,983,027
1,251,380
1,251,969

Avg. Pkts
Dropped

May-July Jan-April

May-July

144

161

2.1% 0.7%

131

212

3.2% 5.5%

138

204

2.7% 4.4%

1,552,510

523,932

227

253

0.1% 0.2%

224,139

430,421

397

277

0.0% 0.1%

2,982,371

149

149

0.9% 0.8%

3,581,250
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TRAFFIC TO BMILAMES

MESSAGES
PER
SECOND

10’

4 Jun through 6 Jun 1990
of 38.00 Msgs/s occured at 04.00:00 on 6 Jun 1990)

(Peak Traffic
0~:00
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~::::::::::::~:;.’"]
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TRAFFIC
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¯
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.....
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A
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J
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J F M

PACKETS DROPPED
WEEKLY AVERAGES
(PARTIAL SCALE)
10.0’

Percentage of
datagrams
dropped

BMILAMES
BMILBBN
9.0’
BMILDCEC
- BMILISI
BMILLBL
a.0-......
.....
BMILMTR
.....
........

7.0-

i

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES
Routing Difficulties
¯ EGP Server
¯ "Routing

Overload
Loops" - no longer

¯ "Net Unreachables"-

still

see

a problem

-

Outdated static routing tables
¯ referencing
ARPANET
¯ referencing non-existent paths

-

Routing update loss due to EGP
server overload

SUMMARY
¯ Current
-

Actions

ARPANET termination
Balance EGP service
Re-assign AF concentrators
Deploy 7th mailbridge
Increase EGP Poll Interval

Future Possibilities
Further improve EGP performance
¯ distribute
EGP processing among
multiple processors
¯ upgrade hardware to
Butterfly Plus Platform
¯ EGP replacement
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ESNET BACKBONE- 1990
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F"-ESnet

July ’90

PAST ACTIVITIES"

CONTINUED

REFINING

WORKING TROUBLE WITH NNT PROVIDED

CIRCUITS

PEERING DETAILS WITH SOME SITES

FSU & ANL/ORNL
T1 LtNES INSTALLED
INITIAL

IP
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~

DISTRIBUTED
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PROCESSORS
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ml

iI
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INSTALL
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S TATS"
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~qSTALLED
44 DmECTL¥
CONNECTED
NETWORKS
404

I~EGIONAL

CONNECTED NETWORKS VIA 6 REGIONALS

.381G PACKETS
RECEIVED
65% IP / 35% DECNET

Esnet Total Packets Accepted
1990
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Aug Sept
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Nov Dec
Plotted
on7/03/90
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Esnet Packets Forwarded
June 1990
1.40E+08
1.20E+08
1.00E+08
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O.OOE+O0
Total DECnet
Packets:2.73E+08
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NASA SCIENCES INTERNET

NASA Sciences

Reported by Jeffery

Internet

G. Burgan
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I III
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IIII
II

NASAScience lnternet
Status Report

July 1990

Jeffrey G. Burgan
Sterling Software
NASAScience Internet Project Office
NASAAmes-Research Center

¯ Multiprotocol Routers (50 Proteons)
TCP/IP
DECnetPhase IV
¯ Approximately 290 nets
¯ Direct cennections to other National Backbones
NSFnet
ESnet
MILnet
TWBnet

_ I

II~lllll I

i ii ii iiii ii ii III

I

International Links
Paccom
UK"fat pipe"
¯ New Connections
Cerro ToIoIo inter-American Observatory (CTIO)
Fairbanks, Alaska
Gilmore Creek
Alaska SARFacility
Rice University
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NASA Science
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O~SPFUpdate
¯ 11 Routers running OSPF
¯ Routes
20 Internal SPF
Default External Type 1
355 External Type 2
1280 EGP
¯ OSPFVersion 2
Stub Area support
Forwarding address in External LS Advertisements
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NSFNET

4.4
reported

NSFnet
by Dale Johnson
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3.5billion --

NSFNET
MonthlyTraffic in Packets
June 1990
~
3.
billion _

3 billion --

June 1990 traffic represents a
306%increase over June 1989
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Total packets
3,272,564,511
NSFNET

E~
oZ

OSi
¯ Codeon the ResearchNetwork
¯ Wantto test applications?
See ,Sue Hares(skh@merit.edu)
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Con~erNetwork
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TCP/IP

by Brian Handspicker/DEC

The CMIP over TCP/IP document is the output of the OSI Internet Management
Working Group. As directed by the IAB in RFC1052, it addresses the need for a
long-term network management system based on ISO CMIS/CMIP.This memocontains a set of protocol agreements for implementing a network managementsystem
based on these ISO Management standards. Now that CMIS/CMIPhas been voted
an International Standard (IS), it has become a stable basis for product development. This profile specifies how to apply CMIPto management of both IP-based
and OSI-based Internet networks. Network management using ISO CMIPto manage
IP-based networks will be referred to as "CMIP Over TCP/IP" (CMOT). Network
management using ISO CMIPto manage OSI-based networks will be referred to as
"CMIP". This memospecifies the protocol agreements necessary to implement CMIP
and accompanying ISO protocols over OSI, TCP and UDPtransport protocols.
This memo is a revision of RFC 1095 - "The CommonManagement Information
Services and Protocol over TCP/IP" [27]. It defines a network managementarchitecture that uses the International Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) Common Management Information Services/Common Management Information Protocol
(CMIS/CMIP)in the Internet. This architecture provides a means by which control and monitoring information can be exchanged between a manager and a remote
network element. In particular, this memodefines the means for implementing the
International
Standard (IS) version of CMIS/CMIPon top of both IP-based and
OSI-based Internet transport protocols for the purpose of carrying managementinformation defined in the Internet-standard managementinformation base. Together
with the relevant ISO standards and the companion RFCs that describe the initial
structure of managementinformation and managementinformation base, these documents provide the basis for a comprehensive architecture and system for managing
both IP-based and OSI-based internets, and in particular the Internet.
In creating this revision of RFC1095, the following technical and editorial
were made:

changes

¯ The tutorial section on OSI Managementincluded in RFC1095 has been removedfrom this document. After some revisions, the tutorial material may be
reintroduced as an Internet FYI Draft.
¯ The sections in RFC1095 which discussed the semantics of how to interpret
requests in the context of Internet MIBshas been removed from this protocol
document. This topic is now discussed in the OIM-MIB-II document. This
protocol should be useable with MIB-I or MIB-II. But, it will also be able to
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exploit the new features of the OIM-MIB-II.
¯ This document is based on the final International Standards for CMIS/CMIP
(ISO 9595/9596) rather than the Draft International Standards.
¯ Manyof the original agreements defined in RFC1095 have been accepted and included in the OIWNMSIGimplementors agreements. Rather than duplicating
these agreements, they have been removedfrom this revision of RFC1095. This
document should be read in conjunction with ISO 9595/9596 (CMIS/CMIP)
and the OIWStable Agreements document.
¯ The Association Negotiation describe in RFC1095 has been changed to align
with current international and national agreements. But, it has retained backwards compatibility with the assignment of an Application Context Namefor
1095CMOT
which is identical to the Application Context Namespecified in
RFC 1095.

¯
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IMAP Services

Presentation

by Mark Crispin

The intent of the Interactive Mail Access Protocol, Version 2 (IMAP2)is to allow
workstation, personal computer, or similar small machine to access electronic mail
from a mailbox server. Since the distinction between personal computers and workstations is blurring over time, it is desirable to have a single solution that addresses
the need in a general fashion. IMAP2is the "glue" of a distributed electronic mail
system consisting of a family of client and server implementations on a wide variety of platforms, from small single- tasking personal computing engines to complex
multi-user timesharing systems.
Although different in many ways from the Post Office Protocols (POP2 and POP3,
hereafter referred to collectively as "POP") described in RFC937 and RFC1081,
IMAP2may be thought of as a functional superset of these. RFC937 was used as a
model for this RFC.There was a cognizant reason for this; POPdeals with a similar
problem, albeit with a less comprehensivesolution, and it was desirable to offer a
basis for comparison.
Like POP, IMAP2specifies a meansof accessing stored mail and not of posting mail;
this function is handled by a mail transfer protocol such as SMTP(RFC821).
This protocol assumes a reliable data stream such as provided by TCPor any similar
protocol. WhenTCPis used, the IMAP2server listens on port 143.
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CA*net

Presentation

by Dennis Ferguson

o

Five regional (read: provincial) networks

-

BCnet(British Columbia).with a connectionto the NSFnet
Seattle

-

AILnet(Alberta Researchnetwork), connectedto BCnet

DennisFerguson

-

Onet(Ontario). with a connectionto the NSFnetat Ithaca

University of Torortto

-

RISQ(Recherche/nterordinateursScientifique Quebecois).
NYSER.netmember

-

NSTN(Nova Scotia Technical Network). con~ to RISQ

¯

Afew miscellaneous"’mission oriented’" connections

CA*net Status Report

-

Defence Research Establishment, a NYSERaet
member

-

An NSI connection to ISTS

-

One or two MILNET
sites

The Establishment of CA*he!
CA*net’s Reason for Being

TheNRCpublishedan RFIfor parties interested in the
establishment of CA*netin December,1988. and an RIPin July.
1989

¯

A very long time agothe National ResearchCouncil(not quite the
equivalentof the NSF)beganto talk about an 11a network

A proposalsubmitted jointly by the University of Toronto. IBM
Canadaand Integrated NetworkServices Inc (INSINC)was
successful

¯

Thelnternet is a desirable research resource. Themwas
considerable demmad

TheUniversity of Torontoagreedto instafl and operate the network

¯

IBMCanadaprovidedtouters at an advantageousprice

Mostplaces in Canadaare closer to the USthanthey are to each
other. Proliferation of southbound
liuk~ wasa real possibility

¯

Theaboveis illegal

¯

Regionaldisparity. Someplaces amneither close to eachother nor
the US

,)

Perhaps
a sensethat it is appropriateto payone’sownway

INSINC.a telecommunications
reseller, providedthe circuits at
close to their cost
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CA*net
¯

Overview

A backbone
networkserving "’regionals’"
Tennodes(thereare ten provinces)

¯

Nineinternal links (the minimum
requiredto cormectten nodes...)

¯

All inmmal
links are 56 kbps

¯

~ links to the NSFnet,Vancouver-Sea~tle,Toronto-Ithacaand
Montreal-Princeton

¯

NSFnet
links are smallfr~ctions of TI

~on~or,AL

Cnarlottetown.
PF~

St Jo~ns.
NFLD

NS
MA

Winnipeg.

vancouver.
~C

NS~
net

~

Fre(~erlcton,

HalII’a)~.NS

Toronto,

NSF
ne~
Ithaca,
NY

NSF
ne~
Prlnce~on.
l~J

Maylg0
NodesI. 5, 6, 7
Junelg0
Nodes2. 4, 8

CA*net

J,Jly/90
Nodes
13,9,I0

F igure 1

Who Pays,

Atight schedule. Theequipmentwasdelivered in the third weekof
April for preparation. As wasthe moneyto pay for anything. The
first four nodeswerescheduledfor installation on May1

¯

INSINC
cooperatedby slipping on the delivery dates of the links,
someworse than others

¯

Thefirst three routers wereinstalled by the middleof May,
Vancouver-Toronto-Montreal.
TheNSFnetlinks aLl slipped badly,
but weinherited a circuit fromTorontoto Ithaca whichbeganto
work towards the end of May

for

What?

¯

Thenetwork’sfurthest eastern point is about3800miles (4 I/2
hours worthof time zones)fromits furthest westernpoint

¯

Thenetworkconsists of over 7000miles of DS0

¯

Thecost of digital circuits hereis about8 to 10 timesthe cost in the
US

¯

Therearen’t a lot of peopleto payfor this

¯

TheNRCcontribution providedabout 60%of the funding for three
years of operation

¯

Theother 40%will be paid for by the regional networks

¯

TheNSFpaid for the USportions of the three links to the NSFnet,a
contribution for whichweare very grateful

¯

TheIBMCanadapricing amountedto a considerable donation

¯

INSINC
providedcircuits at cost, for other considerations

¯

This all wasstill pairtful. Thenetworkin the RFCwasnot the
networkthat wasbuilt

CA*net

Installation

¯

and

Routers

and

Miscellany

A readingof the responseto RFPwouldlead one to believe that the
routers are not RT’s. Theyare, at least for the moment
¯

Thesoftwareis essentially the NSFnetsoftware, collapsed so you
can put aft the serial cards in onebox

¯

In addition to the single-RTtouters, wehave additional machinesto
do traffic measurements
Routingexchangewith our clients is via EGP,or BGP

¯

Machinesweresent configured.Installation andcabling of the
equipmentwasdone by local site people.

Thelocal touchdownarrangement-caries from the NSFnet.We
supplythe ethemetand ask our clients to attach to it. This has the
benefit of keepingthings simple

¯

Debugging
on the fly. Thefirst real traffic movedacross the
networkduring the second weekof June.

TheNSFnetlinks are handledby a separate machine,to allow them
to get faster and to provide a buffer ASbetweenthe NSFnetand

Havenowinstalled eight of the ten routers
Weawait the NSFnetlinks
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NSS

Winnipeg,

Manitoba

NSS

~6 - Montreal,

Quebec

#5
Toronto
Routing and Routing l)olicy
Wefully
configurerouting for our clients, like the NSFnet.with the
additional complicationof havingto also deal with the configuration
of the three NSFnetgateways
Configuration files are generated from an AS/networkdatabase,
using homegrown
software. Regionals tell us what networks they
wish to announce, and from where
Policy is that Canadiantraffic stays in Canadawheneverpossible,
while other traffic is routed to the NSFnetvia the shortest path
available. This policy is enforced by the route~ at the locations
with NSFnetlinks
Regional

Networksarc added to the NSFnetdatabase with the appropriate
link preferences so that routing is usually symmetric

Network

FalJbackrouting via the NSFnetis done by the regionals at locations
with an NSFnetlink. HealLugbackbonepartitions via the NSFnet
requires a BGPprotocol violatiort, but maybe done

Gateway

Ithaca
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I~robleIns Downscaling to DS0

CA*net Futures

¯

The NSFnetsoftware had only ever mnin one environment

NetNorthtraffic. Many(most)ofthe existing Net.Northcircuits are
targened for deletion ia favour of VMNET

¯

The pdodtyqueuing done by the kernel wasinappropriate at 56
kbps. Changesweremad~to ensure that at least someuser traffic
was moved

Closing the loops to minimizeproblemsresulting fromcircuit
failures

¯

Th¢NSFnetIGPincludes internal and external links in a single link
state update, whichis flooded in its entirety wheneversomething
changes. Thelink state update from tim node at the NSFnet
gateway waslarge, and was sent fmquemly.This was "fixed" by
movingthe external net~vorksvia internal BGPinstead

¯

If the tariffs drop, morebandwidthwherejustified. Not likely TI,
though, except maybeto the US
Routingcoordination. Nowthings amsimple, but this is guaranteed
not to be so in the future
OSIis in your future. Development
as necessary

Th~kernel wasmodifiexi to allow someexperimentationwith
congestionavoidanceand control strategies

J

Other Futures

Other Futures
¯

The ISTC(Industry. Science and TechnologyCanada. a federal
governmentdepartment) has produceda report re.commending
the
establishment of a muchmoreambitious network(March, 1990)

¯

DSI/DS3 bandwidth,with a substantial amountdevon] to
infrastructure in the regionals

¯

P, umotuedtarget damis 1991

¯

Poinmdly divorced from CA*net(whew!)
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¯

TheISTC(Industry, Science and TechnologyCanada,a federal
governmentdepartment) ha~ produceda report recommending
the
establishment of a muchmore ambitious network(March. 1990)

¯

DSI/DS3 bandwidth,with a substantial amountdevoted to
infrastructure in the rcgionals

¯

Rumoured
target date is 1991

¯

Pointedly divorced from CA*net(whew!)
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ENGINEERING THE CREN

Engineering

Presentation

by Michael

the
Roberts

CREN
and Michael

Hrybyk/EDUCOM

The Corporation for Research and Educational Networking (CREN)is the result
the 1989 merger of CSNETand BITNET. These two academic networks had their
origins in the early Eighties in university computer science departments and university
computer centers. In recent years, both have grown and have seen the interests of
their users grow much closer together. CRENcurrently has more than six hundred
members. The Corporation is governed by a twelve person board elected by its
members.Its services, amounting to approximately $2.6 million a year, are provided
by a contract between CRENand EDUCOM.
EDUCOM
in turn has a contract with
BBNfor services connected with CSNET.There is no longer any distinction in CREN
membership between use of CSNETservices and BITNETservices. A member may
use either or both types of service. CRENis part of the family of NSFNET
networks
and is connected to NSFNETin Cambridge and San Diego.
CRENhas been active in two areas with regard to its BITNEToperations. First,
BITNET’s topology has undergone major changes of late. Second, BITNEThas
begun to address inter-operability issues, especially relating to IP-based networks.
The topology of BITNEThas changed rather radically over the past 18 months.
BITNETwas initially
designed as a strict tree, with each node having only one
parent. Routing decisions were simple, since there was only one path from one node
to any other. Sites began to install extra lines, disturbing this delicate arrangement,
resulting in sub-optimal routes or, worse, the possibility of loops.
Princeton University developed a TCPencapsulation scheme for NJE records, which
form the basis of the protocol used throughout BITNET. The Princeton VMNET
product for VM/CMS
implements this scheme, and other providers (Joiner Associates for VMS,Pennsylvania State University for UNIX)have added support to
their offerings. This capability allows two consenting BITNETnodes to establish a
virtual connection using the Internet.
The testing phase of VMNET
has recently ended, and major sites are now moving
traffic from slow, 9600 baud, leased lines to TCPlinks. A group of BITNEThub
nodes are nowall directly interconnected using the TCPencapsulation scheme. This
has been dubbed the "BITNETCore." The throughput has increased dramatically
due to this radical change.
BITNETno longer resembles a convenient tree. Peter Honeyman’s pathalias has
been adapted for use within BITNETin order to generate routing tables for each
node based on assigned link weights. The use of VMNET
and newer routing tools
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has served to reduce the width of the network drastically, and as a result, has increased
response times.
Interoperability at the application layer has becomeincreasingly important to CREN/BITNET
members. CRENwill begin to require that all BITNETnodes make useof RFC822/821
compliant mailers. Vendors (especially IBM)have been petitioned to bundle such
mailer as part of their basic program product. There is also a push to allow more
than 8 characters for a node namein NJErecords, as well as expanding the range of
values allowed.
CRENhas supported the integration of BITNETwith the Internet community. BITNETcan be seen as a set of services (mail, file and information servers, interactive
messaging facilities,
etc.) provided to membernodes. Those services should be independent of transport, and can be implemented over top of existing IP network
facilities.
BITNETservices can be provided across the Internet, and CRENhas
begun to facilitate that goal.
CRENhas been active on the CSNETside of its operation as well. The west coast
cluster is now operational. Plans for integration of dial-up IP services have been
drawn. The latter is seen as a low cost alternative for connection to the Internet,
especially for membersof smaller institutions.

CREN Technical

Activities

CREN Membership
Conditions-

Terms
General

and

¯ Conditions of membership outlined.
¯ BITNETTopology changes.
¯ BITNET/Internet Interoperability
ities.

¯ Follow acceptable use guidelines.
activ-

¯ Abide by technical standards.
¯ Appoint memberrepresentative.

¯ CSNETactivities.

¯ Pay dues.
¯ Accept and forward traffic
bers.

from mem-

¯ Provide up to date member and node
i~formation.

CREN Membership
Conditions-

Terms and
BITNET

CREN Membership
Conditions-

¯ Guarantee bandwidth of 9600 on principal link.
¯ Offer at least one more port/connection
to another memberto establish connectivity.

Terms and
CSNET

¯ Sign proper software license agreement.
¯ Have a registered Internet DomainName.

¯ Offer 20hr/day, 7 days per week availability of principal connection.
¯ ]install routing tables on a timely basis.
¯ Strongly recommend use of rfc821/822
compliant mailer.
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The

Old

BITNET Topology

Current

BITNET Topology

¯ Networkconstrained to be a tree.

¯ Use of the Internet to carry traffic.

¯ Tree was rooted at CUNY.

¯ Core sites fully connected using virtual
links.

¯ Only a single path from node to node
supported.

¯ Use of NJE encapsulation scheme within
TCP packets.

¯ Dependent on order imposed by members.

¯ l~elaxation of leased line requirement.
¯ Implementations:
1. VMNET
from Princeton U. for VM/CMS
on IBM370 hardware.
2. Harvard VMNETdriver for UtkEP
and Unix.
3. Joiner Assoc. VMNET
driver for VAX/VMS
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Interoperability

BITNET Routing

¯ Still uses static routing tables, updated
every 30 days.

¯ Howto integrate store-and-forward with
packet-switched networks?

¯ Shortest path now calculated (using
modified version of Honeyman’spathalias).

¯ Maturation of s-and-f services has oc-

¯ Link weights assigned by line speed (but
can accomodate other variables).
¯ Use of dynamic routing being- investigated.

-Sender-initiated file transfer.
-Interactive messaging systems.
-Mailing list and bulletin b.oard services.
¯ Use of protocol encapsulation to preserve
applications.

BITNETInteroperability

Goals

CSNET Developments

¯ Use of rfc821/22 compliant ,nailers.

¯ West Coast Cluster.

¯ Domainregistration for all BITNET~nembets nodes (and use of appropriate MX
records).
¯ Use of a native RSCSIP line driver for
VMsystems.

¯ Plan for use of dial-up IP service.

¯ Lippke’s FREDproject.
¯ Message routing problems.
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PERSPECTIVES

Perspectives
rope

Presentation

by Eric

ON RESEARCH NETWORKS IN EUROPE

on Research

Networks

Huizer and Rudiger Volk / Rare-Ripe

357

in

Eu-

Multinational

Networks

HEPnet
SPAN
EUnet
EARN
NORDUnet
EASInet
etc.

PERSPECTIVES ON RESEARCH
NETWORKS IN EUROPE
IETF
Vancouver2 - 8 - 1990

National Networks / Networking
Organisations

Erik Huizer
SURFnet,The Netherlands

Janet (uk, gb)
DFN(de)
SURFnet(ni)
SWITCH(ch)
GARR
(it)
etc.

huizer@SURFnetnl

Regional Networks

Task-Forces

RARE
National members
( e.g. SURFnet)
International members
(e.g. EUnet)
Liason members(e.g. EWOS)
Associate members
(e.g. Korea)

/ Working Groups

Ripetask-forces (mostlyIP)
Rare WG’s(mostly OSI)
RARE Working groups

somecoordination bodies:
EURO-CCIRN
EEPG
IXl-CC
RIPE
WG’s

WG1:
WG2:
WG3:
WG4:
WG5:
WG6"
WG8:
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MHS
File Transfer
Directory Services
Information Services
User Services
Transport services

X.400, RFC-987/1148
FTAM, FTAM-FTP GWY
X.500, wpp
EIS
User support
TP0/TP4,
CONS/CLNS,
NSAP
VT, X11

Virtual Terminal
High Speed
Network Management SNMP, CMIP
Security

COSINE

lXl

Financing from combinedEuropean
governments
for creation of a European
networkinfrastructure for research.

X.25 (1984) 64kb/s
Freetill mid1991
What then???
Too expensive?
Too slow?
Single protocol?

Withoutinterfering with autonomy
of existing
networks!

Or

developinginto an affordable multi-protocol
backbone?
C.OSI...NE

The European Backbone
Pan-European

Inventory:
Maps (RIPE, HEPnet, EEPG)
Usageinventory (EEPG,Rare WG6)

Backbone

Multi-protocol
High speed
"Fixes"for intercontinentallinks

Intermediatesolutions:
Line sharing, multi-lateral agreements
e.g. :
Stockholm

Don’t forget Eastern Europe

I
I
Geneva (CERN)
I
Bologna
I
Amsterdam

Rome

Structural solutions
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i,
ORGAN|SATION EUROPEENNEP()UR
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR
~orwtm.re£m~e~n
pou; ~" Phymque
des

Intercontinental lines
Coordination
CCIRN

Networking

MAPs

Technical
Adviceto RARE
EEPG& RIPE

..

"fat pipe"(>128kb/s)
in place
Comell- CERN
(EASlnet)

#~MAINImcmational

2ndf.p. neededfor
load-balancing
back-up
To unde~ta~the worldaround us, wemain~ina series of MAPS
of netwod~
to whic~our or~miz~onis
Theym¢prcpm~dfor CERN
inmmaiuse fTomavailable informmion,and may
contain ¢~rmsmomissions.

June1990

Academic and Research

Leased Lines in EUROPE(-,~

¯ ~MAINInternational
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Academic and Research

Leased Lines in EUROPE~-)~

~

MAINlnmmational Academic and Research Leased Lines in EUROPE

MAI~ lnlemadonal Academic and Research L~sed Lines in EUROPE

L~MAIN
international

~

~".......

MAINLntcmational
L,

Acad¢mic and Research Leased Lines in EUROPE

.......
-
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Academic and Research Leased Lines in EUROPE

fLMain International

Leased
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Berkeley
4.3-Reno

Presentation

TCP Evolution

TO 4.3-RENO

from 4.3-Tahoe

363

to

by Van Jacobson/LBL

There is now a new mbuf structure in 4.3-reno requiring a new code be written
following a sockets-streams model called b-streams. A new driver calling sequence is
partly in the way of the new b-streams architecture. They want to put a lot more
caching of information into 4.4, which requires both letting the drivers have a place
to cache and sending the drivers a convenient hole as a root. For right nowwe have
added a new parameter to all driver calls (which are roots) and pretty soon some
the old parameters will go away. An example would be the current interface pointer
which happens to be redundant because you can find it by looking inside the root.
If you have written drivers for Berkeley Unix, you might consider rewriting them so
they will work under 4.4.
Provision has been madefor having higher level protocols lay out data in the right way
to go out on a wire. This should leave space for lower level protocol headers including
link layer headers so as drivers are coming up, they leave information laying around
that higher level protocols can use (like what is the largest size link header this driver
might require) and you can use that up at the socket level to leave a hole to put that
link header. Weare doing this to get around the model that was in 4.3 and 4.2 where
all network interfaces were considered to be ethernets. It maybe things with larger
or smaller than 14 byte link headers.
There is a brand new routing algorithm wh’:ch approximates Patricia, done by Keith
Scaller (sp?). As a functional equivalent, it uses a radix algorithm but carries a perentry mask and carries the same hierarchy the Patricia algorithm allows. Youcan
have subnets carry their own private masks and different width masks on different
networks. Routes nowcarry full path characteristics inside the route, including time
to live, pipe size, the socket buffer to be used, the mtu, minimumrtt and every other
thing we could possible think to throw into it. Weare trying to teach transport
protocols to utilize this information. Right nowtcp is the main thing that makesuse
of this information.
I use that path characteristic all the time. It is really nice for slip links because
they are wierd and have a tiny bandwidth delay product. Ideally, you would like
them to have a small mtu so there is not a lot of interference between interactive and
backgroundtraffic like ftp’s. If you have a slip link at home,all you need to do to set
it up is to add a default route to your slip link and add these new parameters, such
as mtu = 296, lk pipesize, rtt L 2sec. Put that entry in the slip line start up, and
from then on, every TCPuses the correct parameters for that slip link.
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TCPchanges fall into two categories, 1) speed ups, alot of which is the header prediction work, though not all, because alot of it relys on the not-yet available b-streams
changes. Easy things were 1) TCPports coming in had to be turned into your local
datastructures, the state structure of TCP. It turns out that if you cache just the
last PCBlookup, and do a quick compareto see if these ports match the last lookup,
which is a real cheap 96 byte compare, you get about a 90~, hit rate on any host. We
added a 1 BAT(?) cache which saves thousands of instructions with of an IMPC
(?) lookup. There was an unfortunate need to do D to Mmemoryto memorycopies
to generate occasional error messages. These copies under m-mpullups were a major
performance loss. Most of the code has been changed so they are no longer there.
You should almost never see 4.3 reno doing an m-mpullup or memory to memory
copy whena packet comesin. All the data stays in a buffer until you get it to either
a user of NFSor it’s final destination.
The Protocol is smart on the way out, in that it builds packets that look just as they
will going out on the wire. The chunks are copies in from the user in 1MSSsize units
and you leave enough space in the front for the TCP, IP, and link level header so all
you have to do is stick the header on the front of the chunk and blast it out on the
wire. You never need to repacketize data. There is at most one memoryto memory
copy. In some virtual memoryschemes, such as the one in 4.4, there may not even
be one memoryto memorycopy. The one copy is feeding the data to the higher level
applications socket.
About1.2 of the header prediction code is in 4.3 reno. The input side is in the release,
but the similar code for the outbound side is not yet working. Youkeep a few bits
around that summarize some of the past actions like whether an ack packet showed
up, or whether two ack or whether the user used the data as it arrived. There are five
bits of data available, you can switch on the bits, in some cases determining which
packets were generated, and in others determining the packet by carefully inspecting
your state.
Something modivated by some test results on the NSFnet backbone sending packets
near the bandwidth delay product (30-40 kbytes), the silly windowcode began sending
fragments. Particularly whencopying data in from the user, you’re laying it downin
units that look just like the packets that are being layed downon the wire. So, you
are copying data from the user in 460 byte chunks so the silly windowcode sends 3
bytes of that chunk, and nowyou are in exactly the wrongplace in every chunk in the
buffer. Rather than getting the best possible performance, you get the worst possible
performance. This somewhat mitigated the advantages in the new code. Make sure
you never get out of line in the chunk with the buffers set up for you. In the process,
the data looks a lot better on the wire. Youshould never see 4.3 reno laying little
bitty packets.

6.5.

BERKLEY TCP EVOLUTION FROM 4.3-TAHOE

TO 4.3-RENO
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There are a whole set of changes for low speed links. The route path characteristics
are a real win for SLIP. Theyallow you to correctly configure the link. Onenice thing
about TCPis that if you set one side right, the other side is automatically configured
correctly. The max segment size gets minimized between the two offers. SLIP nodes
is usually a client leaf node, setting up default characteristics is all you ever need to
do. There were manythings that were giving spurious retransmitts. Because header
compression gives up on retransmitted packets, you really notice a retransmit over a
2400 baud line. Everytime one one of those happened I dug into the networking code
and figured out whyit happened and fixed it.
The major problem turned out to be tied to the slow start code. Whenslow starting,
we start out with a real small window, and as acks are received, we open up the
window. Youwill be sitting there in a telnet session with a one packet window. As
you login, the stram of characters fully opens the transmit window. If you then VI
a file, you dump2K worth of characters on the line to repaint the screen. The slow
start is now a no-op. The RTTsuddenly goes up by factor of 2000. The rtt counter
does not deal with a factor of 2000. The idea behind slow start is to get this ack
clock going. You are trying to get told when to drop a packet into the line. The
problem is that the connection has gone idle, and there is not muchdata, a sudden
lump of data will not have a string of acks returning. After 1 RTTthere are no more
acks returning. If there were any acks, they would return in 1 RTT. To solve this
problem we put in a simple test: If the connection has been idle for more that 1
RTT,then slow start. This got rid of most spurious retransmits. This did more than
help interactive traffic. This also helps SMTPand NNTPwhich have short dialogue
sessions which tend to open the windowfollowed by a large blast of data which tends
to overwhelmthe line.
There was another set of changes for the case where the line is truly bandwidth
limited, so as the packet size changes, the RTTchanges a lot. The RTTestimator
was too heavily filtered to be effective. This is a case where the estimator was just
too aggressive. This was the old algorithm her RTT=lRTT÷2*est(variance).
changed the formula to new RTT=1RTT÷4*est(variance) and almost all the spurious
retransmitts disappeared, including all the bandwith related retransmits. There were
one or two left which were solved by punting. Wesaid, this line has got lk of buffer
and is a 9600 baud. Wecan see excursions in RTTup to 1 second as this buffer fills
and emoties, so don’t let the RTTgo under a second. So, we put in a minimumpath
RTTof 1 second.
The enhancements work better over fast links. Because we have per path characteristics, we can use the right mtu, not just 576 bytes for each path when the NSFnet
can handle 1500 bytes. Wecan nowuse the right pipe size. Youare not constrained
to using 4K worth of buffer when all you need is 3 packets worth of buffer on an
ethernet, and you really need 40 packets worth of buffer on the NSFnet.
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With the new timeout when you are feeding into a long fat pipe, a pipe requiring a
40k window,the transients from cross traffic if everyone else is using 40k windows,
can be pretty extraordinary and with the new timer, where we put more weight on the
variance, you are muchless likely to do a false retransmit. I did a bunch of NSFnet
throughout tests, and throughout those tests, I did not see any spurious retransmits
with the new code. If you are running an nntp for example, it has the property where
it sends these short control messages and then blasts out a large article or lump of
data and that would full the beck out of slow start. The control messages open the
window, and the blast drives the timers through the roof. The slow start on idle
code has solved this problem for fast links as well. Retransmits have gone downto
essentially zero.
Tutorial

General network changes in 4.3-reno
Berkeley TCP Evolution
Newmbuf structure.

from 4.3-tahoe to 4.3-reno

¯ Newdriver calling

Van Jacobson

¯

sequence.

Drivers tell higher level protocols how muchspace

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

needed for headers (maxAinkhdr).

¯

New muting algorithm

(~ PATRICIA-- carries

per-entry mask).
18th Intemet EngineeringTask Force meeting
Universityof British Columbia
Vancouver,BC, Canada
July 31-August3, 1990

Routes carry ’path characteristics’:
pipesize,

TTL, MTU,

minimumRTr, estimated RTT, estimated

RTr var., pipelimit, "keep-alive" enable, etc.

TCPchanges in 4.3-reno
It’s faster:

General network changes in 4.3-reno (cont.)

¯ Last PCB lookup cached.

¯ No m_pullup’s.
(Path characteristics

very nice for SLIPlinks. E.g., at

client end of link just do

¯ Space left for IP and link-level headers.

muteadd default slip-link 1 mtu296 pipesize 1024minrtt 2
¯ ~ 50% of Header Prediction

added.

and all connections will use good window, mtu and timer

values.)

¯ Sender silly-window code more effective.

¯

Socket buffers rounded up to integral multiple of
MSS.
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TCPchanges in 4.3-reno (cont.)
TCPchanges in 4.3-reno (cont.)

It works better over slow links:

It works better over long, high-speed links:
Route path characteristics

allow individual

connection configuration

(smaller MTUand
¯ Route path characteristics

pipesize).

connection configuration

allow individual
(bigger MTUand

pipesize).
¯

Slowstarts if connection idle for >_ 1 R’rT. (Prevents
most spurious retransmissions on screen repaints,
¯ Newtimeout better for loaded, fat pipes.

SMTP,NNTP,etc).

¯ Slowstart-on-idle muchbetter for interactive

¯ Retransmit fimeout changed from rtt + 2 ¯ vat

NNTPtraffic.

to rtt + 4 * vat (catches most remaining spurious
retransmits).

¯ New"’Fast Recovery" algorithm.
Per-path minimumRTr (prevents rest of spurious
retransmits).

¯
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if (packet is duplicate ack)
if (++tp->dupacks == tcprexmtthresh)
tp->snd_ssthresh = max(tp->snd_cwnd/ 2, tp->maxseg);
tp->snd_nxt = tp->snd_una;
tp->snd_cwnd = tp->maxseg;
tcp_output(tp);
tp->snd_nxt = tp->snd_max;
tp->snd_ewnd = tp->snd_ssthresh + tp->dupacks * tp->maxseg;
} else if (tp->dupacks > tcprexmtthresh)
tp->snd_cwnd += tp->maxseg;
tcp_output(tp);
goto drop;

}
if (tp->dupacks

>= tcprexmtthresh

tp->snd_cwnd = tp->snd_ssthresh;
tp->dupacks = O;
3 75

&&tp->snd_cwnd > tp->snd_ssthresh)

NSFNetthroughputtests--LBL to Merit--VJmMay
13, 1990
(solid: 1500byte MTU;dotted: 576byte MTU;dashed:theory)
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SCALING AND POLICY IN THE INTERNET
PAUL F. TSUCHIYA

Problems
ROUTINGDOESN’T SCALE
ADDRESSDEPLETION
NO POLICY ROUTING
THIS TALK:
ScalingandPolicy Routing
¯ UsingMultiple HierarchicalAddresses
(Polly)
Efficient andFlexible HierarchicalAddress
Assignment
¯ Usinghierarchical, non-contiguous
masks(KampaiAddressing)

,
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,,

J

New Terms

¯

What! call the techniqueof usingmultiple hierarchical addresses
for scaling
and policy

Kam~)ai Addressing
¯ WhatI call the techniqueof assigning addressesfrom the bottom-upusing
non-contiguous masking
_..R. um~)erephobia
¯ Just wait and see

Scaling: HowTo
Tricks Exist:
¯ Default Route
¯ Localize Routing Table
¯

Tunnel through ASbetweenBorder Gateways

¯

Remotequery to RouteServer to find route (ORWG
technique)

But only one fundamental scalinq_ technique~
¯

HIERARCHICAL
ADDRESSES
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CurrentandFuture"lnternet" Structure
Transit Domains

\

Stub Domains

Problemswith Hierarchical Addressing
Wehave~r problems
usinghierarchicaladdressing:
1. IP addresses
aren’thierarchical
(or at least, notvery)
2. Hierarchy
andpolicytendto be contradictory
goals
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Effect of Hierarchical Addresses
Scaling,but Little Policy
Dorn~;n~
not in A°s
routing

A

Effect of IgnoringHierarchical Addresses
Policy, but Little Scaling
¯

/’-

A

B
O~ivateAddr~)
C

(Public
Addrc.ss)
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~ I~m~;n~ not in A’s

muting

table

Solution: Multiple Hierarchical Addresses
Scaling and Policy
Dorr~in~
not in A’s
routing

A

(Privateand
Public Address)C (Private and
Public Ad&r~s)

~

,
Basic Idea Behind
Multiple Hierarchical Addresses ("Polly"~
Beforeconnectionestablishment,Directory Service, or Domain
Name
System (DNS), returns K addresses, one for each backbonepath
"User"chooses
the appropriateaddressas a policy decision
Routingefficiently routes packets, becauseaddress is hierarchical

BUT............
doesn’tthis donothingmorethansolvethe problem
in one
area (routing) by creatingonein another(naming)?????
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EXACTLY!!!
Impact of Polly
Directory
Service
must
returnmultiple
addresses
¯ But this only increasesload by a small factor K
¯

K = numberof addresses

¯

Think of returning multiple addressesas retumingone big one

User must pick an address
¯ But this just part of user’s normalpolicy decision

Intra-domain
routing
loadalsoincreased
bya smallfactorK
Inter-domain
routingloaddecreased
fromroughly
N2 to NlogN
Routinqload decreaseoutweighsDirectory Serviceload increase

Policy Routing Background
Hop-by-hop (BGP)
¯ Routerscalculate multiple pathsto destinations
¯ Either link-state or distance-vector
¯ UseTOSfield in headeror equivalent
¯ Routers mustunderstandhost policies
Source Routing (ORWG)
¯ Each"host" calculates multiple pathsto destination
¯ Path is setup in advanceof data packets
¯ Usesomekind of Path ID field in header
¯ Usually link-state
¯ Rely on cachingin routers
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UsingPolly for Policy:
Yet Another Tool
Polly enhances,NOTreplaces, other techniques
Hop-by-hop
¯ Relievessomerouter burdenof knowinghost policy
Source Routing
¯ Provideseasier scaling
¯ Pathsetup only to backbone
network

Canen,qineeruse of multiple addresses,in coniunctionwith other
techniques

Address Explosion ?

1.1.12.1.13.1.1
1.2.12.2.13.2.1

1.12.13.1

~

1

Regional Ba~nes N~ional Bac~ones
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NO/
Engineer Addressesas Appropriate
~ High-speed Path
1.1.1 ~
2.2.1-~---"" Free Path
3.3.1.~------ Public

.., _....., _.,~11 2 1 3 1

Data Path ~~I~,~’~
~
~.-...~~~I ~ /.," -

Thestub l~s 3 policies,
needsonly 3 addresses.
Could have a 4th,
doesn’t knowabout stub
via 2.1.

2.1.1,

general, trade off
addresses with routing
overhead.

if

2 ~1.3~

~3

Regional Bacld3onesNational Backbones

Address Depletion Problem
Options:
MakeIP Address biq,q_er
¯ Variable-length address
¯ Newopti6n field with additional addressspace
¯ Requires changesto hosts and routers
¯ Whynot just use ISO IP in that case?
Use existing IP Addressmoreefficiently
¯ Current IP Addressassignmenttechniques:
¯ Scales poody(not enoughhierarchy)
¯ Usesspaceinefficiently
¯ Requires only changesto routers
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Use Existing

Space More Efficient~y:

Usevariable-length, non-contiguousaddressfields
Assign from the bottom up as needed
Distinguish addressfields using masks
¯ Routingalgorithm cardesmasks
I call this KampaiAddressing

Rumperephobia
Fearor intensedislike, usually irrational, of non-contiguous
bit masks
¯ Often associatedwith the morecommon
isophobia
Basedon recognition that:
¯ if twodifferent masks
havethe same
number
of bits, onecannotdetermine
whichis "moregenera["
¯ onecan derive addresses
andassociatednon-contiguous
masks
that freakoutpatriciatrees
If two different maskshavethe samenumberof bits, then neither is more
general
it is easyto avoidmasksthat freak-out patricia trees
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Basic Procedure: KampaiAddressing
Initially assignjust enough
address
spaceto coverneeds
¯

Large mask(many"ones")

When
moreaddresses
needed,doubleallocated space
¯

Change
a "1" to a "0" in mask

Simple
algorithm
insuresthat:
¯

Old addressesstill

valid undernewmask

¯

Other addresses
still

valid undertheir masks

Execute
at eachlevel of (topological)
hierarchy
¯

Hosts requests from subnet, subnetsrequest from network, networkfrom
regional, regional fromnational, national fromroot (Postel)

Kampai Addressing Example
(for one level of addresshierarchy)
m 0000

~ mm 0000
" ’,

moo00

~0001

=tOOXl

I mma

~0000
OOXl
0010

1
i

1
1111

"~1

moo00

moo00

~

~OOX1

~maOOXl

Z m~OXX1

BmaOXIO

B~aXXIO

~-
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moo00

~XXIO

I 0000

KampaiAddressing Efficiency
Around 50%address utilization

at each level of assignment

¯ 45%utilization after request,90%utilization before request
¯

Average around 65%

¯

Dropto 50%to include small gaps, shrinkage

¯

Example:if 5 levels of hierarchy, weget 6%efficiency

Patricialookup
fasterwithkampai
addresses
thanwithtraditional
¯ . Becausemeaningfulinformation encodedin fewer bits
¯ Patricia looks at fewer bits before makingdecision

NowHard Part
Transition to Polly and Kampai
No changes to hosts necessary
¯ Althoughdoing so gives policy control
Should makechanges to intra-domain routing
¯ But possible to do without--less efficient
Need changes to inter-domain routing
¯ Modify BGP

¯

¯¯

¯
¯

Domain-namemust return multiple

addresses

Within spec, but howabout (host and DNS)implementations?
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Description of Polly (complete Version)
Before Connection
Determineappropriate addressesfor domain
¯ According
to connectivity,policies, routingTOS,etc.
Assign(multiple) addressesto hosts
¯ SNMP
UpdateDNSwith multiple addresses
Intra-domainrouting keepstrack of multiple addresses
¯ Perhost, per subnet,per area,etc.
Inter-domainrouting keepstrack of multiple addresses
¯ Per domain

Description of Polly
Full Host Version
D
N
S

~u

Addresses

R
C
E
H
O -S
T

R
O
U
T
E
R

TCP CR

D
E
S
T
H
O
S
T

d~l;a
__
¯
¯

--

¯

data
X

389

data
X

iii

Description of Polly (completeversion)
During Connection
User starts connectionusing host name(foo.bar.xx)
Sourcehost gets multiple addressesfrom DNS
Accordingto policy, sourcehost:
¯ Throwsawayunwantedaddresses
¯ Rankorders remainingaddresses
Sourcehost sendsTCPconnectrequest (using first
¯ Identifies rankorderof addresses
in TCPoption

address)

Accordingto policy, destination host throws awayunwantedaddresses

Description of Polly (complete version)
During Connection(cont)
Destination host sendsTCPconnect accept
¯ Identifies remainingacceptableaddresses
in TCPoption
Sourcehost removesaddressesunacceptableto destination host
Sourceand destination hosts establish connection
¯ Both can identify

connection with any of the chosen addresses

¯ No loss of performance
Assumedestination host becomesunreachableduring connection
Router sendsICMPdestination unreachableto source host
Sourcehost tries next available address(IP level function)
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Polly Options:
No Host Changes
Host cannot choosebetweenmultiple destination addresses
?
IDNS -~

w,x,y,z
? ~..Policy ~erver
~

I~

x ~ H°st

¯ Or, havenopolicyserver,andlet hostjust pick first address
Host doesn’t recognize ownmultiple addresses

Host
lDest
¯

RouterI I xl i I> -- Host
_~ ~~~=iBorder ~_<I’~-F]
J~Source I

Simplealgorithmicmanipulation,
since"host" part of addressunchanged

K

,
lntra-domain Routing Changes

Mustrecognize variable-length, non-contiguousmasks
¯

OSPFalready does this

Shouldrecognize multiple addressesper host
¯ Canavoidthis if BorderRoutersdo addresstranslation
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Inter-domain

Routing

Changes

Mustrecognizevariable-length, non-contiguous
masks
Mustrecognizemultiple addressesper domain
¯

BGPalready doesthis

Address

Assignment

Until all intra-domainrouting protocolsrecognizenon-contiguous
masks,
IP Addresses
mustfollow old style (ClassA/B/C)
¯

Let’s considerthis the transition period

Duringtransition, let majorbackbones
assignaddresses
fromClassA
spaces
Advertise
one Class A, one ~l,~o
~- Class B Address
~~
~,c~oon

/

/

I

~’~j

\

~ Hasnot transitioned
Sub-ClassA
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Class B Sub-ClassA Sub-ClassA

Address Assignment (cont)
After transition,backbones
canobtainaddress
outsideof ClassA space
¯ According to rules of KampaiAddressing

Eachdomain
shouldalwayshaveits own,non-backbone
oriented
addressspace
¯

Not advertised outside domain

¯

Allowsfor stable addressinginternally

Summary
Kampai
Addressing
solvesscalingandaddress
depletionproblems
¯

Tothe extent possible, given only 32 bits of addressspace

Polly provides policy routing control
Transition seems doable
¯ Phasedtransition possible
¯ Hosts can avoid changesin perpetuity (although not recommended)
¯ Routing changesnot overly complex

OR: Just wait for OSI--they may have Polly and Kampai anyway
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NASA ACTS Satellite

Presentation

by Tom VonDeak/NASA Lewis

The NASAACTSProgram was initiated to advance the state-of-the- art in satellite
communications. It however has proved capable of advancing, in general, the stateof-the-art in communications. In the early 1980’s, members of the ACTSProgram
identified key, high risk technologies for advanced development. These technologies
have been combined to form a platform which the ACTSProgram will use to verify
and demonstrate ACTSdeveloped technologies. The ACTSsatellite
is scheduled to
be launched into a geosynchronous orbit by the Shuttle in May1992.
A primary function of the ACTSsatellite is its availability for the development of
applications. Someof the key application areas that are being currently developed
within our program are narrowband ISDN, HDTV,and Gigabit/second communications. The network services provided to the science communityare in the initial stages
of development. Even at this stage of development it is recognized that in order to
support the science communityto the fullest extent possible it is necessary that the
ACTSsatellite network provide connections into existing data networks. Identifying
the segment of the science communitybest able to makeuse of the ACTSProgram and
defining their data networking requirements has become a top priority of the ACTS
Program. Amongthe science oriented applications under study are the placement
of 46.828 MBit/sec Earth Stations at Palmer Station, Antarctica, astronomer access
and control of remote observatory instruments, database file transfer, and researcher
access and control of unattended telemetry instruments.
Amongthe enabling ACTStechnologies are: Ka-band Multi-beam antenna, a mechanically steerable antenna, On-board N x 64 KB/Scircuit switching, Real time
circuit allocation, and three active transponders each having 900 MHzof bandwidth

The Multi-beam antenna system developed for the ACTSProgram accommodates
the formation of 1/2 degree (about 150 miles diameter) beams at Ka-band using
antenna sizes of 2.2 and 3.3 meters, respectively. In addition, the ACTSsatellite
has a 1 degree beam that can be movedto any location in the Western Hemisphere
ranging from within the Antarctic/Arctic Circles to the Azores and MidwayIsland.
The narrow beamwidthconcentrates the power of satellite transmissions and increases
the dB/Kof the satellite receiver. The increased antenna gain at Ka-Bandalong with
the improved transmission/reception characteristics of the ACTSsatellite result in
Earth Stations with small diameter antennae and low power transmitters being able
to communicatewith other Earth Stations at high data rates. ACTSEarth Stations,
under current program development, will have throughputs of 1.792 Mps and 46.828
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Mps. ACTSEarth Stations capable of transmitting at BISDNrates of 150 Mps to
933 Mpsare under initial stages of definition and development.
On-board N x 64 KB/S circuit switching supports communications between Earth
Stations residing in separate beamsof the ACTSsatellite. The majority of the ACTS
Ka-band beams are separated into two groups referred to as West and East families.
In addition, there are three separate beams on Cleveland, Tampa, and Atlanta. These
groups are serviced by two baseband processors each capable of routing 1,200 individual 64 KB/Scircuits. The baseband processor multiplexes the outgoing circuits
from uplink beams into a serial data stream for the destination beam. This stream
is transformed into a downlink TDMA
burst from the satellite
to Earth Stations
residing in that beam.
Real time circuit allocation is carried out using a low data rate communicationpath
between Earth Stations and the Master Control Station. This communication path
is integrated into the TDMA
bursts and allows the earth station and master control
station, located at Lewis Research Center, to exchange information and commands
such as circuit setup and disconnect messages. The master control station creates a
routing table based on the circuit commandsexchanged with the earth stations. This
routing table is transmitted to the satellite where it is implementedto establish n x
64 Kbps channels between earth stations. Existing channels between earth stations
remain intact while newcircuits are established. The time between a circuit request
and its actual creation varies according to the numberof outstanding requests and
network traffic but is estimated to be less than 4.5 seconds under all but the most
extreme circumstances.
The 900 MHzwide transponders of the ACTSsatellite
offer a unique opportunity
to conduct experiments with Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) rates ranging from 150
MB/S to 933 MB/S. The 900 MHzbandwidth capacity of the three Ka-Band ACTS
transponders is accessed by the Master Control Station issuing appropriate commands
to the satellite. While in this modeof operation, beamlocations are interconnected
via an analog MicrowaveSwitch Matrix rather than the digitally oriented baseband
processor. The Microwave Switch Matrix has bandwidth characteristics
matching
those of the transponders. This bandwidth coupled with the high G/T and dB/K of
the ACTSsatellite have made it possible to pursue the development of Earth Stations
with gigabit/sec transmission capabilities.
TheACTSsatellite is proving itself to be a flexible platform rich with features capable
of supporting a wide range of interests. The requirements imposed by applications
and uses of ACTSwill determine the earth station interfaces and the direction of any
developmental efforts.
Although the on-orbit phase of the ACTSProgram is 22 months in the future,

the
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planning phase of the ExperimentsOffice is at the height of its activity. Earth Stations
are currently being defined as to the interfaces and protocols that they will support.
Whenthat definition is complete, it will (for the most part) dictate what can and
cannot be accomplished in the ACTSDemonstration Network. One area under study
is the integration of packet- switching into the ACTSDemonstration Network. The
variable on- demandbandwidthin increments of 64 KBPS,the software flexible circuit
set-up interface, and the real-time switching operation of the satellite switch can be
developed into a very efficient satellite-based packet switching network. Oneof the
key issues in this area is the identification of the network equipment configuration
that would best serve ACTSgoals in implementing a packet-switching network.
It would be inaccurate to say that the applications being developed through the ACTS
Program are satellite oriented. The capabilities of the ACTSsatellite enables the
development of advanced applications that can be demonstrated before the matching
terrestrial capabilities will be madeavailable. The next generation of communications
begins operation with the ACTSsatellite.

NASAAdvancedCommunicationsTechnology Satellite

I

I nternet Engineering Task Force

Thomas vonDeak
NASALew~s Research Center
ACTSExperiments Office
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